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Abstract 
Wild animals are adapted to survive in different niches and therefore represent a great source 
for natural variation studies. Mapping of complex traits in model organisms has, for some time 
been constrained by low genetic variation of laboratory cultured strains. Although informative, 
this approach is fairly limiting. Recently, research in many model species has benefited from 
the creation of multi-parental crosses derived from wild-caught strains. Studying natural 
genetic variation using this approach allows for a better understanding of gene function as 
allelic interactions in divergent genetic backgrounds play important roles in determining 
complex traits. Such an approach was notably missing in Caenorhabditis elegans research. To 
remedy this, a new 4-parental recombination inbred line (RIL) panel that is representative of 
genotypically distinct groups of C. elegans isolates and distinct from the canonical N2 strain 
has been created. In this thesis I have used C. elegans, that has a short lifespan, high fecundity 
and wide array of genetic and genomic resources, to investigate variation in lifespan, its related 
traits and in the response to dietary restriction (DR). My specific aims were to further 
characterise a number of previously isolated lifespan QTLs, and to analyse lifespan and stress 
resistance in a new panel of 4-parent RILs. This work has discovered that the effect of DR on 
lifespan in C. elegans varies between genotypes and that such differences are seen in 
introgression lines (ILs), RILs and in wild isolates. A wide review of the literature on DR shows 
support for the view that genotype-specific effects on lifespan are widespread and that for 
some genotypes DR can be deleterious. I have also discovered that the newly created 4-
parental panel of RILs contains significant, ecologically relevant, variation in lifespan and in 
stress resistance, that lifespan and stress resistance; are not correlated in these lines, and that 
this can be used to identify quantitative trait loci (QTLs) controlling this variation. Importantly, 
 
XIV 
 
some of these QTLs cannot be explained by known lifespan regulating genes. Furthermore, the 
analyses revealed that the cold stress resistance in C. elegans is related to the control of 
translation, that the major QTLs detected in the RILs cannot be a consequence of genes known 
to be involved in cold stress resistance and that one may be a consequence of variation in eftu-
2 a part of the translation machinery. These results highlight the importance of exploring 
various genetic backgrounds in quantitative genetics and present a wider picture of the genetic 
interactions that are likely to be happening in the wild.   
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CHAPTER ONE: Introduction 
1.1 Ageing and lifespan in human populations 
There has been a steady growth in life expectancy over the past century.  This growth means 
that more people live, on average, longer that their parents. This global rise in average lifespan 
seen in the human population in the past 50 years is partly a result of major improvements in 
public health and medicine and older people are making up an increasing share of the total 
population. However, the desire for prolonged lifespan brings a new dilemma, as extended 
lifespan does not always equate to an extension in health span. This is a situation never faced 
before by humanity and despite great improvements in medical research and health care, the 
aging population remains profoundly vulnerable to both infectious and non-infectious disease. 
It is therefore important to seek answers to very serious questions such as will the ever growing 
ageing population possess long term good health, and/or is there a reasonable chance to 
reduce severe disability from common diseases and health conditions?   
Ageing research therefore aims not just to increase lifespan, but also to understand the biology 
of ageing in order to improve healthspan and postpone senescence and its related diseases. 
Senescence is the process of deterioration with age. In developed nations, about 85% of babies 
born this year will live to at least to their 65th birthday (Human Mortality Database, 2016). 
Between 2015 and 2050, the proportion of the world's population over 60 years will almost 
double from 12% to 22% (WHO, 2016). The price for living to this older age is usually the 
opportunity to witness the ageing and decline of human bodies and at the end the fatal and 
disablitating diseases that are often paired with prolonged senescence (Olshansky et al., 2016). 
The current trend of life extension, which is linked to age-related diseases, therefore 
represents the biggest challenge to health care systems world-wide (WHO, 2016).  A longer life 
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brings with it opportunities, not only for older people and their families, but also for societies 
as a whole. For example, the longer the people live, the more chance of passing on their 
knowledge to the next generations. There is, however, little evidence to suggest that older 
people today are experiencing their later years in better health than their parents. While rates 
of age-related severe disability have declined in high-income countries over the past 30 years, 
there has been no significant change in mild to moderate disability over the same period (WHO, 
2016). This creates a need for systematic research into ageing in both human and non-human 
models that allows for deeper understanding of healthy ageing.   
At the biological level, ageing results from the impact of the accumulation of a wide variety of 
ŵolecular aŶd cellular daŵage over tiŵe. OŶe defiŶitioŶ of ageiŶg is: ͚Degenerative changes 
that occur in an organism over time with cells declining in their capacity to fight pathogens and 
disease in comparison to those of young organisms, thus, making older organisms more 
vulŶeraďle’ (Toussaint et al., 1992).   
Ageing is the major risk factor for so called age-related diseases such as cardiovascular disease, 
cancer and neurodegeneration (Hoeijmakers, 2009). In mammals, ageing is accompanied by a 
progressive atrophy of tissues and organs and stochastic damage accumulation to biological 
macromolecules such as DNA, RNA, proteins and lipids (Olshansky et al., 2016). One of the 
dominant theories about the mechanisms of ageing is that molecular damage that accumulates 
over time accounts for the systematic decline in older individuals (Kirkwood, 2005). Damage to 
DNA can be either exogenous (diet, radiation, environment) or endogenous (reactive oxygen 
species, chemical instability and errors during DNA repairs) (Hoeijmakers, 2001). Damaged 
DNA can cause genome instability and can produce signalling cascades that can lead to cell 
death (Rodier et al., 2009) as well as mutations that can be oncogenic (Cha and Yim, 2013). As 
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an organism ages its cells also decline in their capacity to fight pathogens and disease in 
comparison to young organism. For example, there is an increase in apoptosis in the tissue of 
old animals (Shen and Tower, 2009) that therefore makes older organisms more vulnerable 
(Puca et al., 2001). 
The rate at which various organisms age differs greatly across species, an observation that 
indicates that the mechanism of ageing is governed by underlying genetic differences (Anson 
et al., 2003).  Lately, a view has emerged that biological ageing is malleable and when ageing 
in model organisms is delayed so are the associated age-related diseases and conditions (as 
reviewed in Olshansky et al., 2016). Research based evidence shows that ageing can be delayed 
in model organisms by behavioural manipulation (dietary restriction) (McCay et al. 1935), 
genetic manipulation (Kenyon, 2010) and to some extent by pharmacological means such as 
metformin (Barzilai et al. 2016), rapamycin (Leontieva et al., 2014) and acarbose (Harrison et 
al., 2014). Different methods of lifespan extension can be assigned to mostly independent 
genetic mechanisms. These mechanisms seem to extend lifespan by both independent and 
overlapping genetic pathways (Greer and Brunet, 2009).  
 
1.2 Stress and dietary restriction 
Stress and lifespan are closely related, with many mutations that alter lifespan also affecting 
the stress-response and nutrient sensing. For example, the mouse p66shc gene (which controls 
oxidative stress response) has been shown to induce stress resistance and prolong lifespan 
(Migliaccio et al., 1999). Experiments on stress factors can therefore provide insight into the 
mechanisms of ageing (Lin et al., 1998). Mild stress, also called hormesis can be beneficial for 
an organism. Hormesis stands for a dose response where low exposure to toxins or other 
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stressors have an overall favourable effect on a given organism (Calabrese et al., 2002). Many 
animal studies have demonstrated that mild dietary stress can be beneficial to model 
organisms. In one such study, pathological lesions in rodents due to old age in mice were 
significantly reduced by a dietary restriction (DR) regimen (Ikeno et al., 2006). Moreover, in 
mice, multiple fasting cycles modulate haematopoietic stem cell protection, self-renewal and 
regeneration (Cheng et al., 2014; Fontana and Partridge, 2015). DR is a regime of decreased 
food intake and can be defined as low caloric intake without malnutrition (Gredilla and Barja, 
2005). It has been shown to markedly and reproducibly extend lifespan in a variety of species 
(Fontana et al., 2010) and appears to be one of the very few near-universal means of lifespan 
extension in animals. DR is also able to delay age-related diseases such as diabetes, dementia 
and cardiovascular diseases in a number of model systems (Herndon et al., 2002; Mair and 
Dillin, 2008; Kaufman et al., 2010). Dietary restriction is, to this day, the only natural 
intervention known to reliably extend lifespan in model organisms. For example, DR started in 
young Rhesus monkeys greatly improves metabolic health and reduces the risk of developing 
of cardiovascular diseases, obesity and cancer (Colman et al., 2014; Mattison et al., 2012). DR 
therefore appears to act generally in keeping organisms relatively healthy until older age. DR 
therefore represents a robust way to improve both lifespan and healthspan. 
Early in the twentieth century, the first recorded DR experiments were carried out to observe 
how retardation of growth due to malnutrition in rats and trout effected lifespan (Osborne and 
Mendel, 1915; Osborne et al., 1917 & McCay, 1929). It was McCay who first noticed that 
growth retarded trout, outlived the control population (McCay, 1929) and his 1935 research 
on rats is now most commonly cited as the beginning of modern DR studies (McCay et al., 
1935).  During the past 100 years many different species from wide taxonomic groups from 
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rotifers (Fanestil and Barrows, 1965), worms (Lee et al., 2006), flies (Mair at al., 2005), spiders 
(Austad, 1989), fish (Terzibasi et al., 2009), rats and mice (Turturro et al., 1999) to monkeys 
(Colman et al., 2009) have been used in DR research and, to this day, DR is considered the most 
robust non-genetic life-extending intervention. Historically an important question has been to 
determine the degree to which studies on ageing on non-human organisms are informative 
about the mechanisms of human ageing. Although it is not possible to answer this question 
definitely, there is a large body of work supporting the idea that the basic principles of ageing 
are broadly conserved across the species as identified in commonly used model organisms 
(Kenyon et al., 1993; Sutphin and Kaeberlein, 2011).  
Beyond the potentiality of DR to affect human lifespan, DR studies on animal models have been 
extremely useful in defining genes and molecular pathways involved in ageing, some of which 
appear to be greatly conserved, e.g. insulin-like signalling which was originally shown to 
regulate lifespan in C. elegans (Kenyon et al., 1993). Many animal models from wide taxonomic 
groups have however shown no lifespan extension and even a reduced lifespan under various 
DR regimens. This raises the possibility that DR may not be as universal a mechanism of lifespan 
extension as has been suggested. Further, if there are indeed genotype-specific effects of DR, 
this may explain some cases where conflicting results have been obtained.  
There are, some perplexing questions still to be answered about how DR evolved and why it 
extends lifespan. DR-extended lifespan is mostly, but not always, coupled with hypothesis of 
reduced rates of reproduction (Partridge et al., 2005). One of the earlier evolutionary 
hypothesis was the re-allocation of the nutrients in DR treated organisms. The bases of this 
theory was simple, in time of plenty, an organism invests in growth and reproduction, but when 
resources are scares the nutrients are re-allocated for maintenance and repair (Speakman and 
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Mitchell, 2011). This idea, when applied especially to invertebrates, appears to be at odds with 
the boom and bust lifecycles of many of the species such as yeast, worms and flies (Adler and 
Bonduriansky, 2014). Also, given that most of the animals in nature do not live till old age, 
saving resources for later and postponing reproduction may not be the best strategy. 
Furthermore, many species that are capable of surviving longer periods of unfavourable 
conditions often do so via more extreme strategies such as alternative developmental stages, 
for example dauer larval stage of C. elegans (Hu, 2007). This allows the organism to survive and 
develop into an adult once the conditions become favourable again.   
In addition, long term dietary restriction treatments cause many physiological changes in the 
organisms. One of these changes, is the reduction in the capacity to respond to environmental 
challenges. Indeed, when exposed to pathogens, DR restricted animals tend to exhibit reduced 
immune response with increased susceptibility to viruses, bacterial infections and gut parasites 
(Kristan, 2008; Speakmen and Mitchel, 2011; Hunt et al., 2012). There is also some evidence 
that cold tolerance is compromised under DR regimens (Puerta and Abelenda, 1987). As most 
DR experiments are carried out in laboratory conditions with no predators or competitions for 
mates, a sedentary lifestyle (He et al., 2012) and stable temperatures, such physiological 
changes could cause increased mortality in the wild, i.e. what is interpreted as a lifespan 
extending DR effect in the laboratory would shorten lifespan in the wild. For example, Voorhies 
et al. (2005) reported a greatly reduced longevity for C. elegans when cultured in soil in 
comparison to worms reared on NGM plates. These arguments, coupled with the results of 
many non-model organisms and wild-derived strains in which DR failed to prolong lifespan 
(reviewed below), are suggestive that response to DR are not due to re-allocation hypothesis. 
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1.3 Mechanism(s) of DR 
There are tǁo priŶcipal ŵethods of restrictiŶg diet iŶ ďoth verteďrate aŶd iŶverteďrate 
orgaŶisŵs. IŶ the first ŵethod, chroŶic D‘, daily calories are restricted ďy typically ďetǁeeŶ ϮϬ-
ϰϬ% of ad liďituŵ. WheŶ started at aŶ early age, aŶiŵals oŶ this regiŵeŶ are geŶerally sŵaller 
iŶ size ǁheŶ coŵpared to the coŶtrol ;‘usli et al., ϮϬϭϱͿ.  IŶ the secoŶd ŵethod, food is 
ǁithdraǁŶ altogether oŶ ŶoŶ-coŶsecutive days such as alterŶate day fastiŶg ;ADFͿ, iŶterŵitteŶt 
fastiŶg ;IFͿ or for tiŵed periods ǁith ad liďituŵ feediŶg oŶ ŶoŶ-fastiŶg days/tiŵes. IŶ rodeŶts, 
fastiŶg every other day, or tǁice ǁeekly eǆteŶds lifespaŶ up to ϯϬ % regardless of ďoth total 
food iŶtake aŶd ǁeight loss ;MattsoŶ et al., ϮϬϭϰͿ. AŶiŵal ŵodels iŶ these trials are of a Ŷorŵal 
size ǁheŶ coŵpared to coŶtrol groups ;Descaŵps et al., ϮϬϬϱͿ. This physical differeŶce 
ďetǁeeŶ various treatŵeŶts is a good iŶdicatioŶ that various D‘ ŵethods operate via 
iŶdepeŶdeŶt or partially iŶdepeŶdeŶt pathǁays ;Greer aŶd BruŶet, ϮϬϬϵͿ. The hope is that a 
ďetter uŶderstaŶdiŶg of these ŵechaŶisŵs caŶ also provide the ŵeaŶs to preveŶt or delay the 
oŶset of age-related diseases iŶ aŶ ever ageiŶg aŶd eǆpaŶdiŶg huŵaŶ populatioŶ. It is also 
hoped that uŶderstaŶdiŶg the ŵechaŶisŵ of D‘ ǁill alloǁ pharŵacological replicatioŶ of the 
effect therefore alloǁiŶg D‘ eǆteŶsioŶ of lifespaŶ ǁithout the reƋuireŵeŶt for D‘.  
The ŵechaŶisŵs uŶderlyiŶg the aŶti-ageiŶg effects of D‘ have loŶg ďeeŶ a ŵajor iŶterest to 
researchers.  IŶitially it ǁas proposed that various D‘ regiŵes iŶcreased lifespaŶ ďy retardiŶg 
groǁth. This hypothesis ǁas sooŶ eliŵiŶated aŶd the search ďegaŶ for Ŷeǁ ŵechaŶisŵs. The 
discovery that certaiŶ ŵutatioŶs caŶ eǆteŶd lifespaŶ ǁithout the ŶutritioŶal iŶterveŶtioŶ ďy 
ŵaŶipulatiŶg of the cellular sigŶalliŶg greatly facilitated this search for the geŶetic 
ŵechaŶisŵ;sͿ of D‘ ;KeŶyoŶ et al., ϭϵϵϯ; KeŶyoŶ, ϮϬϭϬ; FoŶtaŶa et al.,ϮϬϭϬͿ. The protective 
effect of D‘ has ďeeŶ attriďuted to a reductioŶ iŶ oǆidative daŵage aŶd protectioŶ of 
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ŵitochoŶdrial structures ;AŶdersoŶ aŶd WeiŶdruch, ϮϬϭϬͿ. It has ďeeŶ reported that D‘ caŶ 
reduce ŵitochoŶdrial protoŶ leakage aŶd iŶcrease aŶtioǆidaŶt geŶes respoŶsiďle for sloǁiŶg 
‘OS ;Sreekuŵar et al., ϮϬϬϮͿ. D‘ is also thought to operate, at least iŶ part, ďy decreasiŶg 
ŵTO‘Cϭ sigŶalliŶg. IŶhiďitioŶ of the ŵTO‘ sigŶalliŶg pathǁay proŵotes loŶgevity iŶ a variety 
of species ;as revieǁed iŶ Kapahi et al., ϮϬϭϬͿ. The ŵTO‘ sigŶalliŶg Ŷetǁork eǆists iŶ tǁo 
coŵpleǆes, ŵTO‘Cϭ aŶd ŵTO‘CϮ. The iŶsuliŶ/IGF-ϭ-like sigŶalliŶg pathǁay aŶd associated 
FOXO traŶscriptioŶ factors also play aŶ iŵportaŶt role iŶ the sigŶal traŶsductioŶ pathǁay 
associated ǁith stress aŶd ageiŶg pheŶotypes. IŶ C. elegaŶs this pathǁay is ceŶtral to ďoth 
groǁth aŶd ŵetaďolisŵ ;Murphy, ϮϬϬϲ; Tullet et al., ϮϬϬϴͿ.  
 
1.4 DR not working in model organisms 
Despite the plethora of research iŶdicatiŶg that D‘ caŶ sloǁ ageiŶg, there are Ŷuŵerous 
eǆaŵples ǁhere D‘ either fails to eǆteŶd the lifespaŶ of aŶ orgaŶisŵ or caŶ eveŶ shorteŶ it. 
For eǆaŵple, D‘ iŶ ϭϲϲ straiŶs of the yeast SaĐĐharoŵǇĐes Đerevisiae shoǁed chaŶges iŶ the 
ŵediaŶ lifespaŶ raŶgiŶg froŵ a ϳϵ% reductioŶ to a ϭϬϯ% iŶcrease iŶ replicative lifespaŶ ;‘LSͿ 
;Schleit et al., ϮϬϭϯͿ. IŶ straiŶs ǁith reduced ‘LS, geŶes froŵ the pathǁays regulatiŶg cellular 
aŶd orgaŶellar oǆidative stress, ioŶ hoŵeostasis aŶd pH ǁere sigŶificaŶtly eŶriched ;Schleit et 
al., ϮϬϭϯͿ. IŶ coŶtrast, those straiŶs shoǁiŶg the ŵost positive respoŶse to D‘ shoǁed 
upregulatioŶ of ŵaŶy geŶes iŶvolved iŶ ŵitochoŶdrial fuŶctioŶs. This is Ŷot a surprise as 
ŵitochoŶdria are kŶoǁŶ to have a ceŶtral role iŶ ageiŶg-related diseases aŶd ŵitochoŶdrial 
dysfuŶctioŶ is kŶoǁŶ to lead to iŶcreased oǆidative stress ;LiŶ aŶd Beal, ϮϬϬϲͿ. The data iŶ this 
study is coŶsisteŶt ǁith aŶ aŶalysis of the ŵeaŶ lifespaŶ of virgiŶ ŵales aŶd feŵales froŵ ϰϭ 
ŵouse recoŵďiŶaŶt iŶďred liŶes ;‘ILs, Liao et al., ϮϬϭϬͿ. This study revealed great variatioŶ iŶ 
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lifespaŶ ďetǁeeŶ ‘ILs ǁith a less thaŶ ϰϬ% reductioŶ iŶ calories ;the level of restrictioŶ ŵost 
coŵŵoŶ iŶ D‘ studies iŶ rodeŶts as aŶy regiŵe aďove ϰϬ% is coŶsidered a starvatioŶͿ, ǁith 
tǁo of the ‘ILs ;ϱ%Ϳ shoǁiŶg a sigŶificaŶt eǆteŶsioŶ iŶ ŵale lifespaŶ uŶder D‘ coŶditioŶs aŶd 
eight ‘ILs ;Ϯϭ%Ϳ shoǁiŶg a D‘-iŶduced iŶcrease iŶ feŵale lifespaŶ ;Liao et al., ϮϬϭϬͿ. EveŶ 
ŵore, D‘ appeared to greatly decrease the ŵeaŶ lifespaŶ for ŵales aŶd feŵales ;Ϯϳ% aŶd Ϯϲ% 
of the ‘ILs respectivelyͿ. OŶe possiďle eǆplaŶatioŶs for this rather surprisiŶg outcoŵe is the 
sŵall saŵple size aŶd housiŶg coŶditioŶs, as coŵŵeŶted ďy MattsoŶ ;ϮϬϭϬͿ. The eǆplaŶatioŶ 
for these oďservatioŶs it that the ŵost aggressive aŶiŵal ;ŵales are ŵore aggressive thaŶ 
feŵalesͿ ǁould coŶsuŵe ŵore food, leaviŶg the reŵaiŶiŶg ŵice ǁith a ŵore severe forŵ of 
D‘. This poteŶtially eǆplaiŶs the greater Ŷuŵďer of ‘ILs shoǁiŶg aŶ iŶcrease iŶ feŵale lifespaŶ 
thaŶ ŵale lifespaŶ, ǁith the ŵale D‘ treatŵeŶt ďeiŶg eƋuivaleŶt to oŶe ǁell-fed aŶiŵal aŶd 
the reŵaiŶder ďeiŶg uŶder starvatioŶ coŶditioŶs. IŶ additioŶ, the saŵple Ŷuŵďer iŶ each group 
is very sŵall ;Ŷ=ϱͿ aŶd the study did Ŷot deterŵiŶe the cause of death, ǁhich is coŵŵoŶ 
practise iŶ ŵost D‘ studies.   
There are ŵaŶy factors that play iŵportaŶt roles iŶ D‘ studies such as the choice of the straiŶs 
used, fitŶess aŶd age of the aŶiŵals at the ďegiŶŶiŶg of the eǆperiŵeŶt, housiŶg aŶd treatŵeŶt 
of the aŶiŵals, variatioŶ of the D‘ regiŵeŶs aŶd, last ďut Ŷot least, geŶetic variatioŶ. OŶe of 
the ďiggest issues ǁithiŶ D‘ studies is the choice of straiŶ. For eǆaŵple, iŶ ŵice research, the 
ŵost popular straiŶ is the CϱϳBl/ϲ ;Cϱϳ BlackͿ. This ŵost ǁidely used straiŶ is used for its 
roďustŶess aŶd easy ďreediŶg. Hoǁever, aŶiŵals of this straiŶ are over seŶsitive to paiŶ aŶd 
cold aŶd partly resistaŶt to aŶalgesic ŵedicatioŶs ;Mogil et al., ϭϵϵϵͿ. CϱϳBl/ϲ ŵice also have 
a relatively loǁ ďoŶe deŶsity ǁheŶ coŵpared to other straiŶs, are proŶe to developiŶg heariŶg 
proďleŵs aŶd are susceptiďle to diet-iŶduced oďesity ;the JacksoŶs Laďoratory, ϮϬϭϱͿ. This 
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coŵďiŶatioŶ of traits suggests iŶďreediŶg depressioŶ, ǁith the fiǆatioŶ of ŵaŶy deleterious 
alleles ǁithiŶ the straiŶ aŶd the susceptiďility to diet-iŶduced oďesity further suggests a 
poteŶtial issue ǁith iŶsuliŶ-like sigŶalliŶg. IŶ oŶe of the D‘ eǆperiŵeŶts usiŶg CϱϳBl/ϲ straiŶ, 
the ŵeaŶ lifespaŶ of juveŶile ŵale ŵice ǁas sigŶificaŶtly decreased, ďut the lifespaŶ of the 
ŵice oŶce they reached adulthood ǁas Ŷot affected ďy the chaŶges iŶ their diet ;Silďerďerg et 
al., ϭϵϲϭͿ.   
The poor choice of strains in DR studies is also prominent in C. elegans studies. Most studies 
have used one canonical strain, Bristol (N2) as a reference genotype. The N2 strain is generally 
referred to as the ͚ǁild-type͛ isolate. This classificatioŶ is, hoǁever, ƋuestioŶaďle as the NϮ 
strain has been maintained in continuous culture for about 13 years prior to freezing and thus 
subjected to very different condition to that of in the wild (Chen et al., 2006; Petersen et al., 
2015; Sterken et al., ϮϬϭϱͿ. The NϮ ͚ǁild-type͛ has therefore eǆteŶsively adapted to laďoratory 
conditions (Sterken et al., 2015) and the genes governing the response to DR could have been 
affected by this. One study that has used freshly derived wild isolates of C. elegans and C. 
remanei showed that DR treatment extended the lifespan in C. elegans populations with 
various effects and, in C. remanei, robustly extended mean lifespan in one line whereas in the 
other strain the maximum, but not mean lifespan, was extended (Sutphin and Kaeberlein 
2008). Both nematode species showed substantial variation in lifespan and response to DR. 
Outcomes such as this may be due to different characteristics between the two species. C. 
elegans hermaphrodites were not allowed to mate with males whilst C. remanei has males and 
females and, although lifespan data was only collected from females, the worms were allowed 
to mate.  
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Similar results have also been seen in a recent C. elegans study that focused on natural 
variation in lifespan and response to dietary restriction by peptone deprivation in wild-derived 
isolates and five introgression lines (ILs) of N2/CB4856 in this thesis (Chapter 2/Stastna et al, 
2015). Each of these ILs contains an introgressed portion of the CB4856 genome in an N2 
genetic background and had previously been shown to have a lower lifespan than N2 (Doroszuk 
et al., 2009). This study discovered 3 NILs in which DR failed to prolong lifespan and showed 
increased maternal hatching (C. elegans response to poor life conditions such as food 
deprivation). A great variation in lifespan and in the effect of DR was also observed in wild 
isolates from various locations in France and the Netherlands. The genetic and gene expression 
differences between these wild isolates are characterized by gene-environment signatures 
(Volkers et al., 2013) and it is therefore reasonable to expect that different isolates will display 
a differential response to DR treatment. Seven out of twenty-two wild isolates were shorter 
lived in comparison to control conditions and an additional three isolates showed negligible 
effects of DR on mean lifespan. Together with the results of the NIL analysis, this shows that 
DR is not a universal method of lifespan extension within genotypes obtained from specific 
crosses as well as genotypes freshly taken from their natural habitat. 
The importance of using wild isolates in DR study is slowly emerging. One such study has looked 
into dietary restriction in freshly caught wild mice (Harper et al., 2006). The survival in mice 
under 40% DR did not significantly differ between the two cohorts. Control animals lived on 
average 888.5 days and DR animals 870.6 days. As seen in previous DR experiments with wild-
derived animals, many animals died early in the experiment (e.g. Terzibasi et al., 2009), 
however, the longest lived animals (8.1%) were from the DR group. Even if the effects of DR 
were not projected into the prolongation of lifespan, the necropsy results revealed a dramatic 
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antitumor effect of the DR treatment with 60% of control animals having tumours compared 
to only 12% of dietary restricted ones. This result seems consistent with work on the antitumor 
effect of DR due to elevation of circulatory corticosterone (Birt et al., 2004).  
As mentioned previously, Terzibasi et al. (2009) also looked into comparing lab adapted 
animals to wild-caught ones. The results showed an increase in the maximum lifespan in the 
lab inbred GRZ strain, whereas in the wild-derived MZM-04/10P strain, DR resulted in early 
mortality between week 4 and week 15 of treatment, eliminating 37% of the experimental 
animals. As a result, the mean lifespan was not increased, but the maximum longevity was 
extended by DR (data not significant). Also in both lines, DR prevented the expression of the 
age marker lipofuscin. 
One of the possible explanations for the difference between wild-derived strains and lab 
adapted strains is that there are hidden fitness trade-offs. Such trade-offs could be associated 
with life history traits that have a strong effect on natural populations, but not in laboratory 
populations. One such trade-off could be the immune system as it is costly to maintain and 
may be included in the complex of trade-offs associated with the evolution of life history traits 
(Reznick and Ghalambor, 2005). There are similar conclusions in C. elegans following the 
comparisons of lifespans in laboratory strains age-1 (hx546) versus wild type (Walker et al., 
2000) and mice, where two of the wild derived mice lived longer than the lab inbred one (Miller 
et al., 2002). 
1.5 DR not working in non-model organisms 
Most papers oŶ D‘ preseŶt a plethora of very successful eǆaŵples of the various regiŵeŶts 
froŵ ŵaŶy ŵodel orgaŶisŵs. There are hoǁever ŵaŶy studies oŶ ŶoŶ-ŵodel orgaŶisŵs ǁhere 
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D‘ fails to iŶcrease lifespaŶ. For iŶstaŶce, iŶ rotifers D‘ iŶcreased lifespaŶ iŶ ŵost of the species 
tested, ďut decreased ŵeaŶ lifespaŶ iŶ three species ;Kirk, ϮϬϬϭͿ. Siŵilarly, iŶ MediterraŶeaŶ 
fruit flies ;MedflyͿ Ŷo iŶcrease iŶ loŶgevity ǁas oďserved at aŶy level of diet restrictioŶ ;ϭϬϬ% - 
ϯϬ% of at liďituŵͿ ;Carey et al., ϮϬϬϮͿ. This study also reported that each seǆ respoŶded 
differeŶtly to treatŵeŶts aŶd that reproductioŶ chaŶges the iŵpact of D‘ oŶ loŶgevity ;Carey 
et al., ϮϬϬϮͿ. OŶe of the possiďle eǆplaŶatioŶs is that Medfly differs froŵ Drosophila iŶ terŵs 
of their physiological respoŶse to ŶutritioŶal ecology. AŶother eǆaŵple froŵ the Diptera is the 
housefly, ǁhere D‘ progressively shorteŶed the lifespaŶ of ŵale house flies that ǁere feediŶg 
oŶ sucrose, ǁith iŶcreasiŶg severity of D‘ ǁas reflected iŶ a progressively shorteŶed lifespaŶ 
;Cooper et al., ϮϬϬϰͿ. These results seeŵ rather iŶcoŶsisteŶt ǁith studies oŶ the closely related 
fruit fly Drosophila ŵelaŶogaster ;see for eǆaŵple MiŶ et al., ϮϬϬϳͿ. Here D‘ ǁas achieved ďy 
alteriŶg the coŶceŶtratioŶs of glucose aŶd yeast iŶ the ŵediuŵ. LifespaŶ ǁas also Ŷot 
proloŶged ďy various diets iŶ Lepidoptera ;Beck, ϮϬϬϳ; SaastaŵoiŶeŶ et al., ϮϬϭϬ; Niitepold et 
al., ϮϬϭϰͿ aŶd iŶ soŵe of the studies of D‘ oŶ spiders. For eǆaŵple, D‘ failed to iŶcrease 
loŶgevity of ŵale AustraliaŶ redďack spiders ;Kasuŵovic et al., ϮϬϬϵͿ. IŶ coŶtrast, Austad ;ϭϵϴϵͿ 
oďserved a stroŶg iŶverse relatioŶship ďetǁeeŶ the lifespaŶs of the laď cultured feŵale doily 
spiders, FroŶtiŶella pǇraŵitela, aŶd the feediŶg regiŵe for spiders fed ϭ, ϯ or ϱ D. ŵelaŶogaster 
per ǁeek ;ŵeaŶ lifespaŶs of ϴϭ.ϯ, ϲϯ.ϵ aŶd ϰϮ.ϯ days, respectivelyͿ. This study did hoǁever 
also oďserve a strikiŶgly short lifespaŶ ;ŵeaŶ of ϴ.ϭ daysͿ for F. pǇraŵitela feŵales iŶ the ǁild. 
Are these results possiďle proof that aŶ iŶcrease iŶ lifespaŶ ďy D‘ is iŶ fact aŶ artefact of the 
laď culture, ǁhere aŶiŵals are ŵost likely to ďe overfed aŶd do Ŷot have to face saŵe 
challeŶges such as predators, teŵperature fluctuatioŶ aŶd viruses for eǆaŵple? Or is the 
reasoŶ that the scieŶtists ǁere uŶaďle to see aŶy lifespaŶ iŶcrease uŶder D‘ regiŵeŶts a ŵere 
reflectioŶ of Ŷatural populatioŶs aŶd the eveŶts that are happeŶiŶg iŶ the ǁild? As the partial 
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loss of the plasticity reflected iŶ added lifespaŶ iŶ the laď is just aŶ eŶergy that ŵust ďe speŶt 
iŶ order to survive iŶ the ǁild.   
 
1.6 Timing of food restriction 
The aďuŶdaŶce of food for huŵaŶs aŶd doŵesticated aŶiŵals has oŶly ďeeŶ a treŶd of the very 
receŶt past. It is uŶlikely that food used to ďe iŶ coŶstaŶt supply aŶd therefore ŵost species 
are likely to have evolved uŶder coŶditioŶs iŶ ǁhich periods of fast/starvatioŶ ǁere likely to 
occur. It is therefore likely that Ŷatural selectioŶ ǁill have optiŵised fitŶess for such coŶditioŶs. 
Food, ǁheŶ fouŶd, ǁould ďe coŶsuŵed iŵŵediately leaviŶg periods of huŶger as oďserved iŶ 
D‘ ŵice fed oŶly oŶce a day ǁhere food gets coŶsuŵed very rapidly leaviŶg ~ϮϮ-Ϯϯ hours 
ďetǁeeŶ feeds ;SǁiŶdell et al., ϮϬϭϮͿ. Such ŵild dietary stress seeŵs very siŵilar to that of 
iŶterŵitteŶt fastiŶg ;IFͿ ;coŶsuŵiŶg all/or ŵost of the daily calories iŶ short period of tiŵeͿ. 
The differeŶce iŶ feediŶg regiŵeŶs could ďe a possiďle eǆplaŶatioŶ as to hoǁ tǁo receŶt D‘ 
studies iŶ rhesus ŵacaƋues ;MaĐaĐa ŵulattaͿ caŵe to differeŶt coŶclusioŶs. Although ďoth 
studies geŶerally caŵe to oďserve that D‘ positively regulates ŵetaďolic ŵarkers such as 
glucose, there are differeŶt outcoŵes ǁheŶ it caŵe to lifespaŶ. IŶ ColŵaŶ et al. ;ϮϬϬϵͿ the 
effect of D‘ is a clear reductioŶ iŶ ŵortality. At the tiŵe poiŶt reported, ϴϬ% of the aŶiŵals 
froŵ the D‘ group survived iŶ coŵparisoŶ to ϱϬ% of the coŶtrol group. Also, out of the coŶtrol 
group, ϯϳ% of aŶiŵals died due to age-related diseases coŵpared to the ϭϯ% froŵ the dietary 
restricted group ;results coŶfirŵed ďy a coŵplete Ŷecropsy, ColŵaŶ et al., ϮϬϬϵͿ. ‘esults of the 
study ďy MattisoŶ et al. ;ϮϬϭϮͿ coŶtrasts ǁith this, fiŶdiŶg that D‘ did Ŷot iŵprove survival 
outcoŵes. The D‘ treatŵeŶt ǁas, hoǁever, ďeŶeficial oŶ several ŵeasures of ŵetaďolic health 
such as triglycerides, cholesterol aŶd glucose levels. IŶ this study, D‘ ǁas iŵpleŵeŶted iŶ 
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ŵoŶkeys of various ages ;youŶg, ŵiddle aŶd older agesͿ. IŶ aŶother study oŶ ŵature aŶiŵals, 
Barroǁs aŶd ‘oeder ;ϭϵϲϱͿ reported that D‘ restrictioŶ through adulthood iŶ the Sprague-
Daǁley straiŶ of rats failed to iŶcrease lifespaŶ iŶ these aŶiŵals. The tǁo groups of adult 
aŶiŵals ;ϭϮ aŶd ϭϴ ŵoŶths oldͿ ǁere suďjected to a D‘ of ϱϬ% to that of ad liďituŵ. The ŵeaŶ 
lifespaŶ of either group of aŶiŵals ǁas Ŷot greater thaŶ that of the coŶtrol ;ad liďituŵͿ. The 
severity of the restrictioŶ iŵposed ǁas greater thaŶ that oďserved iŶ other studies, as ŵost of 
the D‘ studies use ďetǁeeŶ a ϭϬ-ϰϬ% reductioŶ of food to ad liďituŵ.  IŶ siŵilar eǆperiŵeŶts, 
tǁo ŵice straiŶs ;CϱϳBL/ϲ aŶd DBA/ϮͿ aŶd aŶ Fϭ hyďrid ;BϲDϮFϭͿ ǁere tested ;Forster et al., 
ϮϬϬϯͿ. Here, D‘ proloŶged the lifespaŶ of oŶe of the straiŶs CϱϳBL/ϲ aŶd the Fϭ hyďrid BϲDϮFϭ, 
ǁhereas iŶ ŵice of straiŶ DBA/Ϯ, D‘ resulted iŶ a slightly shorteŶed lifespaŶ. This suggests that 
geŶetic factors either ŵodulate resistaŶce to the effect of D‘ or reversely affect toleraŶce to 
the detriŵeŶtal effects of D‘. This highlights the iŵportaŶce of geŶetic ďackgrouŶd iŶ D‘ 
studies, or rather lack of it. 
 
1.7 Genetic background 
There are several factors that play a role iŶ the choice of straiŶs iŶ D‘ studies. First aŶd 
foreŵost, the straiŶ selectioŶ is iŶflueŶced ďy availaďle geŶetic iŶforŵatioŶ. As ŵeŶtioŶed 
previously ŵost of the D‘ studies iŶ ŵice are carried out iŶ CϱϳBl/ϲ straiŶ. IŶ ŵost of these 
studies, D‘ treatŵeŶt results iŶ lifespaŶ eǆteŶsioŶ ;AŶsoŶ et al., ϮϬϬϯ; ‘usli et al., ϮϬϭϱͿ. This 
approach, hoǁever, does create a rather uŶrealistic sceŶario, ǁhere a straiŶ that is geŶetically 
susceptiďle to oďesity aŶd other ŵaladies ;Mogil et al., ϭϵϵϵͿ is used as a ŵodel for huŵaŶ 
ageiŶg. IŶ studies iŶ ǁhich ŵore thaŶ oŶe straiŶ ǁas used, the results are soŵeǁhat differeŶt. 
For eǆaŵple iŶ Forster et al. ;ϮϬϬϯͿ, D‘ proloŶged lifespaŶ iŶ CϱϳBL/ϲ aŶd a hyďrid of this straiŶ, 
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ďut resulted iŶ lifespaŶ shorteŶiŶg iŶ DBA/Ϯ ŵice. AŶother study used four geŶotypes of ŵice 
aŶd three geŶotypes of rats to ideŶtify aŶd validate a paŶel of ďioŵarkers for ageiŶg iŶ rodeŶts 
to provide the ďasis for developŵeŶt of ďioŵarkers for ageiŶg iŶ huŵaŶs ;Turturro et al., ϭϵϵϵͿ. 
Here, although D‘ proloŶged lifespaŶ iŶ all aŶiŵals iŶ geŶeral, the effect ǁithiŶ iŶďred 
laďoratory ŵice varied greatly ďetǁeeŶ the seǆes aŶd ǁas hugely depeŶded oŶ geŶetic 
ďackgrouŶd. This suggests that geŶetic factors either ŵodulate resistaŶce to the effect of D‘ 
or affect toleraŶce to the detriŵeŶtal effects of D‘. The secoŶd outcoŵe of this study is the 
fiŶdiŶg that D‘ adŵiŶistered iŶ advaŶced age did Ŷot ďeŶefit the rodeŶts aŶd, depeŶdiŶg oŶ 
the geŶotype, had deleterious effects ;Turturro et al., ϭϵϵϵͿ. This suggests that D‘ iŶ advaŶced 
age ŵay ďe harŵful to aŶiŵals aŶd poteŶtially to huŵaŶs.  
AŶother iŵportaŶt issue iŶ various D‘ studies is the use of ŵutaŶts. The reasoŶ for this is 
ďecause ŵutatioŶs are usually aŶalysed iŶ oŶly a siŶgle geŶetic ďackgrouŶd ;KaŵŵeŶga et al., 
ϮϬϬϴͿ. This could ďe a cause for coŶcerŶ ďecause studyiŶg of geŶetic fuŶctioŶ iŶ oŶe geŶotype 
does Ŷot alloǁ for uŶderstaŶdiŶg Ŷatural geŶetic variatioŶ aŶd allelic iŶteractioŶs iŶ differeŶt 
geŶetic ďackgrouŶd plays aŶ iŵportaŶt role iŶ deterŵiŶiŶg geŶetic ďasis of coŵpleǆ traits 
;KaŵŵeŶga et al., ϮϬϬϴͿ. Furtherŵore, iŶduced ŵutaŶts are Ŷorŵally outcoŵpeted ďy ǁild 
isolates ǁheŶ suďjected to ŵore Ŷatural coŶditioŶs eveŶ iŶ cases ǁhere there is Ŷo appareŶt 
fitŶess cost uŶder ďeŶigŶ coŶditioŶs. This is ŵost strikiŶgly illustrated iŶ coŵparisoŶs of loŶg-
lived C. elegaŶs ŵutaŶts, ǁhich are outcoŵpeted ďy the ǁild type oŶly uŶder coŶditioŶs of 
cyclic starvatioŶ ;Walker et al., ϮϬϬϬͿ. This also suggests that ǁheŶ coŶditioŶs are Ŷot 
eŶviroŶŵeŶtally challeŶgiŶg, geŶetic lifespaŶ eǆteŶsioŶ caŶ ďe uŶcoupled froŵ other life 
history traits.  
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WheŶ aŶiŵals are kept uŶder laďoratory coŶditioŶs ǁith good availaďility of food, Ŷo predators, 
Ŷor coŵpetitioŶ for ŵates, there is the possiďility that this caŶ lead to a gradual loss of the 
Ŷatural alleles that iŶflueŶce ageiŶg. OŶe of such eǆaŵple is iŶ ŵice, Miler et al. ;ϮϬϬϮͿ studied 
three liŶes that ǁere derived froŵ the ǁild populatioŶ. LiŶes used ǁere Id, Ma aŶd Po, these 
ǁere coŵpared ǁith the geŶetically heterogeŶeous stock DC. The results ǁere strikiŶg, the 
laďoratory liŶe, DC ǁas ŵuch faster to reach seǆual ŵaturity aŶd ǁas also the shortest lived 
straiŶ. The ǁild-derived ŵice all outlived the laďoratory ŵouse ǁith oŶe of the straiŶs dyiŶg at 
the ŵaǆiŵuŵ age of ϭ,ϰϱϬ days - the loŶgest for fully fed ŶoŶ-geŶetically ŵutaŶt ŵice ;Miler 
et al., ϮϬϬϮͿ. The reasoŶ for such variatioŶ is uŶkŶoǁŶ, hoǁever, it is ŵost likely to ďe the effect 
of ŵost of the studies are focused oŶ geŶotypes eǆhiďitiŶg great effects ǁheŶ uŶder D‘. 
 
1.8 Suŵŵary of D‘  
Nearly a ceŶtury of laďoratory research has yielded a plethora of eǆperiŵeŶtal data oŶ various 
D‘ ŵethods. These eǆteŶsive studies have helped iŶ uŶderstaŶdiŶg that ageiŶg is suďjected to 
geŶetic regulatioŶ aŶd is thus, at least partially, ŵalleaďle. Also, the outcoŵes froŵ various 
studies have liŶked ŵetaďolisŵ to ageiŶg aŶd uŶcovered the iŵportaŶce of cellular sigŶalliŶg. 
Although D‘ teŶds to iŶcrease lifespaŶ iŶ the protective aŶd ďeŶigŶ eŶviroŶŵeŶt of a 
laďoratory, ŵuch research still Ŷeeds to ďe carried out iŶ order to uŶderstaŶd the ecology aŶd 
evolutioŶary iŵplicatioŶ of D‘. Overall, D‘ still seeŵs to ďe a roďust ŶoŶ-geŶetic iŶterveŶtioŶ 
capaďle of postpoŶiŶg Ŷot oŶly seŶesceŶce ďut also age-related diseases iŶ ŵost ŵodel 
orgaŶisŵs. Hoǁever, there is sufficieŶt evideŶce to suggest that geŶetic ďackgrouŶd aŶd, iŶ 
particular, various types of iŶďreediŶg aŶd laď adaptatioŶ caŶ result iŶ differiŶg respoŶses.   
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GiveŶ this, future studies oŶ D‘ could ďe greatly iŵproved ďy the use of freshly-derived ǁild 
isolates aloŶgside the various routiŶely used laďoratory straiŶs. Also the research ǁould greatly 
ďeŶefit froŵ deterŵiŶiŶg the Ŷatural ŶutritioŶal coŶditioŶs for iŶdividual species iŶ ǁild 
populatioŶs aŶd iŶcorporatiŶg this iŶto the laďoratory eŶviroŶŵeŶt. A ceŶtral ŵessage froŵ 
ŵuch of this ǁork is the Ŷeed to coŶsider that the coŵpleǆ developŵeŶt of the seŶesceŶt 
pheŶotype is the product of geŶes, eŶviroŶŵeŶt, aŶd iŶtriŶsic stochastic factors ;chaŶceͿ. Also 
testiŶg oŶ ǁider raŶge of species should ďe adopted to alloǁ for ďetter uŶderstaŶdiŶg of the 
various D‘ effects oŶ aŶ orgaŶisŵ. Both seǆes, especially iŶ rodeŶt studies, should ďe used as 
ǁell as alloǁiŶg for ŵore realistic eŶviroŶŵeŶts ǁhich iŶcludes ďreediŶg aŶd ŵore varied diets.   
 
1.9 Ageing and lifespan in model organisms 
For centuries, ageing and reversing the ageing processes have been of great interest to 
humans. The paradigm is that every living organism ages, however, the speed of ageing is 
different among various species as well as the variation within species. New ideas are emerging 
aŵoŶg scieŶtists to shift this paradigŵ aŶd postpoŶe or stop ageiŶg altogether. As a defiŶitioŶ,͛ 
Ageing is an intrinsic as well as a universal process that happens in all individuals of all species 
aŶd it is progressive aŶd deleterious to all liviŶg orgaŶisŵs’ (Harman, 1955). Over the years, 
many theories of ageing have been postulated amongst scientists with Mutation accumulation, 
Hayflick limit (telomere shortening), Waste accuŵulatioŶ theory, Free radicals͛ theory, 
Antagonistic pleiotropy and Disposable some theory, being a few of the major ones. For 
example, the disposable soma theory favoured by Thomas Kirkwood (1977) states that the 
organism has only limited amount of energy that has to be divided between reproductive 
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activities and somatic maintenance. Although considered to be a great idea at the time, this 
theory failed to explain why females use more resources for reproduction and still outlive 
males (Barford et al., 2006). In most wild animal populations, the individuals do not reach the 
seŶesceŶt ͚old age͛ stage ďut rather die youŶg due to eǆtriŶsic ŵortality risks ;Kaǁasaki et al., 
2008). This selective effect underpins the antagonistic pleiotropy theory. Here, alleles that 
increase fitness early in life are beneficial, and hence selected for, even if they are 
disadvantageous at old age (Rose, 1982).   
Another class of theories relies on the accumulation of either waste products or of damage 
and on the subsequent effects of this on the organism. The accumulative waste theory 
proposes that organisms age due to oxidation and its by-products, causing dysfunction, toxicity 
and eventually cell death (Harman, 1955). The wear and tear theory is related to this and is 
based on the view that ageing is caused by mutation accumulation resulting from radiation, 
UV light, toxins and free radicals such as reactive oxygen species (ROS) and reactive nitrogen 
species (RNS; Afanasev, 2010). This results in progressive and age-related decline in fitness. 
Another related theory is the free radical theory introduced by Harman nearly fifty years ago, 
which remains one of the most popular and best known theories of ageing. It proposes that 
molecular components are damaged by free radicals generated during normal metabolism. 
This damage can lead to decreases in production of ATP, oxidative stress damage to proteins 
and eventually cell senescence (Lopez-Otin et al., 2013). However, not all experimental findings 
support this theory as, for example, it cannot explain how physical exercise can be beneficial if 
it increases free radicals within the organism (Afanasef, 2010) or why increasing oxidative 
stress in C. elegans does not necessarily lead to a shortening of lifespan (Raamsdong & Hekimi, 
2009).  
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Beyond the evolutionary explanations for lifespan, it is clear that stochastic processes greatly 
influence lifespan as there is great variation in observed lifespan between similar, and even 
identical, individuals (Herndon et al., 2002). For these reasons, prediction of the lifespan of an 
organism by chronological age is not always easy, a situation that creates a need for 
biomarkers. Biomarkers for ageing are predictors of the functional capacity of a given organism 
that also offer validating power to experiments on ageing. One such recognised biomarker for 
ageiŶg is the ǁaste product lipofusciŶ. The rate of lipofusciŶ͛s accuŵulatioŶ iŶ post ŵitotic 
cells such as neurons, skeletal muscle fibres and cardiac myocytes is known to increase with 
age and is now recognised as one of the hallmarks of ageing (Brunk and Terman, 2002).  
 
1.10  Model organisms 
The mechanisms that underlie ageing have, thanks to progress in genetic methods, been now 
extensively studied in many systems. Animal models provide a powerful platform to study basic 
biological functions, with many mechanisms and processes being found to be highly conserved 
across species, meaning that model organisms allow for a close approximation to a huŵaŶs͛ 
response. One of the major challenges in studying ageing is to define the boundaries of normal 
change and those of pathological conditions. The boundaries that may be difficult to observe 
in humans are potentially more visible in model organisms and the use of laboratory animals 
enables various pathologies to be studied in a systematic way (Gallagher and Rapp, 1997).  
The most extensively studied model systems for work on ageing are yeast (Bell, 2010), flies 
(Mair et al., 2005), worms (Bishop and Guarente, 2007), the vertebrate model species are mice 
(Reed et al., 1996), rats (Stein et al., 2012) and rhesus monkeys (McKiernan et al., 2012; 
Fontana et al., 2010). Model species have long been used in longevity research and the 
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vertebrate model species are especially of high importance. For the past 100 years, these 
models were two rodent species, rats and mice (Osborne and Mendel, 1915; Robertson and 
‘ay, ϭϵϮϬͿ. IŶ the ϭϵϯϬ͛s, tǁo reports froŵ the McCay laďoratory ǁere respoŶsiďle for directly 
linking ageing to metabolism (McCay et al., 1935 and McCay et al., 1939). These set the 
precedence for DR experiments which later became the gold standard for DR studies in other 
model organisms. Research has since moved on to study the effects of DR on longevity and 
nowadays there are a plethora of methods for lowering caloric intake.  Many studies on mice 
(Rusli et al., 2015), rats (Stein et al., 2012) and rhesus monkeys (McKiernan et al., 2012) now 
postulate that DR may postpone or reverse age-related diseases in mammals. Such studies into 
ageing and age-related diseases are extremely important in areas where many experiments 
are not possible such as in humans (Partridge, 2009). In humans, DR results in improvement of 
several markers of health (Fontana and Partridge, 2015). 
Unicellular and invertebrate models also provide excellent model systems for research into 
ageing due to their short lifespan and prolific reproduction capacity. Numerous studies have 
been carried out using vast arrays of experiments on stress, postponed senescence and 
fecundity in yeast (Bell, 2010), flies (Mair et al., 2005), and worms (Bishop and Guarente, 2007).  
At present, however, not much is understood about the underlying genetic control of the effect 
of dietary restriction on lifespan, nor the effect of prolonged DR on the human body. The 
budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae is one of the most important models used for ageing. 
While some aspects of ageing in yeast are organism specific, there are many important features 
that have been highly conserved across species (Kaberlein, 2010). Ageing in yeast is measured 
by monitoring the number of daughter cells generated by an individual͛s mother cells. This 
process is called replicative life span (RLS) or by observing for non-dividing cells, chronological 
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life span (CLS; Mortimer and Johnston, 1959). In S. cerevisiae, glucose, amino acids and other 
nutrients can activate pathways including Ras, adenylate cyclase (AC), protein kinase Aber 
(PKA) and the pathway including the mechanistic target of rapamycin (mTOR; Fontana et al., 
2013). Rapamycin is an immunosuppressive macroline serine threonine kinase Sch9, first 
discovered in bacteria on Easter Island (Heitman et al., 1991) and was identified genetically by 
mutation in yeast (Fabrizio et al., 2001). Deletion or inactivation of various components of 
these pathways delays both replicative and chronological lifespans in yeast (Lin et al., 2000) as 
well as delay aging in worms, flies and mice (Kaeberlein et al., 2005). 
The round worm Caenorhabditis elegans is a facultative hermaphrodite. This multicellular 
animal model provides a plethora of advantages for ageing studies. C. elegans has a relatively 
short life-cycle – reaching adulthood in just 3.5 days at 200C. After hatching, the worm moults 
through 4 larval stages (L1 – L4) and once it reaches adulthood, the average lifespan is 
approximately 18 days under lab conditions (Byerly et al., 1976). In C. elegans, insulin/IGF-1-
like signalling pathway (ISL) is essential for both growth and body size (Oldham and Hafen, 
2003). Cell growth in response to nutrients is also controlled by the highly conserved mTOR 
(mechanical target of rapamycin, Schmelzle and Hall, 2000) and S6 kinase (Panowski and Dillin, 
2009). The relationship between ageing and reproduction is particularly obvious in C. elegans. 
The ǁorŵ͛s gerŵliŶe is iŶtegral to ŶutrieŶt sigŶalliŶg aŶd coŵŵuŶicates ǁith other issues to 
modulate ageing (Kenyon, 2010). Loss of the germline activates the insulin/IGF-1 pathway and 
result in lifespan extension by 40-60% (Hsin and Kenyon, 1999).  If the germline precursor cells 
are removed in flies, then this also leads to extended lifespan (Flatt, 2008). 
The fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster is another major organism used in ageing research. 
Studies using flies date back to 1916 when Loeb and Northrop linked temperature changes to 
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lifespan (Loeb and Northrop, 1916). The fly has three distinguishable growth stages that occur 
over 10 days; embryo, larva and pupae followed by adulthood of 2-3 months at 250C (Caravaca 
and Lei, 2016). Unlike worms and yeast, fruit flies cannot be cryopreserved to provide a ͚fossil͛ 
record, an issue for certain types of analyses and experiments. Nutrient signalling and food 
availability in Drosophila have been shown to be critical factors in regulating growth, size and 
lifespan (Oldham and Hafen, 2003). The main pathways include InR/PI3K, TOR, insulin/insulin-
like growth factor signalling (IIS) and S6 kinase (Kaeberlein et al., 2005). It was found in 
Drosophila that reduced IIS can prolong the lifespan that established the evolutionary role of 
this pathway in ageing (Piper et al., 2008). 
The mammalian model mouse, Mus musculus is without a doubt the most important animal 
model for ageing due to its proximity to human biology. Mice have a relatively short lifespans, 
although  these can vary greatly among strains. The most commonly used strain for aging has 
ďeeŶ the CϱϳBL/ϲ, the ͚ďlack ϲ͛ used for its roďustŶess aŶd easy ďreediŶg ;Mogil et al., 1999). 
Also, it was this strain whose genome was published in 2002 (Chinwalla et al., 2002). Nutrient 
signalling is crucial in healthy ageing, for example, it has been shown that the reduction in 
mTOR activity extends lifespan in rodents (Johnson et al., 2014).    
Studies from these model organisms have identified several evolutionary conserved pathways 
and genes that share similarity in modulating longevity across broad taxa. The main longevity 
pathways include: mTOR, an essential component of two distinct complexes, mTORC1 and 
mTORC2 that regulate a variety of cellular activities (Johnson et al., 2014); the Sirtuins, a family 
of NAD+ dependent enzymes; adenosine monophosphate-activated kinase (AMPK); insulin-like 
growth factor1 (IGF-1) signalling; and the mitochondrial stress and antioxidant pathways 
(Olshansky et al., 2016). There seems to be a general principle in which conserved modifiers of 
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longevity tend to regulate the relationship between growth and reproduction via nutrient 
status. However, many of these mechanisms are still poorly understood which creates a need 
for more research to gain a better understanding of the connections between these 
biochemical pathways.  
 
1.11  Caenorhabditis elegans as a model organism 
Why study worms? The nematode Caenorhabditis elegans is one of the leading model systems 
in biological research. Due to their gene homology, C. elegans provides one of the fastest, 
cheapest and most efficient ways to learn about ourselves (Riddle, 1997; Kammenga et al., 
2008). Knowledge from one small organism, even as simple as a worm, can provide us with a 
great power when connected to findings from other organisms. Sydney Brenner first 
introduced C. elegans as a model organism for developmental genetics in 1963. It was also 
Brenner who proposed using C. elegans in order to identify every cell in the worm and to trace 
the cell lineage. Since then C. elegans has become established as a standard experimental 
system for the investigation of a great variety of biological processes: aging, sex determination, 
cell lineage, cell death, myogenesis and neural development and specification to name a few 
(Hodgkin and Doniach, 1997; Eckmann et al., 2002; Herndon et al., 2002).  
Reproduction occurs by either self-fertilization in hermaphrodites (approx. 300 per single 
hermaphrodite) or by mating with males (up to 1,000 progeny) which makes C. elegans a great 
model for genetic analysis. The hermaphrodites have two XX chromosomes and males have 
one X chromosome, therefore XO. The mode of reproduction in nature is mostly by 
hermaphrodite selfing, with males occurring at about <1% of total worm number in the 
progeny of self-progeny of hermaphrodites (Barriere and Felix, 2005). In nature, there is low 
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frequency of males to hermaphrodites; probably due to the fact that reproduction by 
hermaphrodite selfing is more efficient for the production of oocytes (Hodgkin and Barnes, 
1991). One of the main advantages of using C. elegans as a model organism for genetic studies 
is that it does not suffer from reduced biological fitness in given population as a result of 
inbreeding (called inbreeding depression or hybrid vigour; Dolgin et al., 2007). In 1998, this 
free-living and globally dispersed worm was the first multicellular animal to have the whole 
genome fully sequenced (Sequencing Consortium, 1998). The large number of genome 
sequences now available and the well-curated genome in combination with the extensive 
knowledge of cellular and neurological processes now make C. elegans an excellent model for 
quantitative systems biology (Gaertner and Phillips, 2011).  
 
1.11.1 History of C. elegans  
French zoologist Emile Maupas, who first described C. elegans in 1900 (Maupas, 1900), thought 
the nematode was primarily a soil dwelling organism, and this classification has been 
frequently repeated in numerous papers (Donkin and Dusenbery, 1993; Walker et al., 2000; 
Liu et al., 2010). However, more recent work has determined that C. elegans is a colonizer of 
various microbe rich habitats such as compost-like heaps and rotting plant materials and have 
been reliably found in different types of rotting plant material such as fruit, stems and flowers 
and in association with other invertebrates (Felix and Braendle, 2010; Frezal and Felix, 2015).  
Since its introduction into the research community by Sydney Brenner iŶ the ϭϵϲϬ͛s aŶd the 
first publication of genetic screens in 1974 (Brenner, 1974), the N2 Bristol strain has been 
widely used in laboratories all over the world and has become the canonical wild type strain. 
N2 was derived from the Bristol culture that Sydney Brenner had obtained from Professor 
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Ellsworth Dougherty in 1964, as a liquid axenic culture (Brenner, 1974). The ancestor of Bristol 
(N2) was originally collected by L.N. Staniland from mushroom compost near Bristol and is 
descended of the progeny of a single hermaphrodite (Nicholas et al., 1959). N2 spread from 
the Laboratory of Molecular Biology in Cambridge into laboratories all over the world. 
However, N2 was maintained in continuous lab culture for about 13 years prior to 
cryopreservation (cooling of the whole organism to very low temperatures), which are 
conditions unlike those found in the wild. This has led to the accumulation and selection of 
random mutations and extensive laboratory adaptations (reviewed in Sterken et al., 2015). For 
example, comparing N2 to most of the available natural isolates, uncovered differences 
between N2 and other wild types in copulatory plug formation in males (Hodgkin and Doniach, 
1997). N2 alleles of npr-1 and glb-5, which co-operate to affect behavioural responses to O2 
and CO2, also originated as adaptations to laboratory conditions (McGrath et al., 2009). Other 
research reported variation in npr-1 which caused reduced numbers of dauer larvae formation 
in N2 (Green et al., 2013). Duveau and Félix (2012) have identified nath-10, a gene affecting 
vulval development in N2 but not in other wild type strains, and worms with this allele express 
a strong competitive advantage under laboratory conditions. For review of domestication of 
N2 in lab condition see Sterken et al. (2015). This extensive lab adaptation is not surprising 
given that N2 has been kept in lab conditions for many generations and was possibly exposed 
to numerous bottlenecks (big losses of genetic variation; Felix and Braendle, 2010). 
Additionally, differences in culturing techniques used by laboratories across the world have 
resulted in further differences in phenotypes within this wild type strain (Vergara et al., 2009, 
Gems and Riddle, 2000), i.e. N2 from one laboratory may be genetically and phenotypically 
different from N2 from another laboratory. Given that nearly all research in C. elegans biology 
has been performed in N2 and on mutants produced in an N2 background, there is clearly a 
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need for research that can explore the full potential of the natural genetic variation in wild-
derived populations.  
It is also worth mentioning another strain with a great historical importance, the Bergerac (BO) 
strain.  This wild isolate was obtained from the soil in France by Victor Nigon and Dougherty 
(1949). The BO strain exhibits high rates of spontaneous mutation due to a loss of repression 
of the transposon Tc1 and the subsequent multiplication and movement of that element 
(Riddle et al., 1996). The BO strain has been crossed repeatedly with the Bristol strain for 
several reasoŶs; oŶe ǁas to create ͚ŵutator͛ straiŶs ǁhich ǁere later used for transposon 
tagging and the other was that BO males were infertile and the hermaphrodites were 
temperature-sensitive sterile mutants (Riddle et al., 1996). Many earlier studies were carried 
out by crossing of the Bristol and Bergerac strains to create the first recombinant inbred lines 
(RILs) in C. elegans. The BO strain was however, very unstable and, unlike N2, is no longer used 
in research. In the past, not much attention was given to other wild isolates, this was potentially 
due to difficulties with finding nematodes in the wild. This is now changing and more of the 
research is carried out on freshly derived wild isolates (for example see Volkers et al., 2013 and 
Stastna et al., 2015), because in order to understand an organism in depth one must unravel 
details of its natural ecology (Hodgkin and Doniach, 1997).   
 
1.11.2  Ecology of C elegans 
In the wild, C. elegans is found worldwide in predominantly humid temperate areas in microbe-
rich habitats where it shares its food source with other major model organisms; Drosophila 
melanogaster and Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Felix and Braendle, 2010; Kiontke et al., 2011). 
Worms extracted from natural habitats used to be predominantly found in the dauer diapause 
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stage as the wrong substrates were sampled. However, new insights into the ǁorŵ͛s ecology 
enabled the identification of growing populations and the extraction of all life stages (Dirksen 
et al., 2016). Research into C. elegaŶs’ preference to different bacterial food has so far been 
rather modest. To date, there are limited studies have sampled their native habitats to 
characterize their microbiomes. The latest of such studies has discovered that the C. elegans 
natural environment is dominated by proteobacteria such as Enterobacteriaceae and 
members of the genera Pseudomonas, Stenotrophomonas, Ochobactrum and Sphingomonas 
(Dirksen et al., 2016). As well as being a food source for the worm, bacteria such as 
Enterococcus faecalis and Staphylococcus aureus can cause lethal infections (Garsin et al., 
2003). In one study that looked into the behavioural aspects of food choice, C. elegans 
preferred two strains of bacteria Bacillus mycoides and Bacillus soli in comparison to the 
standard laboratory E. coli OP-50 strain (Abada et al., 2009). Other research has tested 
behavioural choices in food-seeking strategies with the results suggesting that C. elegans is an 
opportunistic feeder. This means that when given choice of various bacteria, it will always seek 
the highest food quality that better supports growth and reproduction (Shtonda and Avery, 
2006). In another study it was discovered that N2 is longer lived when fed Bacillus subtilis, a 
common ground bacterium that C. elegans is likely to feed on in the wild (Garsin et al., 2003). 
In a more complex study, worm populations fed a mixture of 14 bacterial isolates exhibited 
enhanced population growth compared to the E. coli controls (Dirksen et al., 2016), indicating 
that much remains to be understood about the relationship between C. elegans and the 
bacteria it is associated with. 
 In general, worms are exposed to complex microbial communities in the wild and their diet is 
likely to include many different bacteria. This is a stark contrast to lab culturing where C. 
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elegans is kept on the Escherichia coli strain OP50 with any contaminating microbes removed 
by hypochlorite treatment (Stiernagle, 2006). E. coli OP50 is an uracil auxotroph, this means 
this strain cannot synthesize particulate organic compounds which results in limited growth on 
nutrient agar plates. E. coli OP50 has therefore been the standard lab food for C. elegans since 
being introduced by Sydney Brenner (Brenner, 1974). Although widely used, researchers have 
discovered that live E. coli OP50 can sometimes survive grinding in the pharynx and can 
proliferate in the intestine leading to a constipation phenotype (Garigan et al., 2002; Felix and 
Braendle, 2010). Worms freshly derived from the wild contain a variety of microorganisms in 
their guts (Felix and Braendle, 2010; Petersen et al., 2014). This varied microbiome can be an 
effective barrier against fungal infections (King et al., 2016). These examples make a strong 
case that understanding the natural microbiome can unravel C. elegans biology in general. 
Innate social behaviour that can be observed in many different species of animals and in some 
social bacteria and amoebae can also be observed in C. elegans (de Bono and Bargmann, 1998). 
C. elegans is an excellent organism to study natural variation in behaviour because of its simple 
nervous system, good knowledge of genetics and wide availability of wild isolate strains 
(Hodgkin and Doniach, 1997). Investigation of genetic variability in social feeding behaviour 
indicates that there is variation between C. elegans strains: the commonly used lab strain N2 
is a solitary feeder when food is abundant whilst many wild isolates display an aggregation 
behaviour on food when there is a plentiful supply of bacteria (de Bono and Bargmann, 1998). 
This behavioural difference in feeding can be assigned to alteration of a single neuropeptide 
receptor, npr-1. IMS-induced mutations in npr-1 causes solitary N2 to feed in a social manner 
and converts wild types into solitary behaviour pattern (de Bono and Bargmann, 1998). These 
findings suggest that a single gene mutation can alter the behaviour of wild and laboratory 
strains. The importance of behavioural processes in nature were highlighted by response of C. 
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elegans to pathogenic bacteria as shown by Reddy et al., 2009. Bacteria in the wild vary greatly 
in the chemicals they secrete and excrete, and in their attractiveness to worms. It is therefore 
plausible that the behaviours observed in the laboratories is only a margin of wide behavioural 
choice which is displayed by the species in the wild. 
Development of C. elegans is typically studied as a continuous process under laboratory 
conditions. C. elegans larvae hatch at the L1 stage and will arrest at this stage if there is no 
food, post-embryonic development only proceeding in the presence of food (Fukuyama et al., 
2006). When food is located, the L1 starts feeding and progresses into the L2 stage. At this 
stage it can either keep developing to the L3 stage or became a dauer larvae. A dauer larvae is 
thought to be the main dispersal morph in C. elegans, is an alternative developmental stage 
where the worm is non-feeding, long-lived and possesses increased stress resistance (Hu, 
2007). Dauer larvae form under conditions that are unsuitable for growth and reproduction, 
with the perceived environmental stresses including high population density, low or depleted 
food supply and ambient temperature (Hu, wormbook, 2007). The transition to dauer arrest 
has been studied in order to uncover regulatory mechanisms that govern morphological 
change during development as well as gaining information on obligate dauer-like development 
which is used by many parasitic nematodes (Gottlieb and Ruvkun, 1994; Meléndez et al., 2003; 
Harvey et al., 2009; Green et al., 2013; Hu, wormbook, 2007). When conditions become 
favourable again, dauer larvae will develop into the L4 stage and continue development into 
adults. Adult lifespan varies greatly between strains, but averages 18 days under lab conditions 
(Stastna et al., 2015). However, animals in the wild often develop under variable and stressful 
conditions and it is likely that lifespan will be much reduced under such conditions. To date, 
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only one study has attempted to determine this, with culture of worms in soil with a native 
micro fauna showing a 10-fold reduction in lifespan (Voorhies et al., 2005).  
 
 1.12 Quantitative genetics  
Quantitative genetics is the study of the inheritance of traits that show a continuous 
distribution of phenotypes in segregating populations. Traits that are controlled by many genes 
exhibit quantitative inheritance as each gene segregates in a Mendelian fashion. However, 
most traits vary quantitatively and have a complex inheritance among populations (Barton and 
Keightley, 2002). Mapping quantitative trait loci (QTL) can help to unveil the genetic 
mechanisms underlying quantitative phenotypic variation and the main approaches to identify 
QTLs are linkage analysis and association mapping (Mackay et al., 2009). QTL mapping, in its 
most basic form, links the two types of information – phenotypic data and genotypic data – 
with the key to understanding the significance of QTLs being to understand the nature of 
inherited variation (Barton and Keightley, 2002). The traditional approach for finding QTLs 
underlying natural phenotypic variation is to analyse a large number of progeny from two-
parent crosses (Brem et al., 2002). Although such studies have proven very useful in mapping 
causative loci (Brem et al., 2005; Smith and Krugglyak 2008), single cross experiments using 
common laboratory strains are limited by low genetic variation from the two parental 
genotypes (Cubillos et al., 2011). In the last 15 years the substantial increase of marker density 
in model organisms, driven by advances in cost-effective and rapid genotyping methods, have 
revolutionized genomic and transcriptomic approaches to biology (Davey et al., 2011). These 
advantages have allowed for multi-parent mapping panels to be created and analysed in many 
model organisms. To date, no such panel has been created or analysed in C. elegans.  
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Historically the literature pertaining to natural variation in C. elegans dates back to early work 
by T. E.  Johnson (Johnson and Wood, 1982; Johnson, 1986; Johnson 1987). Early approaches 
to studies in natural variation were non-uniform, i.e. carried out at different temperatures, 
media and strains. Many studies were also carried out using strains that are now known to be 
unsuitable, such as crosses of Bristol and Bergerac (Johnson & Wood, 1982). In this study, some 
of the first recombinant inbred lines (RILs) were created to study variation in lifespan. The work 
concluded that lifespan variation in C. elegans has a substantial genetic component and this 
organism promised opportunities for selective breeding of long-lived strains to facilitate the 
analysis of senescence (Johnson & Wood, 1982). In later work, Johnson showed that there is 
no correlation between the length of the reproductive period and lifespan and concluded that 
the genes specific for the reproductive period are independent of these specifying the length 
of life (Johnson, 1987). Even some of the later work on quantitative genetics in C. elegans, was 
carried out on N2/BO crosses. One study testing life-history pleiotropy, uncovered several QTLs 
for fertility and body size, this suggested pleiotropic or closely linked effects, however, further 
analysis identified that these QTL arose due to mutations that must have occurred during the 
laboratory history of N2 and BO (Knight et al., 2001). These earlier studies did not analyse the 
whole genome due to the number and type of markers used. Also the N2 and BO inbred panel 
approach suffers from low vitality due to deleterious effect of transposon markers (i. e. 
transposon markers are still active thus disturbing the stability of genotypes; Hodgkin and 
Doniach, 1997). For this reason the Bergerac strain is no longer used in quantitative genetics, 
however the polymorphisms induced by the Tc1 transposon were one of the first ways that 
genetic differences between strains of C. elegans were classified (Hodgkin and Doniach, 1997).  
This study was therefore the first in the field that highlighted the contrast between 
understanding C. elegans as an experimental model and understanding its natural environment 
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and ecology (Hodgkin and Doniach, 1997). Genotyping various wild isolates by molecular 
markers and Tc1 revealed a wide range of differences between isolates and little polymorphism 
within them, a combination that allowed for the first phylogeny of isolates. It also addressed 
the relationship between different natural isolates and defined some distinctive differences in 
copulatory plug forming (Hodgkin and Doniach, 1997).  
More recently, much quantitative genetics work in C. elegans has focussed on N2 and on the 
Hawaiian isolate CB4856. A good example of this approach is that from the Kammenga 
laboratory, where a new panel of RILs generated by crossing the canonical N2 (Bristol) strain 
with CB4856 has been extensively analysed over a number of years (Gutteling et al., 2007, 
Doroszuk et al., 2009; Rodriguez et al., 2012). They found different correlations at different 
temperatures and located loci responsible for control of these correlations. To speed up 
mapping in these RILS, new N2/CB4856 introgression lines (ILs) were created with a proportion 
of the CB4856 segments that in most lines did not exceeded 3% (Doroszuk et al., 2009). These 
lines identified novel loci underlying natural variation for two traits and resulted in in QTLs with 
a lifespan shortening effect on the CB4856 allele (Doroszuk et al., 2009). An alternate set of 
lines also derived from N2 and CB4856 has been created by the Kruglyak lab with an advanced 
intercross design and a large number of RILs used to maximise mapping power (Li et al., 2006; 
Rockman and Kruglyak, 2008; Andersen et al., 2015). 
Lines such as these derived from N2 and CB4856 have been very successful for QTL and gene 
mapping, but are still constrained by low variation as these two common laboratory strains 
only capture a small fraction of the genetic and phenotypic variation that is present in natural 
populations. As natural wild isolates that are adapted to different niches, they may also 
represent a better resource for natural variation studies because their alleles were selected in 
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specific environments (Carreto et al., 2008). Also studying natural genetic variation is crucial 
for understanding gene functions as allelic interactions in divergent genetic backgrounds does 
play an important role in determining the genetic basis of complex traits (Kammenga et al., 
2008). These arguments create a need for mapping in multi-parent lines derived from wild 
isolates currently absent in C. elegans research.  
 
1.13 Ageing pathways  
The lifespan of an animal is regulated by diverse genetic and environmental factors (Kenyon, 
2005) with many of the crucial mechanisms evolutionary conserved across species (Curran and 
Ruvkun, 2007). Mutations that postponed senescence were first discovered in worms and led 
to the discovery of the evolutionary conserved Insulin/Insulin-like (ILS) growth factor signalling 
pathway (Figure 1.1; Panowski and Dillin, 2009). In C. elegans this pathway is central to both 
growth and metabolism (Tullet et al., 2008). It has been observed that this pathway has a 
conserved role in ageing in C. elegans, is important in the characterization of downstream 
elements of metabolic signalling (Gems and Partridge, 2013) and that mutations in the 
insulin/ILS pathway can alter the process of ageing (Kenyon, 2010b). Research into regulatory 
mechanisms can reveal the exact pathways necessary to postpone senescence and minimize 
age-related diseases (Kenyon, 2010a). In C. elegans, lifespan extension seems to be partly the 
consequence of a reduction in the activity of the ILS pathway and requires the forkhead 
transcription factor daf-16 (FOXO-family transcription factor; Kenyon et al., 1993). This 
pathway is evolutionary conserved and functions to modulate wild-type longevity, metabolism 
and stress resistance (Gami and Wolkov, 2006). Insulin/IGF-1-like signalling pathway exerts its 
effect on the animal by changing downstream gene expression (Figure 1.1; Murphy et al., 
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2003). DAF-2/Insulin-like receptor recruits AGE-1 (phosphoinositide 3-kinase/PI3K, p110 
catalytic subunit) to the cell membrane. AGE-1 generates phospholipid signals, PIPs (minor 
phospholipid components of cell membrane), which in turn activate the AKT-1 -
2(serine/threonine kinase AKT/PKB), PDK-1 (3-phosphoinositide-dependent kinase) and SGK-1 
(serine/threonine protein kinase). These phosphorylate DAF-16/FOXO (transcription factor of 
the HNF-3/forkhead family, homologous to human Forkhead Box O) preventing nuclear 
translocation, thereby blocking the transcription of its target genes (Wolff and Dillin, 2006).  
Reduced insulin-signalling results in the activation of DAF-16/FOXO, which in turn enters the 
nucleus where it induces gene expression that leads to increased lifespan and stress resistance 
(Murphy, 2006). DAF-18/PTEN (lipid phosphate, homologous to human PTEN tumour 
suppressor) is the negatively regulated target of the DAF-2/AGE-1/AKT-1/2/PDK-1 signalling 
cascade. DAF-18/PTEN down-regulates AGE-1 signalling by dephosphorylating PIPs (Gami and 
Wolkov, 2006) and therefore regulates metabolism dauer arrest and longevity (Ogg and 
Ruvkun, 1998). In addition to regulating lifespan, the insulin/IGF-1 pathway also regulates the 
entry into the dispersal morph like state dauer (Guarente and Kenyon, 2000). Given the 
plethora of research in which either N2 or its derived mutants were used for the identification 
of functional components of the ILS pathway, the question is, would the use of new RILs panel 
constructed from the wild isolates identify known genes of the ILS pathway or would it uncover 
previously undetected genes that potentially play a role in the wild. 
The other major signalling pathway that determines longevity in C. elegans is the mTOR 
pathway. mTOR is a nutrient sensing pathway and a major mediator of growth and 
reproduction in response to the availability of growth factors and amino acids (Honjoh et al., 
2009). Inhibition of the mTOR signalling pathway at several points promotes life extension in  
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Figure 1.1 Schematics of Insulin/insulin-like growth factor signalling (ILS) pathway in C. elegans. 
Activated ILS pathway exert its biological effect by downstream signalling preventing or 
allowing of daf-16 to translocation to the nucleus.  
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worms (Hansen, 2008) and also extends longevity in a variety of other species such as S. 
cerevisiae, C. elegans, D. melanogaster and M. musculus (as reviewed in Kapahi et al., 2010). 
The mTOR signalling network exists in two complexes, mTORC1 and mTORC2. These complexes 
react with different coactivators. mTORC1 is thought to interact with DAF-15/Raptor (mTORC 
binding partner Raptor), RAGA-1, RAGC-1 and RHEB-1/Rheb to impair activity of DAF-16 
(reviewed in Zoncu et al., 2011). mTORC1 and mTORC2 inhibit expression of SKN-1/Nrf 
(transctibtion factor, accumulates in the nuclei in response to oxidative stress). DAF-16 and 
SKN-1/Nrf are required for lifespan extension.  It is not yet clear which of the mTOR complexes 
regulate PHA-4/FOXA (transcription factor FOXA) which is also required in extension of lifespan 
(Sheaffer et al., 2008). 
 
 1.14. Aims of the Thesis 
The aims of this thesis are to explore the impact of natural variation on lifespan and stress 
responses in C. elegans. This work differs from the standard quantitative mapping in C. elegans 
by using a new panel of 200 sequenced genotyped recombinant inbred lines (RILs) derived 
from four freshly collected wild isolates: JU1511, JU1926, JU1931 and JU1941. These strains 
are representative of genotypically distinct groups of C. elegans isolates from two different 
sites in France and are distinct from both N2 and CB4856. The new panel should therefore be 
useful in determining the genotype-phenotype relationship in the absence of laboratory 
derived alleles and be more indicative of subtle allelic effects in wild populations.  
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Aims of the Thesis: 
1. To investigate previously isolated lifespan QTLs detected in N2/CB4856 
introgression lines (Doroszuk et al., 2009) in order to determine if they can be 
reproduced, how they respond to dietary restriction and if they can be explained 
as a consequence of maternal hatching (this work will be an expansion of my 
undergraduate study). To compare these results, similar assays will be undertaken 
in N2/CB4856 RILs, in selected wild isolates and in a panel of complimentary 
CB4856/N2 introgression lines (Chapter 2). 
2. To review the effects of various DR treatments in a wide range of model and non-
model organisms to investigate the extent to which the effects of DR in different 
genetic backgrounds support the contention that DR represents a universal means 
of extending lifespan (Chapter 3). 
3.  To map lifespan under normal and mild dietary condition, as well as survival under 
oxidative stress, cold shock and heat shock in a new panel of 4-parent RILs in order 
to determine the extent to which results are comparable to those from studies on 
N2 and CB4856 (Chapters 4 and 5) and to explore specific QTLs (Chapter 6). 
4. To review various dietary regiments in C. elegans such as total starvation, bacterial 
dilution and peptone withdrawal and to compare the effects of different methods 
of DR in various genetic backgrounds (Chapter 7).  
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CHAPTE‘ TWO: Natural variatioŶ iŶ the effects of dietary restrictioŶ oŶ lifespaŶ iŶ 
CaeŶorhaďditis elegaŶs 
 
Work reported iŶ this Đhapter has ďeeŶ puďlished as: 
StastŶa J.J., SŶoek L.B., KaŵŵeŶga J.E. & Harvey S.C. ;ϮϬϭϱͿ GeŶotype-depeŶdeŶt effeĐts of 
dietary restriĐtioŶ oŶ lifespaŶ iŶ Caenorhabditis elegans. SĐieŶtifiĐ Reports ϱ, ϭϲϮϱ9. 
 
Aďstract 
Dietary restrictioŶ ;D‘Ϳ appears to act as a geŶeral ŶoŶ-geŶetic ŵechaŶisŵ that caŶ roďustly 
proloŶg lifespaŶ. There have hoǁever ďeeŶ reports iŶ ŵaŶy systeŵs, of cases ǁhere D‘ either 
shorteŶs, or does Ŷot affect, lifespaŶ. Here ǁe aŶalyze lifespaŶ aŶd the effect of D‘ oŶ lifespaŶ 
iŶ ǁild isolates aŶd iŶtrogressioŶ liŶes ;ILsͿ of the Ŷeŵatode CaeŶorhaďditis elegaŶs. These 
aŶalyses ideŶtify geŶetic variatioŶ iŶ lifespaŶ, iŶ the effect of D‘ oŶ lifespaŶ aŶd also iŶ the 
likelihood of ŵaterŶal, ŵatricidal, hatchiŶg. IŵportaŶtly, iŶ the ǁild isolates aŶd the ILs, ǁe 
ideŶtify geŶotypes iŶ ǁhich D‘ reduces lifespaŶ. We also ideŶtify, iŶ recoŵďiŶaŶt iŶďred liŶes, 
a locus that affects ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg, a pheŶotype closely liŶked to D‘ iŶ C. elegaŶs. These 
results iŶdicate that, as has ďeeŶ seeŶ iŶ other systeŵs, D‘ has geŶotype-depeŶdeŶt Ŷegative 
effects iŶ C. elegaŶs, reduciŶg lifespaŶ iŶ soŵe geŶotypes.  
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Ϯ.ϭ IŶtroductioŶ  
AgeiŶg is a uŶiversal pheŶoŵeŶoŶ duriŶg ǁhich progressive chaŶges ultiŵately lead to death. 
LifespaŶ caŶ ďe affected ďy ŵaŶy factors, oŶe ďeiŶg D‘. D‘, or caloric restrictioŶ, is a reductioŶ 
iŶ caloric iŶtake ǁithout ŵalŶutritioŶ. This ŶoŶ-geŶetic iŶterveŶtioŶ caŶ roďustly eǆteŶd 
lifespaŶ iŶ variety of species froŵ yeast to ŵice for eǆaŵple ;McCay et al., ϭϵϯϱ; Mair et al., 
ϮϬϬϱ; Lee, ϮϬϬϲ; Mair aŶd DilliŶ, ϮϬϬϴ, for revieǁ see FoŶtaŶa, ϮϬϭϬͿ. IŶ a Ŷuŵďer of ŵodel 
species, D‘ has also ďeeŶ shoǁŶ to delay the oŶset or severity of age-related traits that are 
associated ǁith diseases such as diaďetes, deŵeŶtia aŶd cardiovascular diseases ;Mair aŶd 
DilliŶ, ϮϬϬϴ; FoŶtaŶa, ϮϬϭϬ; HerŶdoŶ et al., ϮϬϬϮ aŶd KaufŵaŶ et al., ϮϬϭϬͿ. Studies iŶ priŵates 
also suggest that D‘ caŶ iŵprove health iŶ rhesus ŵoŶkeys ;MattisoŶ et al., ϮϬϭϮ aŶd ColŵaŶ 
et al., ϮϬϬϵͿ, although the effect oŶ lifespaŶ is less clear, ǁith oŶe study reportiŶg a reductioŶ 
iŶ ŵortality ;ColŵaŶ et al., ϮϬϬϵͿ, ǁhile a secoŶd oďserved aŶ iŵproved health spaŶ aŶd Ŷo 
effect oŶ lifespaŶ ;MattisoŶ et al., ϮϬϭϮͿ. Whilst the effects of D‘ oŶ huŵaŶ lifespaŶ are still 
uŶkŶoǁŶ, the accuŵulatiŶg data iŶdicates that D‘ ǁithout ŵalŶutritioŶ iŵproves ŵarkers of 
agiŶg ;for revieǁ see Cava aŶd FoŶtaŶa, ϮϬϭϯͿ. More studies are hoǁever Ŷeeded to alloǁ for 
a ďetter uŶderstaŶdiŶg of the ŵolecular processes that play a part iŶ iŶdividual geŶotype-
depeŶdeŶt respoŶses to D‘ iŶ huŵaŶs.   
Despite the geŶeral case for D‘ proloŶgiŶg lifespaŶ, eǆaŵples eǆist iŶ yeast ;Schleit et al., ϮϬϭϯͿ, 
ǁorŵs ;SutphiŶ aŶd KaeďerleiŶ, ϮϬϬϴͿ, fruit flies ;Carey et al., ϮϬϬϮͿ, house flies ;Cooper et al., 
ϮϬϬϰͿ, rats ;Barroǁs aŶd ‘oeder, ϭϵϲϱͿ aŶd ŵice ;Silďerďerg aŶd Silďerďerg, ϭϵϱϰ; Harper et 
al., ϮϬϬϲ aŶd Liao et al., ϮϬϭϬͿ ǁhere D‘ either has Ŷo effect oŶ, or eveŶ reduces, lifespaŶ. 
Soŵe of this variatioŶ is a coŶseƋueŶce of differeŶt ŵethodologies aŶd of the severity of the 
D‘. For eǆaŵple, MediterraŶeaŶ fruit flies shoǁed Ŷo iŶcrease iŶ loŶgevity ǁith ŵoderate D‘ 
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aŶd draŵatically iŶcreased ŵortality oŶce the level of D‘ reached ϱϬ% ;Carey et al., ϮϬϬϮͿ. 
GeŶetic ďackgrouŶd is also aŶ iŵportaŶt factor. For eǆaŵple, Ŷo effect of D‘ ǁas detected iŶ 
freshly caught ǁild ŵice ŵaiŶtaiŶed oŶ a regiŵe that proloŶged the lifespaŶ of laď adapted 
aŶiŵals ;Harper et al., ϮϬϬϲͿ. Siŵilarly, chaŶges iŶ lifespaŶ iŶ respoŶse to D‘ ǁere variaďle 
ďetǁeeŶ recoŵďiŶaŶt iŶďred ŵouse straiŶs ;Liao et al., ϮϬϭϬͿ, ǁith D‘ shorteŶiŶg lifespaŶ iŶ 
ŵore of the straiŶs thaŶ ǁhich it iŶcreased lifespaŶ. Variaďle respoŶses to D‘ have also ďeeŶ 
oďserved iŶ a geŶetically heterogeŶeous populatioŶ of ďuddiŶg yeast ;SaĐĐharoŵǇĐes 
ĐerevisiaeͿ, ǁith the effect of D‘ varyiŶg froŵ a ϭϬϯ% iŶcrease to a ϳϵ% decrease aŵoŶg straiŶs 
yeast ;Schleit et al., ϮϬϭϯͿ.   
IŶverteďrate species provide aŶ eǆcelleŶt ŵodel for ageiŶg research due to their relatively short 
lifespaŶ aŶd eǆperiŵeŶtal tractaďility. OŶe such ŵodel systeŵ is the Ŷeŵatode CaeŶorhaďditis 
elegaŶs. The effects of D‘ oŶ lifespaŶ iŶ C. elegaŶs have ďeeŶ iŶvestigated via several ŵethods 
iŶcludiŶg the use of ŵutaŶts ;e.g. eat-ϮͿ deficieŶt iŶ pharyŶgeal puŵpiŶg ;GuareŶte aŶd 
KeŶyoŶ, ϮϬϬϬͿ, aǆeŶic culture ;Houthoofd et al., ϮϬϬϮͿ, ďacterial dilutioŶ iŶ liƋuid cultures 
;Bishop aŶd GuareŶte, ϮϬϬϳͿ, dilutioŶ or total ǁithdraǁal of peptoŶe froŵ the agarose plates 
;HosoŶo et al., ϭϵϴϵͿ, the use of UV-killed ďacteria ;Greer et al., ϮϬϬϳͿ aŶd total starvatioŶ ;Lee 
et al., ϮϬϬϲ; KaeďerleiŶ et al., ϮϬϬϲͿ. All of these eǆperiŵeŶtal ŵaŶipulatioŶs have ďeeŶ 
successful iŶ proloŶgiŶg lifespaŶ ;Greer aŶd BruŶet, ϮϬϬϵͿ. IŶ C. elegaŶs, the loŶgevity respoŶse 
to D‘ is actively regulated through iŶdepeŶdeŶt aŶd overlappiŶg pathǁays. These pathǁays 
are evolutioŶary coŶserved aŶd iŶclude; ŵechaŶistic target of ‘apaŵyciŶ ;ŵTO‘Ϳ for chroŶic 
food liŵitatioŶ ;stroŶg-effect eat-Ϯ ŵutaŶts aŶd starvatioŶ treatŵeŶts, HaŶseŶ et al., ϮϬϬϳͿ, 
AMP-activated proteiŶ kiŶase ;AMPKͿ ;ďacterial dilutioŶ oŶ plates startiŶg iŶ ŵiddle age aŶd 
peptoŶe dilutioŶ, Greer et al., ϮϬϬϳͿ, sirtuiŶs ;ŵild D‘ or ǁeak-effect eat-Ϯ ŵutaŶts, ‘ogiŶa 
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aŶd HelfaŶd, ϮϬϬϰͿ aŶd iŶsuliŶ/iŶsuliŶ-like groǁth factor ;IGF-ϭͿ sigŶaliŶg ;iŶterŵitteŶt feediŶg, 
HoŶjoh et al., ϮϬϬϵͿ.  
IŶ additioŶ to the effects oŶ lifespaŶ, C. elegaŶs respoŶds to D‘ ďy iŶcreasiŶg the rate of 
ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg, a situatioŶ ǁhere fertilized eggs hatch iŶside the reproductive tract aŶd the 
resultiŶg progeŶy coŶsuŵe the ŵother. MaterŶal hatchiŶg iŶ C. elegaŶs is also associated ǁith 
ageiŶg, ǁith the rate iŶcreasiŶg ǁith age over the reproductive period. IŶcreased ŵaterŶal 
hatchiŶg iŶ respoŶse to D‘ ŵay therefore represeŶt the effects of stress or daŵage, or ŵay ďe 
aŶ adaptive pareŶtal respoŶse to starvatioŶ ;CheŶ aŶd Casǁell-CheŶ, ϮϬϬϰ; CheŶ aŶd Casǁell-
CheŶ, ϮϬϬϯͿ. MaŶy ageiŶg aŶd ŵost D‘ studies iŶ C. elegaŶs have avoided ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg 
ďy assayiŶg ǁorŵs iŶ the preseŶce of ϱ-fluorodeoǆyuridiŶe ;FUd‘Ϳ, a drug that iŶhiďits cell 
divisioŶ aŶd preveŶts eggs froŵ hatchiŶg. This is hoǁever poteŶtially proďleŵatic ǁheŶ 
coŶsideriŶg variatioŶ iŶ the respoŶse to D‘, as FUD‘ has ďeeŶ shoǁŶ to affect lifespaŶ iŶ a 
geŶotype-depeŶdeŶt ŵaŶŶer ;VaŶ ‘aaŵsdoŶk aŶd Hekiŵi, ϮϬϭϭ; Davies et al., ϮϬϭϮͿ aŶd to 
iŶteract ǁith the stress respoŶse ;FeldŵaŶ et al., ϮϬϭϰͿ. The geŶetics of variatioŶ iŶ ŵaterŶal 
hatchiŶg is also poorly uŶderstood aŶd, although a sŵall Ŷuŵďer of ƋuaŶtitative trait loci ;QTLͿ 
affectiŶg ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg have ďeeŶ ideŶtified ;SŶoek et al., ϮϬϭϰͿ, it is Ŷot kŶoǁŶ if these 
are related to variatioŶ iŶ lifespaŶ. 
There is eǆteŶsive geŶetic variatioŶ ďetǁeeŶ ǁild isolates of C. elegaŶs ;AŶderseŶ et al., ϮϬϭϮ; 
Volkers et al., ϮϬϭϯ aŶd ThoŵpsoŶ et al., ϮϬϭϯͿ, ďut these have oŶly sparsely ďeeŶ studied aŶd 
Ŷearly all C. elegaŶs research is carried out oŶ the NϮ ;BristolͿ straiŶ aŶd its derived ŵutaŶts. 
Natural variatioŶ iŶ C. elegaŶs lifespaŶ has hoǁever ďeeŶ aŶalyzed, priŶcipally usiŶg ‘ILs aŶd 
suďseƋueŶt QTL ŵappiŶg ;for revieǁ see Shŵookler ‘eis et al., ϮϬϬϲͿ. More receŶt ǁork usiŶg 
ILs derived froŵ ǁild-types NϮ aŶd CBϰϴϱϲ has ideŶtified Ŷovel loci uŶderlyiŶg Ŷatural variatioŶ 
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iŶ tǁo age-related traits ;pharyŶgeal puŵpiŶg aŶd lifespaŶ; Doroszuk et al., ϮϬϬϵͿ aŶd age 
related eǆpressioŶ QTLs ;Viñuela et al., ϮϬϭϬͿ. It is hoǁever uŶkŶoǁŶ if these QTLs also affect 
the respoŶse to D‘. These ILs liŶes ǁere coŶstructed ǁith NϮ ďackgrouŶd aŶd sŵall 
iŶtrogressioŶs of CBϰϴϱϲ. The ŵajority of aŶalyses of D‘ iŶ C. elegaŶs have ďeeŶ uŶdertakeŶ 
iŶ the NϮ geŶetic ďackgrouŶd, ǁith oŶe study aŶalysiŶg five ǁild isolates of C. elegaŶs aŶd tǁo 
of C. reŵaŶei ;SuptiŶ aŶd KaeďerleiŶ, ϮϬϬϴͿ aŶd ideŶtifyiŶg variatioŶ iŶ respoŶse to D‘ ďy 
ďacterial dilutioŶ, a ŵethod that results iŶ ŵaǆiŵal lifespaŶ eǆteŶsioŶ froŵ D‘ iŶ C. elegaŶs 
;Lee, ϮϬϬϲ aŶd KaeďerleiŶ et al., ϮϬϬϲͿ. IŶ this study, D‘ treatŵeŶt eǆteŶded lifespaŶ for all C. 
elegaŶs isolates aŶd the ŵeaŶ lifespaŶ ǁas eǆteŶded for oŶe isolate of C. reŵaŶei ;SuptiŶ aŶd 
KaeďerleiŶ, ϮϬϬϴͿ. To address these issues, here I have aͿ aŶalyzed the effect of ŵild D‘ oŶ 
lifespaŶ aŶd ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg iŶ five NϮ/CBϰϴϱϲ ILs; ďͿ ŵapped variatioŶ iŶ ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg 
iŶ NϮ/CBϰϴϱϲ ‘ILs; cͿ ŵeasured lifespaŶ iŶ coŵpliŵeŶtary paŶel of ďraŶd Ŷeǁ CBϰϴϱϲ/NϮ ‘ILs 
aŶd dͿ coŵpared these data to the effects of D‘ oŶ ǁild isolates. We shoǁ that ŵaterŶal 
hatchiŶg is a geŶetically variaďle pheŶotype aŶd liŶked loci caŶ ďe fouŶd ďy QTL aŶalysis. We 
also coŶclude that the effect of D‘ oŶ lifespaŶ is polygeŶic, does Ŷot eǆclusively proloŶg lifespaŶ 
aŶd depeŶds oŶ the geŶetic ďackgrouŶd. 
 
 
Ϯ.Ϯ Methods  
 Ϯ.Ϯ.ϭ Worŵs   
Worŵs used ǁere NϮ ;BristolͿ, the NϮ/CBϰϴϱϲ ILs eǁI‘ϭ, eǁI‘ϭϴ, eǁI‘Ϯϭ, eǁI‘ϰϬ aŶd eǁI‘ϱϭ 
;Doroszuk et al., ϮϬϬϵͿ, NϮ/CBϰϴϱϲ ‘ILs ;Viñuela et al., ϮϬϭϬ; Li et al., ϮϬϬϲ; Viñuela et al., ϮϬϭϮ; 
ElviŶ et al., ϮϬϭϭ; ‘odriguez et al., ϮϬϭϮ aŶd Li et al., ϮϬϭϬͿ, CBϰϴϱϲ/NϮ ‘ILs ;uŶpuďlished data 
SterkeŶͿ aŶd ǁild isolates ;Volkers et al., ϮϬϭϯ; doŶated ďy M.A. Feliǆ to JKͿ. The selected ILs 
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coŶtaiŶ five of siǆ previously ideŶtified QTLs ǁith poteŶtial life-shorteŶiŶg effects of the CBϰϴϱϲ 
allele lifespaŶ ;Doroszuk et al., ϮϬϬϵͿ. AŶ additioŶal lifespaŶ QTL ideŶtified iŶ these liŶes oŶ 
chroŵosoŵe X ǁas Ŷot retested here as the QTL regioŶ coŶtaiŶs NϮ versioŶ of Ŷpr-ϭ ;The 
aallelic variatioŶ iŶ Ŷpr-ϭ iŶ NϮ has ďeeŶ descriďed that iŶflueŶces several ďehaviorsͿ. As 
variatioŶ ďetǁeeŶ NϮ aŶd CBϰϴϱϲ at Ŷpr-ϭ affects ŵaŶy ďehavioral traits iŶ C. elegaŶs, ǁhich 
iŶ turŶ effect food availaďility ;GreeŶ et al., ϮϬϭϯ aŶd AŶderseŶ et al., ϮϬϭϰͿ, this QTL ǁas Ŷot 
aŶalyzed iŶ this study. All liŶes ǁere ŵaiŶtaiŶed at ϮϬ°C oŶ staŶdard Ŷeŵatode groǁth ŵediuŵ 
;NGMͿ ǁith EsĐheriĐhia Đoli OPϱϬ as a food source ;StierŶagle, ϮϬϬϲͿ.  
 
Ϯ.Ϯ.Ϯ LifespaŶ assays CBϰϴϱϲ/NϮ ‘ILs, NϮ/CBϰϴϱϲ ILs aŶd ǁild isolates.  
Worŵs ǁere groǁŶ eŶ ŵasse to adulthood aŶd eggs ǁere collected froŵ sodiuŵ hypochlorite 
treated gravid adults ;StierŶagle, ϮϬϬϲͿ. These eggs ǁere theŶ ŵaiŶtaiŶed for Ϯϰ hours ǁithout 
food at ϮϬ°C to syŶchroŶize the populatioŶ, syŶchroŶized larvae stage ϭ ǁorŵs ;LϭsͿ theŶ 
traŶsferred to fresh ϯϱŵŵ plates ;Ŷ = ϰϬ per treatŵeŶt per geŶotype, ǁith ϭ ǁorŵ per plate 
for the ILs, ϭϬ ǁorŵs per plate for the ‘ILs aŶd ϱ ǁorŵs per plate for the ǁild isolates.Ϳ The 
DiffereŶt Ŷuŵďer of ǁorŵs oŶ plates ǁere due to trialiŶg out the peptoŶe ǁithdraǁal 
techŶiƋue. I used ϭ ǁorŵ per plate for the ILs to avoid starvatioŶ effect. Hoǁever, the peptoŶe 
ǁithdraǁal is a ŵild D‘ ŵethod aŶd I could therefore place ϭϬ ǁorŵs per plate for ‘ILs ǁorŵs. 
CulturiŶg of ǁild isolates is coŵplicated, as ŵost liŶes do Ŷot like to ďe oŶ croǁded plates 
therefore oŶly ϱ ǁorŵs ǁere used for ǁild isolates. CoŶtrol, ad liďituŵ food, ǁorŵs ǁere 
ŵaiŶtaiŶed oŶ staŶdard NGM plates aŶd D‘ ǁas perforŵed ďy total peptoŶe ǁithdraǁal froŵ 
staŶdard NGM plates ;HosoŶo et al., ϭϵϴϵ aŶd Harvey et al., ϮϬϬϴͿ, a coŶditioŶ that stops 
ďacterial groǁth oŶ the plates. Worŵs ǁere oďserved daily, ǁith Ŷeŵatodes traŶsferred to Ŷeǁ 
plates every day uŶtil reproductioŶ had ceased. Worŵs ǁere coŶsidered to have died if they 
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ǁere Ŷot ŵoviŶg aŶd failed to respoŶd to touch ǁith a ǁorŵ-pick. AŶy ǁorŵs that died due to 
ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg ;ďaggiŶgͿ ǁere Ŷoted, aŶd these data ǁere used to iŶvestigate variatioŶ iŶ 
ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg iŶ the ILs aŶd ǁild isolates. As is routiŶe for the aŶalysis of lifespaŶ iŶ C. 
elegaŶs deaths ďy ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg ǁere ceŶsored out of the aŶalysis of lifespaŶ.  
 
Ϯ.Ϯ.ϯ MaterŶal hatchiŶg iŶ the ‘ILs 
To assay ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg iŶ the ‘ILs, ϰϬ syŶchroŶized ǁorŵs per ‘IL ǁere folloǁed for ϭ ǁeek 
after the Lϰ stage aŶd the Ŷuŵďer of ŵaterŶal hatchiŶgs recorded daily. 
 
Ϯ.Ϯ.ϰ Data aŶalysis.  
LifespaŶ iŶ the ILs ǁas aŶalyzed usiŶg KaplaŶ-Meier Survival curves ǁith sigŶificaŶce 
deterŵiŶed ďy log-raŶk aŶalysis as is staŶdard ǁay for lifespaŶ assays ;iŶ MiŶitaď® Statistical 
Softǁare; MiŶtaď Ltd., CoveŶtryͿ. QTL ŵappiŶg of the perceŶtage ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg per ‘IL 
ǁas doŶe usiŶg a siŶgle ŵarker ŵodel ;SŶoek et al., ϮϬϭϰͿ.  Data is archived iŶ WorŵQTL 
;http://ǁǁǁ.ǁorŵƋtl.orgͿ ;SŶoek et al., ϮϬϭϯ; VaŶ Der Velde et al., ϮϬϭϰ aŶd SŶoek et al., 
ϮϬϭϰͿ. 
 
 
            Ϯ.ϯ ‘esults   
To test if the geŶetic ďackgrouŶd affects the lifespaŶ effects of D‘ ǁe tested five ILs, each 
coŶtaiŶiŶg Ŷo ŵore thaŶ ϯ% of aŶ iŶtrogressed portioŶ of the CBϰϴϱϲ geŶoŵe iŶ aŶ NϮ geŶetic 
ďackgrouŶd that had previously ďeeŶ shoǁŶ to affect lifespaŶ ;Doroszuk et al., ϮϬϬϵͿ. Overall, 
D‘ iŶcreased ŵeaŶ lifespaŶ ;p = Ϭ.ϬϬϱͿ iŶ the ILs tested ;Taďle Ϯ.ϭͿ.  
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   Lifespan per strain (days)     Maternal hatching per strain   
Line  NGM DR effect 
p-val 
(NGM vs 
DR) 
  NGM DR effect 
p-val 
(NGM vs 
DR) 
N2  17.7 22.2 23.50% <0.0001  5.10% 0 -5.10% NS 
ewIR01  15.6 22.5 41.10% <0.0001  2.60% 0 -2.60% NS 
ewIR18  17.7 20.8 17.10% <0.01  5.10% 5.40% 0.30% NS 
ewIR21  14.2 13.2 -2.50% NS  18.90% 33.30% 14.40% <0.01 
ewIR40  17.1 14.2 -14.90% <0.02  18.40% 27.00% 8.60% <0.01 
ewIR51  15.5 13.1 -6.40% NS   10.00% 41.70% 31.70% <0.05 
 
 
Taďle Ϯ.ϭ LifespaŶ aŶd the effect of D‘ iŶ ILs aŶd NϮ. ShoǁŶ are the ŵeaŶ lifespaŶ aŶd the 
perceŶtage of ǁorŵs that died due to ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg uŶder ad liďituŵ ;Ŷeŵatode groǁth 
ŵediuŵ plate NGMͿ aŶd D‘ coŶditioŶs, the perceŶtage effect of D‘ oŶ the trait aŶd the 
sigŶificaŶce. IŶtrogressioŶ shoǁs the chroŵosoŵe aŶd ŵaǆiŵuŵ liŵits ;i.e. the positioŶ of the 
flaŶkiŶg NϮ ŵarkersͿ of the portioŶ of the CBϰϴϱϲ iŶtrogressed iŶto this IL.   
 
Hoǁever, large differeŶces ďetǁeeŶ the geŶotypes ǁere oďserved ;p = Ϭ.ϬϬϳͿ. IŶ NϮ aŶd tǁo 
ILs ;eǁI‘Ϭϭ aŶd eǁI‘ϭϴͿ D‘ proloŶged ŵeaŶ lifespaŶ. Hoǁever, D‘ had Ŷo effect oŶ lifespaŶ 
iŶ tǁo ILs ;eǁI‘Ϯϭ aŶd eǁI‘ϱϭͿ aŶd reduced lifespaŶ iŶ aŶother ;eǁI‘ϰϬͿ. This iŶdicates that, 
iŶ the ILs tested, the effects of D‘ are depeŶdeŶt oŶ geŶotype or prevaleŶce of ŵaterŶal 
hatchiŶg. 
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Figure Ϯ.ϭ MaterŶal hatchiŶg iŶ NϮ/CBϰϴϱϲ ‘ILs. aͿ PerceŶtage of ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg iŶ 
NϮ/CBϰϴϱϲ ‘ILs, CBϰϴϱϲ ;ďlueͿ aŶd NϮ ;redͿ, this plot ideŶtifies traŶsgressive segregatioŶ, i. e. 
the forŵatioŶ of eǆtreŵe pheŶotypes coŵpared to pheŶotypes oďserved iŶ pareŶtal liŶes. The 
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red Ŷuŵďers oŶ the ǆ-aǆis iŶdicate total Ŷuŵďer of aŶiŵals per liŶe. ďͿ QTL profile for the 
perceŶtage of ǁorŵs that died due to ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg. SigŶificaŶce ;-logϭϬ;pͿ, ďlue liŶesͿ 
plotted agaiŶst the ŵarker positioŶ iŶ ŵegaďase pairs ;grey vertical liŶes oŶ the Ϭ liŶeͿ. 
Chroŵosoŵe Ŷaŵes are iŶdicated aďove the paŶels. Threshold ;Ϭ.Ϭϱ; ϭϬϬϬ perŵutatioŶsͿ is 
shoǁŶ ďy the dotted red liŶe. 
 
These data also support three previously ideŶtified lifespaŶ QTLs froŵ NϮ/CBϰϴϱϲ ILs 
;Doroszuk et al., ϮϬϬϵͿ iŶ liŶes eǁl‘Ϭϭ, eǁI‘Ϯϭ aŶd eǁI‘ϱϭ ;coŵparisoŶs of ILs agaiŶst NϮ, p < 
Ϭ.Ϭϱ; Taďle Ϯ.ϭͿ. MaterŶal hatchiŶg also differed aŵoŶg these ILs, ǁith the geŶotypes for ǁhich 
D‘ proloŶged lifespaŶ ;NϮ, eǁI‘Ϭϭ aŶd eǁI‘ϭϴͿ shoǁiŶg liŵited ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg ;Taďle Ϯ.ϭͿ. 
Other geŶotypes ;eǁI‘Ϯϭ, eǁI‘ϰϬ aŶd eǁI‘ϱϭͿ shoǁed iŶcreased ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg uŶder 
ďoth D‘ aŶd coŶtrol ;NGMͿ coŶditioŶs. As iŶdividuals that died via ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg ǁere Ŷot 
iŶcluded iŶ the aŶalysis of lifespaŶ data, the lack of lifespaŶ eǆteŶsioŶ iŶ respoŶse to D‘ iŶ these 
ILs is Ŷot a direct result of iŶcreased ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg.  
QTLs affectiŶg ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg have previously ďeeŶ ideŶtified iŶ eǁI‘Ϯϭ aŶd eǁI‘ϱϭ ;SŶoek 
et al., ϮϬϭϰͿ, this aŶalysis therefore ideŶtifies aŶ additioŶal QTL at the iŶtrogressioŶ of eǁI‘ϰϬ. 
Moreover, the aŶalysis shoǁs that these QTLs also cause iŶcreased ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg iŶ 
respoŶse to D‘. As ǁe detected ŵultiple shared loci iŶvolved iŶ lifespaŶ, the effect of D‘ oŶ 
lifespaŶ aŶd ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg, these results suggest a liŶk ďetǁeeŶ the lifespaŶ proloŶgiŶg 
effect of D‘ aŶd ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg. 
To test if variatioŶ iŶ ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg caŶ ďe liŶked to ŵore loci ǁe used ‘ILs produced froŵ 
crosses ďetǁeeŶ NϮ aŶd CBϰϴϱϲ ;Li et al., ϮϬϬϲͿ. We fouŶd eǆteŶsive variatioŶ ďetǁeeŶ the 
‘ILs aŶd traŶsgressioŶ iŶ ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg ;Figure Ϯ.ϭaͿ.  OŶe ŵajor QTL for ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg 
rate could ďe fouŶd roughly at the positioŶ of the CBϰϴϱϲ iŶtrogressioŶ iŶ IL eǁI‘ϱϭ ;Figure 
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Ϯ.ϭď; left arŵ CH‘. IVͿ, ǁith this QTL eǆplaiŶiŶg ϮϮ.ϴ% of the trait variatioŶ. TakiŶg ŵarker ϲϲ 
;at chroŵosoŵe IV ~ϲMͿ as the peak of this ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg QTL, ǁe fouŶd aŶ effect of ϱ.Ϯ%, 
such that the ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg rate ǁas ϭϬ.ϰ% higher for the CBϰϴϱϲ allele thaŶ the NϮ allele 
;Figure Ϯ.ϮͿ. This is coŶfirŵed ďy the ϭϬ% ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg of eǁI‘ϱϭ. The tǁo other loci 
fouŶd iŶ eǁI‘Ϯϭ aŶd eǁI‘ϰϬ ;Taďle Ϯ.ϭͿ ǁere Ŷot detected iŶ the ‘ILs ;Figure Ϯ.ϭďͿ eveŶ though 
they had a larger effect aŶd iŶcreased ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg to alŵost douďle of that of eǁI‘ϱϭ. 
This suggests aŶ iŶteractioŶ of these tǁo loci ǁith the geŶetic ďackgrouŶd. MaterŶal hatchiŶg 
is therefore likely to ďe a coŵpleǆ polygeŶic trait aŶd geŶetically ďalaŶced iŶ the pareŶtal liŶes.  
 
 
 
Figure Ϯ.Ϯ Allelic effect oŶ ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg. The ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg rates of the ‘ILs grouped 
ďy their allele oŶ chroŵosoŵe IV at ~ϲM ďasepairs, CBϰϴϱϲ ;ďlueͿ aŶd NϮ ;redͿ.   
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To iŶvestigate if lifespaŶ, ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg aŶd the effect of D‘ could also ďe uŶder ďalaŶciŶg 
selectioŶ iŶ Ŷature, ǁe studied these traits iŶ Ϯϯ ǁild isolates aŶd NϮ ;Figures Ϯ.ϯ – Ϯ.ϱͿ. 
‘eŵarkaďly, D‘ reduced lifespaŶ iŶ aďout a third of the ǁild isolates iŶ coŵparisoŶ to NϮ, ǁith 
the effect raŶgiŶg froŵ aŶ iŶcrease iŶ ŵeaŶ lifespaŶ iŶ JUϭϵϯϳ of ϰ.ϱ days to a decrease of Ϯ.ϴ 
days iŶ WNϮϬϬϯ ;Figure Ϯ.ϯͿ. Froŵ these results ǁe caŶ coŶclude that there is geŶetic variatioŶ 
for D‘ ǁithiŶ C. elegaŶs aŶd that D‘ does Ŷot eǆteŶd lifespaŶ iŶ all geŶotypes. We also fouŶd 
large variatioŶ iŶ ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg ďetǁeeŶ the ǁild isolates, hoǁever, uŶlike iŶ the ILs, this 
does Ŷot appear to ďe associated ǁith lifespaŶ or the effect of D‘ oŶ lifespaŶ. These results are 
therefore likely to reflect geŶotype-depeŶdeŶt respoŶses to the eŶviroŶŵeŶt. 
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Figure Ϯ.ϯ LifespaŶ aŶd the effect of dietary restrictioŶ iŶ ǁild isolates. MeaŶ lifespaŶ, ±SE, uŶder 
;dotsͿ Ŷorŵal ;NGMͿ aŶd ;sƋuaresͿ D‘ coŶditioŶs. The ǁhite ŵarked regioŶs deŶote the effect 
of D‘ oŶ ŵeaŶ lifespaŶ. The effect of D‘ oŶ lifespaŶ is also iŶdicted ďy the triaŶgles oŶ the left, 
greeŶ triaŶgle poiŶtiŶg upǁards iŶdicates a positive effect of D‘ aŶd red triaŶgle poiŶtiŶg 
doǁŶǁards a Ŷegative effect of D‘. Large triaŶgles iŶdicate a sigŶificaŶt differeŶce ďetǁeeŶ 
NGM aŶd D‘. 
 
CoŵparisoŶ of these results to lifespaŶ iŶ a Ŷeǁ paŶel of coŵpliŵeŶtary ILs of CBϰϴϱϲ/NϮ 
iŶdicates that average lifespaŶ of the Ŷeǁ paŶel ;ϭϱ.ϵϵͿ is very siŵilar to that of NϮ/CBϰϴϱϲ 
;ϭϲ.ϬϵͿ ǁhilst the ǁild isolates are oŶ average loŶger lived ;ϭϴ.ϳϱ; Taďle Ϯ.ϮͿ. Heritaďility 
calculatioŶ for the ǁild isolates is also higher ;ϮϮ%Ϳ iŶ coŵparisoŶ to NϮ/CBϰϴϱϲ ;ϭϮ.ϰ% aŶd 
ϭϭ.ϴ%Ϳ respectively. To oďserve the spread of the data, histograŵs ǁere plotted for NϮ/CB Ils 
aŶd ǁild isolates for Ŷorŵal lifespaŶ aŶd lifespaŶ uŶder D‘ treatŵeŶt ;Figure Ϯ.ϰͿ. D‘ 
treatŵeŶt seeŵs to result iŶ split of the lifespaŶ iŶ tǁo oďservaďle cohorts especially for the 
ǁild isolates that caŶ ďe oďserved as a dip at the day ϮϬ for ďoth D‘ treated cohorts.  
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Taďle Ϯ.Ϯ CoŵparisoŶ of lifespaŶs iŶ ILs. NϮ/CBϰϴϱϲ ILs* represeŶts ŵeaŶ lifespaŶ for 
NϮ/CBϰϴϱϲ ILs ;eǁI‘ϭ, eǁI‘ϭϴ, eǁI‘Ϯϭ, eǁI‘ϰϬ aŶd eǁI‘ϱϬͿ. P-values ǁere calculated froŵ 
oŶe-ǁay aŶova. 
 
Figure Ϯ.ϰ Histograŵs of NϮ/CB ILs aŶd Wild isolates for Ŷorŵal lifespaŶ aŶd lifespaŶ uŶder D‘ 
treatŵeŶt.  Histograŵs ǁere plotted froŵ all data for the ILs aŶd ǁild isolates.  
 
PerceŶtage of ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg does Ŷot correlate ďetǁeeŶ the D‘ aŶd coŶtrol treatŵeŶt 
eǆcept for the liŶes ǁith ϰϬ aŶd aďove perceŶt of ŵaterŶal ďaggiŶg iŶ ǁild isolates JUϭϵϰϵ, 
JUϭϱϭϲ, WNϮϬϬϯ aŶd JuϭϵϯϮ ;Figure Ϯ.ϱͿ.  
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Figure Ϯ.ϱ MaterŶal hatchiŶg rate of the ǁild-isolates oŶ D‘ ;top paŶelͿ aŶd NGM ;loǁer paŶelͿ. 
Wild isolates ǁere ordered ďy their ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg rate oŶ NGM. Total Ŷuŵďer of aŶiŵals 
tested for each ǁild isolate aŶd coŶditioŶ are shoǁŶ ďy the red Ŷuŵďers oŶ the ǆ-aǆis. 
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Ϯ.ϰ DiscussioŶ 
IŶ this study, ǁe have focused oŶ Ŷatural variatioŶ iŶ lifespaŶ, the respoŶse to dietary restrictioŶ 
aŶd oŶ ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg iŶ C. elegaŶs. IŶ ILs ǁe ideŶtified three QTLs affectiŶg lifespaŶ, three 
affectiŶg the respoŶse to D‘ aŶd three affectiŶg ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg. This aŶalysis coŶfirŵs three 
;eǁI‘Ϭϭ, eǁI‘Ϯϭ, eǁI‘ϱϭͿ of five previously ideŶtified lifespaŶ QTLs iŶ this paŶel of ILs lifespaŶ 
;Doroszuk et al., ϮϬϬϵͿ. DiffereŶces ďetǁeeŶ the studies are likely to ďe due to either 
differeŶces ďetǁeeŶ the laďoratories or the sŵall populatioŶ sizes used iŶ previous aŶalyses of 
lifespaŶ ;Doroszuk et al., ϮϬϬϵͿ. Asseŵďly of the CBϰϴϱϲ geŶoŵe iŶdicates that there are a 
Ŷuŵďer of regioŶs of eǆceptioŶally high divergeŶce ďetǁeeŶ NϮ aŶd CBϰϴϱϲ ;ThoŵpsoŶ et al., 
ϮϬϭϱͿ. CoŵparisoŶ of the locatioŶ of these regioŶs to the liŵits of the iŶtrogressioŶs iŶ the ILs 
aŶalyzed here iŶdicates that three of the ILs ;eǁI‘Ϭϭ, eǁI‘Ϯϭ, eǁI‘ϱϭͿ coŶtaiŶ such highly 
diverged regioŶs, ďut that eǁl‘ϭϴ aŶd eǁl‘ϰϬ do Ŷot. GiveŶ this, the effects of these diverged 
regioŶs oŶ lifespaŶ ŵay therefore ǁarraŶt further aŶalysis.   
We also fiŶd the ILs respoŶd differeŶtly to D‘, ǁith D‘ eǆteŶdiŶg the lifespaŶ of tǁo ILs, haviŶg 
Ŷo effect oŶ tǁo other ILs aŶd reduciŶg the lifespaŶ of a fifth IL ;Taďle Ϯ.ϭͿ. Critically, ǁe fiŶd 
that D‘ affects lifespaŶ iŶ a geŶotype specific ŵaŶŶer, ŵakiŶg it likely that eveŶ ŵild D‘ ǁill 
affect the detectioŶ of soŵe lifespaŶ QTLs. A D‘ regiŵeŶ of total peptoŶe ǁithdraǁal froŵ 
NGM plates ǁas choseŶ for its ŵild D‘ effect ;HosoŶo et al., ϭϵϴϵͿ. UŶder this coŶditioŶ, the 
EsĐheriĐhia Đoli OPϱϬ does Ŷot groǁ oŶ the plates ďut is Ŷot killed. Whilst the ŵolecular 
ŵechaŶisŵs of dietary iŶterveŶtioŶs are still poorly uŶderstood, it is kŶoǁŶ that various D‘ 
ŵethods operate via iŶdepeŶdeŶt aŶd overlappiŶg pathǁays ;Greer aŶd BruŶet, ϮϬϬϵͿ. For 
eǆaŵple, the loǁ-eŶergy-seŶsiŶg AMPK is reƋuired for lifespaŶ eǆteŶsioŶ iŶ ďacterial aŶd 
peptoŶe dilutioŶ oŶ NGM plates ;Greer aŶd BruŶet, ϮϬϬϵͿ. 
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The three ILs iŶ ǁhich D‘ failed to proloŶg lifespaŶ shoǁed iŶcreased ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg iŶ ďoth 
feediŶg regiŵes, ǁith a sigŶificaŶt iŶcrease oďserved iŶ respoŶse to D‘. Although the iŶcreased 
ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg does Ŷot directly eǆplaiŶ the lack of a respoŶse to D‘, the overlap ďetǁeeŶ 
the QTLs suggests that there is a relatioŶship ďetǁeeŶ the respoŶse to D‘ aŶd the iŶcreased 
ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg. It is likely that this is a coŶseƋueŶce of aŶ uŶderlyiŶg factor affectiŶg ďoth 
traits. OŶe possiďility is that iŶcreased ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg is caused ďy a ŵaterŶal respoŶse to 
the D‘ eŶviroŶŵeŶt ǁhich iŶ turŶ leads to sacrificiŶg theŵselves to alloǁ progeŶy 
developŵeŶt as proposed ďy ;CheŶ aŶd Casǁell-CheŶ, ϮϬϬϯͿ. This sceŶario seeŵs uŶlikely iŶ 
this case giveŶ the variatioŶ ďetǁeeŶ liŶes aŶd the ŵild forŵ of D‘ ;~ϮϬ%Ϳ used. AŶ alterŶative 
possiďility is that the differeŶces are due to geŶetic iŶcoŵpatiďilities ďetǁeeŶ CBϰϴϱϲ alleles 
aŶd the NϮ ďackgrouŶd ;SŶoek et al., ϮϬϭϰͿ, ǁith these iŶcoŵpatiďilities affectiŶg ďoth 
ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg aŶd the respoŶse to D‘. 
CoŵparisoŶ of ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg iŶ the ILs aŶd the ‘ILs ;Taďle Ϯ.ϭ vs Figure Ϯ.ϭďͿ iŶdicates that 
the ŵajor QTL fouŶd iŶ the ‘ILs co-locates ǁith oŶe of the QTLs fouŶd iŶ the ILs ;eǁI‘ϱϭͿ. The 
tǁo other QTLs iŶ the ILs ǁere Ŷot fouŶd iŶ the ‘ILs. This ŵight ďe due to differeŶces iŶ 
eǆperiŵeŶtal settiŶgs ;laď-to laďͿ or the ŵore coŵpleǆ ďackgrouŶd of the ‘ILs coŵpared to the 
ILs. It could also ďe due to alleles ďeiŶg ŵore ďalaŶced iŶ the ‘ILs preveŶtiŶg the ŵaterŶal 
hatchiŶg pheŶotype iŶ ŵaŶy coŵďiŶatioŶs. This oďservatioŶ ŵirrors the oďserved patterŶ of 
trait variatioŶ ideŶtified iŶ a previous coŵparisoŶ of ILs aŶd ‘ILs iŶ C. elegaŶs ;SŶoek et al., 
ϮϬϭϰͿ, ǁith aŶalysis of ILs revealiŶg ŵore loci affectiŶg the trait thaŶ are seeŶ iŶ ‘ILs. This ŵay 
iŵply that the effects oďserved, particularly the oďserved reductioŶ iŶ lifespaŶ iŶ respoŶse to 
D‘ oďserved iŶ eǁI‘ϰϬ, are a coŶseƋueŶce of iŶcoŵpatiďilities ďetǁeeŶ CBϰϴϱϲ alleles aŶd 
the NϮ geŶetic ďackgrouŶd. 
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ArguiŶg agaiŶst this eǆplaŶatioŶ is the oďserved variatioŶ iŶ lifespaŶ, D‘ aŶd ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg 
iŶ the ǁild isolates froŵ various locatioŶs iŶ FraŶce aŶd The NetherlaŶds. The geŶetic aŶd geŶe 
eǆpressioŶ differeŶces ďetǁeeŶ these ǁild isolates are characterized ďy geŶe-eŶviroŶŵeŶt 
sigŶatures ;Volkers et al., ϮϬϭϯͿ, aŶd it is therefore reasoŶaďle to eǆpect that differeŶt isolates 
ǁill display a differeŶtial respoŶse to D‘ treatŵeŶt. MaterŶal hatchiŶg iŶ ǁild isolates is also 
highly variaďle ;Figure Ϯ.ϱͿ, D‘ iŶ soŵe cases iŶcreasiŶg aŶd iŶ soŵe decreasiŶg the rates of 
ŵaterŶal hatchiŶg. IŶ ŵost cases, D‘ had a life proloŶgiŶg effect oŶ ŵost ǁild isolates. 
Thus, the overall effect of D‘ is aŶ eǆteŶded lifespaŶ. Hoǁever, seveŶ ǁild isolates ǁere shorter 
lived uŶder D‘ coŵpared to coŶtrol coŶditioŶs aŶd aŶ additioŶal three isolates shoǁed 
Ŷegligiďle effect of D‘ oŶ ŵeaŶ lifespaŶ. Together ǁith the results of the IL aŶalysis, this shoǁs 
that D‘ is Ŷot a uŶiversal ŵethod of lifespaŶ eǆteŶsioŶ iŶ geŶotypes oďtaiŶed froŵ specific 
crosses as ǁell as geŶotypes freshly takeŶ froŵ their Ŷatural haďitat. This ŵirrors fiŶdiŶgs iŶ 
ŵice aŶd rats, ǁhere eǆteŶsive variatioŶ ďetǁeeŶ geŶotypes has ďeeŶ oďserved. IŶ these 
rodeŶt systeŵs, a possiďle eǆplaŶatioŶ for this variatioŶ relates to laď adaptatioŶ aŶd the 
effects of iŶďreediŶg ;Harper et al., ϮϬϬϲ; Liao et al., ϮϬϭϬ, also see SǁiŶdell, ϮϬϭϮ, for 
discussioŶ of this variatioŶͿ. GiveŶ that ďoth ǁild isolates aŶd laď isolates of C. elegaŶs are 
highly iŶďred, our results are Ŷot likely to represeŶt a laď adaptatioŶ, ďut could ďe eǆplaiŶed as 
geŶetic plasticity iŶ respoŶse to diŵiŶished resources rather thaŶ that of true caloric 
restrictioŶ. As previously stated the peptoŶe dilutioŶ iŶ NGM plates is relatively ŵild forŵ of 
D‘ iŶ C. elegaŶs ;HosoŶo et al., ϭϵϴϵͿ, ǁith other D‘ regiŵeŶs produciŶg greater eǆteŶsioŶs of 
lifespaŶ iŶ aŶ NϮ geŶetic ďackgrouŶd ;GuareŶte aŶd KeŶyoŶ, ϮϬϬϬ; Houthoofd et al., ϮϬϬϮ; 
Bishop aŶd GuareŶte, ϮϬϬϳ; Greer et al., ϮϬϬϳ; KaeďerleiŶ ϮϬϬϲͿ. This ŵethod ǁas choseŶ, as 
aŶy ŵore severe D‘ treatŵeŶts ǁould result iŶ sigŶificaŶt loss of ǁild isolates due to their 
respoŶse to lack of food ;craǁliŶg out of the petri dishͿ.  GiveŶ that various D‘ regiŵes eǆteŶd 
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lifespaŶ via iŶdepeŶdeŶt aŶd overlappiŶg geŶetic pathǁays ;Greer aŶd BruŶet, ϮϬϬϵͿ, it ǁould 
therefore ďe of great iŶterest to deterŵiŶe if variatioŶ ďetǁeeŶ geŶotypes depeŶded oŶ the 
ŵethod of D‘. 
Most studies iŶ C. elegaŶs have ďeeŶ uŶdertakeŶ usiŶg oŶe caŶoŶical straiŶ, as a 
refereŶce geŶotype. The NϮ straiŶ ǁas ŵaiŶtaiŶed iŶ coŶtiŶuous culture for aďout ϭϯ years 
prior to freeziŶg thus suďjected to very differeŶt coŶditioŶs to that iŶ the ǁild ;SterkeŶ et al., 
ϮϬϭϱ; PeterseŶ et al., ϮϬϭϱͿ. It is therefore likely to ďe eǆteŶsively adapted to laďoratory 
coŶditioŶs ;SterkeŶ et al., ϮϬϭϱ; ‘ockŵaŶ, ϮϬϭϮͿ aŶd the geŶes affectiŶg loŶgevity aŶd the D‘ 
respoŶse could have ďeeŶ affected ďy this. ‘eceŶtly, ŵore thought has ďeeŶ giveŶ iŶ C. elegaŶs 
research to coŵparisoŶs of NϮ ǁith Ŷatural ǁild isolates ;AŶderseŶ et al., ϮϬϭϮ; Volkers et al., 
ϮϬϭϯ; ThoŵpsoŶ et al., ϮϬϭϯͿ. KŶoǁiŶg that geŶetic variatioŶ caŶ sigŶificaŶtly iŶflueŶce 
respoŶse to D‘ a closer look at the freshly derived-ǁild isolates is therefore Ŷeeded to oďtaiŶ 
a ŵore realistic idea aďout the effects of D‘ aŶd to fiŶd the Ŷatural polyŵorphic alleles iŶvolved 
iŶ the respoŶse to D‘. This also highlights the Ŷeed for studies iŶ geŶeral to ďe carried out iŶ 
various geŶetic ďackgrouŶds.  
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CHAPTER THREE: QTL Mapping in Multi-Parent Recombinant Inbred Lines 
Abstract 
There have been many studies in C. elegans that have focused on single laboratory strains and 
the derived mutants. This is potentially limiting as it does not exploit the wider variation 
present in the species. Quantitative genetic approaches have also been limited as most 
analyses have relied on two parental crosses. Although these have been informative, it is 
unclear how relevant this approach is to understanding natural populations. Given that 
phenotypic plasticity is determined by genotype-environment interactions, research in multi-
parent crosses derived from wild isolates potentially offers a better understanding of allelic 
interactions and is a great resource to study natural variations. In this work I present extensive 
analysis of lifespan, dietary restriction, oxidative stress, heat shock and cold shock in a new 4-
parent panel of 200 sequenced and genotyped recombinant inbred lines (RILs) without the 
canonical strain N2. These RILs are good representatives of natural genetic variants. The 
analyses show there is an extensive variation among the RILs under all phenotypic traits and 
given their origins this is not lab adaptation. Furthermore, and contrary to expectations, the 
results indicate that there is no correlation between response to the stresses analysed here 
and lifespan.  
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3.1 Introduction  
The phenotype of an organism is determined by its genotype (G), by the environment (E) that 
it experiences and by the interaction between these two factors (the GxE interaction). Given 
that such responses are also affected by other genetic variants present within the genome, i.e. 
by the genetic background, understanding such responses ideally requires studying multiple 
environmental stresses in multiple genetic backgrounds. Such responses are debated and 
partially explained in life history theory, with the assumption that in order for an organism to 
survive and reproduce it has to adapt its optimized fitness to different stresses and 
environments (Stearns, 1992).  
Individuals of a species have very similar characteristics yet can differ in many ways. It is this 
difference that is called natural variation. Natural variation and genetic diversity are influenced 
by several factors, namely: mutation, recombination, selection, genetic drift and demography 
(Cutter, 2006) as these are the main reasons for populations genetics. Studying natural 
variation can prove useful for analysing the genetic basis of response to various environmental 
factors. This can help to understand the effect of a mutation in different environmental 
conditions and can uncover the response to selection in response to changing environments. 
Stressful conditions can reveal hidden genetic variability within the individual of the species. 
For example, Drosophila melanogaster kept under high stress conditions, show increased levels 
of genetic variation in several traits compared to low stress conditions (Swindell and Bouzat, 
2006). Similarly, the response of plants such as tobacco (Rizhsky et al., 2002), legumes (Pnueli 
et al., 2002) or Arabidopsis (Rizhsky et al., 2004) to a combination of two different abiotic 
stresses is unique in comparison to the response of the plants to two stresses individually 
(reviewed in Mittler, 2006).  
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Similar to temperature, food availability can also have a profound effect on an organism. One 
such example is the early development of the nematode C. elegans. This worm has two 
different responses to levels of pheromone and food conditions in order to reach adulthood 
(Golden and Riddle, 1984). When food conditions are favourable and levels of pheromone are 
low the worm will develop through the larval stages into adulthood (Riddle and Albert, 1997). 
However, when the levels of pheromone are high and food becomes depleted, the L1 stage of 
C. elegans larvae makes a decision based on these environmental clues to develop into a 
specialised L2d (pre-dauer) stage which than develops into a fully arrested L3 stage also called 
the dauer larvae (Riddle and Albert, 1997). A dauer larva is a dispersal morph that can survive 
for several months, unlike non-dauer worms which on average live for about 3 weeks in 
laboratory conditions (Hu, 2007). 
One of the major goals in quantitative genetics is to understand the very complex interactions 
between the genetic factors and the environment (Mackay, 2001). Many effects of genotype 
by environment interactions produce changes in gene expression. To discover the responsible 
regulatory loci producing such changes, QTL mapping can be used. Put simply, QTL mapping 
links two types of data together: phenotypic (trait measurement) and genotypic data (mostly 
molecular markers), in order to uncover the genetics underlying variation in complex traits 
such as aging (Lander and Botstein, 1989). The traditional approach for finding QTLs underlying 
natural phenotypic variation is to analyse large numbers of progeny from two parent crosses 
in RILs (Brem et al. 2002). Since the early days of quantitative genetics, studies in many model 
organisms ranging from yeast (Cubillos et al. 2013), fruit flies (King et al. 2012), mice (Durrant 
et al. 2011) and plants (Huang et al. 2011) have benefited by expanding on genetic and 
phenotypic diversity with multi parent RILs. C. elegans is notably absent from this list.  
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Given issues around line construction, a pertinent question is to consider reasons for using QTL 
mapping rather than a genome wide association study (GWAS) QTL mapping can determine 
the complexity of the genetic architecture underlying a phenotypic trait and can be effectively 
used for complex (polygenic) traits such as ageing. GWAS on the other hand relies on having 
many thousands of SNPs genotyped in a population of unrelated individuals. There are clearly 
some disadvantages of using QTL method. For example, only the allelic diversity that 
segregates between the parents of the RIL population can be assayed (Borevitz and Nordborg, 
2003). This particular problem, that constrained many earlier QTL studies, can be now partly 
resolved by introducing multiple parent strains. One such example is four-parent intercross 
yeast populations (Cubillos et al., 2011), another is the multi-parent-advanced-generation-
inter-cross in Arabidopsis thaliana (MAGIC, Kover et al., 2009), which is constructed from 19 
parental strains. Another disadvantage of using QTL mapping is the amount of recombination 
that occurs during line creation as this limits the mapping resolution (Korte and Farlow, 2013). 
However, if too much recombination happens it can result in loss of association. GWAS method 
can overcome these two limitations, as there is no need for recombination and can use many 
genotypically different individuals, but can introduce other draw-backs. For example, GWAS 
screens can evaluate the association between each genotyped marker and phenotype of 
interest in a collection of many unrelated individuals which can produce very detailed map for 
certain diseases for example. This however, requires high-density marker coverage which may 
not be available in all organisms as it can be quite costly. In addition, if the trait of interest is 
present in a very small proportion of the population, then it is not possible to map loci by 
GWAS. In this instance, QTL mapping can map such trait using bi-parental or multi-parent 
populations. Another possible approach is to combine GWAS and QTL mapping for precision 
mapping as demonstrated by Sonah et al. (2015).  Here, they discovered that all of the GWAS 
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loci identified for simple traits were successfully validated by 2-parent QTL mapping. Of the 
three complex traits only the loci for seed weight was validated by both GWAS and QTL (Sonah 
et al., 2015).  While the other two traits (seed oil and protein content) failed to be identified 
by QTL mapping. This is mainly due to both founder parents having the same alleles at all the 
oil and protein QTL identified through GWAS. This serves as an example that QTL and GWAS 
together can form powerful complimentary approach for dissecting complex traits (Sonah et 
al., 2015).  
For the past 30 years, C. elegans has been one of the most frequently used model organisms 
in biological research and C. elegans is a valuable model for genetic mapping due to large brood 
size, very short lifespan, self-fertilizing mode of reproduction and absence of inbreeding 
depression (Johnson and Hutchinson, 1993). Hermaphroditism allows for rapid inbreeding 
which is extremely useful for constructing RILs. Traditional QTL mapping of life history 
phenotypes in C. elegans such as fertility, egg size or growth rate have produced different QTLs 
under different environments, for example analysis at different temperatures identified non-
overlapping QTLs for plasticity at age at maturity, body size in maturity and fecundity (Gutteling 
et al., 2007).  This indicates that the environment plays an important role in the evolution of 
quantitative traits and, that to realistically assess QTLs, one must test in multiple 
environmental conditions.  
There is also a need to explore the natural history of C. elegans.  The usual reference strain, 
N2, is a laboratory animal that harbours many laboratory-derived variations, particularly 
noteworthy are the laboratory derived alleles of npr-1, glb-5 and nath-10 (McGrath et al, 2009; 
Andersen et al., 2014; Felix and Duveau, 2012), which appeared as a result of continuous 
laboratory culturing for approximetly 13 years prior to freezing of this strain (Sterken et al., 
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2015). QTL mapping of life history phenotypes in C. elegans is therefore very likely to be 
influenced by these novel mutations. One particularly striking example of this is npr-1, where 
the lab derived allele has been linked to altered behaviour (de Bono and Bargmann 1998), 
foraging and dispersal (Gloria-Soria and Azevedo 2008), lifespan (Doroszuk papered al., 2009), 
dauer larvae development in growing populations (Green et al., 2013) and been shown to 
affect lifetime fecundity, adult body size, and susceptibility to the human 
pathogen Staphyloccus aureus (Andersen et al., 2014). Many freshly isolated wild C. elegans 
strains are now available, with many being collected by Marie-Anne Félix (Institute of Biology 
of the Ecole Normale Superieure, IBENS, FR). Utilizing newly obtained strains for development 
of recombinant inbred lines is therefore a logical next step in C. elegans quantitative genetics.  
Here I present an analysis of lifespan under normal conditions (NGM plates and ad libitum 
food) and lifespan under mild dietary restriction (dauer agar plates and restricted food) in a 
new RIL panel derived from recently isolated wild strains. As discussed in Chapter 1, stress and 
lifespan are closely related, with many mutations that alter lifespan affecting the stress 
response and nutrient sensing (Lin et al., 1998). Given this, the RILs were also tested for survival 
after heat shock, cold shock and oxidative stress. These RILs are representative of genotypically 
distinct groups of C. elegans isolates from France and are distinct from both N2 and CB4856. 
The new panel should therefore be useful in determining the genotype-phenotype relationship 
in the absence of laboratory derived alleles and be more indicative of subtle allelic effects in 
wild populations.  
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3.2 Methods  
3.2.1 Construction of RILs 
The wild strains used to make the RILs analysed here were freshly isolated by M.A. Félix from 
two different sites in France. One site was an orchard in Orsay (O), were worms were collected 
from rotting apples. The second site was a woodland area in Santeuil (S), were worms where 
collected from rotting hogweed stems. These parental strains were initially genotyped based 
on the hybridization of genomic C. elegans DNA to microarrays (Figure 3.1; see Volkers et al., 
2013 for details). This resulted in the identification of 6,368 polymorphic genes and showed 
that the between strain variation is greater than between site variation (Volkers et al. 2013). 
This implies that local genetic diversity reflects strain rather than site-specific signatures. The 
analysis also revealed four distinct genetic groups (O, S1, S2 and S3) and the parental strains 
used for the construction of the RILs were chosen to represent each of these genetic groups 
(Figure 3.1).  
After selection of the parental lines, the different lines were crossed for seven generations and 
then inbred for a further 7-10 generations. This crossing strategy was used to produce 200 
genetically distinct lines, and was designed to allow an equal contribution from each of the 
parental lines and to limit the potential for selection during line construction. Each line was 
then analysed by RNAseq to investigate a) gene expression and b) to provide line genotype for 
future QTL mapping.   
It is also important to stress that the new multi-parent RILs panel used in this study were 
derived from freshly collected wild isolates and therefore will not contain any alleles 
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representing lab adaptation. This fact made culturing of the RILs technically challenging, as 
many worms crawled off the plates or burrowed into the agar.  
 
 
 
Figure 3.1 Principal component analysis plot (PCA) of parents from genetically separable 
populations based on genomic DNA analysis. In the new RILs, S1 is represented by JU1941, S2 
by JU1926, S3 by JU1511 and O by JU1931.  PC1 on the x-axis separates the main Santeuil group 
(green) from all other strains, and PC2 on the y-axis separates the Santeuil and out-group 
strains (purple) from the Orsay strains (yellow). Adapted from Volkers et al. (2013).  
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 3.2.2 Lifespan assays 
3.2.2.1 Worm lifespan assays  
Assays were performed at 200C. C. elegans populations were synchronized by sodium 
hypochlorite treatment of gravid adults (Stiernagle, 1995) on NGM without food. The worms 
were tested for DR in form of bacterial limitation by peptone withdrawal. The method of total 
withdrawal of peptone from the agarose plates as described by (Hosono et al., in 1989) seems 
to be a relatively mild form of DR (see Chapter 7 for further details of this and a comparison 
between methods of DR). After 24 hours the plates were seeded with Escherichia coli OP50 
and the worms were allowed to grow, en masse, to the L4 stage. DR was started at the L4 stage, 
with worms transferred to fresh 35 mm plates at a density of 5 worms per plate and 8 plates 
per treatment. The plates were then randomised and blind coded such that position in the 
incubator was not determined by genotype and that worm movement and phenotyping was 
done without knowledge of genotype. For lifespan under DR conditions, the L4 worms were 
moved to fresh 35 mm NGM petri plates without peptone (dauer plates), again with 5 worms 
per plate and 8 plates per treatment. Each RIL within an experimental block was therefore 
tested under both conditions, with a total of 40 worms per treatment per RIL. The movement 
of the L4 worms to fresh plates was counted as day one for all the lifespan measurements. All 
worms were moved every day to fresh plates for the first four days and then every other day 
to eliminate confounding progeny and, for the DR treatment, to maintain food availability. 
Worms were scored daily as dead if they did not respond to a gentle touch with a platinum 
pick, worms that crawled of the plates or died of bagging phenotype were censored out of the 
experiment. In total, the RILs were assayed in six blocks with 35-48 randomly selected RILs in 
each block, and with some RILs present in multiple blocks. RILs were not included in any 
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analysis if less than three worms were observed per lifespan per genotype. This cut-off point 
was decided on as many RILs did escape the plates. As well as the RILs, N2 was also used in 
lifespan assays.  5 -fluorodeoxyuridine (FUdR), which is commonly used to prevent 
reproduction by C. elegans hermaphrodites in lifespan and ageing experiments, was not used 
in this study as it is known to alter lifespan of some genotypes (Anderson et al., 2015) and has 
been known to induce resistance to thermal and osmotic stress (Angeli et al., 2013). Given the 
potential of this to confound results of this work, i.e. by identifying variation between lines in 
response to FUdR rather than lifespan variation, FUdR was not used in these assays.  
3.2.2.2 Statistical analysis  
Was carried out by one-way ANOVA. The results were used to calculate heritability of the 
lifespan traits. RIL lifespan under each condition was then tested for correlation. All of these 
analyses were done in Minitab® Statistical Software (Mintab Ltd., Coventry). To investigate the 
role of data variance in the effect of dietary restriction on lifespan, a model of lifespan data 
was developed in R (version 3.1.3, R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria, (URL 
http://www.R-project.org/)). 
 
4.2.3 Heat stress resistance 
To identify a suitable heat stress treatment that would be long enough to kill some, but not all 
worms, I carried out several preliminary trials to establish the best method for screening the 
RILs and N2. After discussion with collaborators the conditions of Rodriguez et al. (2012) were 
used as a starting point. Worms were cultured at 15 0C prior to the heat shock assays. Worms 
were allowed to grow en masse into adulthood then synchronised by sodium hypochlorite 
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treatment of gravid adults (Stiernagle, 1995) and then the eggs were collected. After 24 hours, 
the plates were seeded with E. coli and the worms were allowed to grow en masse into 
Lϰ/youŶg adult͛s stage. At this stage, ǁorŵs ǁere traŶsferred to fresh plates ten worms per 
plate with five replicates for each RIL and parental strains. The plates were than randomised 
and blind coded. Worms were then placed at 350C for ten hours. After this ten-hour treatment, 
worms were allowed to rest at 150C for 48 hours before scoring for survival. After 48 hours, 
worms that did not respond to a gentle prod with the worm pick were scored as dead. Worms 
that crawled of the plates or died of bagging were censored from the experiment. The 
proportion of worms was then calculated and used for analysis. 
 
4.2.4 Oxidative stress resistance 
To test the oxidative stress resistance of the RILs, I measured survival of worms treated with 
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). As with the heat stress assays, I carried out several trials with serially 
diluted H2O2 in order to define an LD80, rather than using LD50, in N2. A higher dosage was used 
as it was expected that the RILs, being constructed from recent wild isolates, would have the 
potential to withstand higher levels of oxidative stress compare to the laboratory kept N2. The 
LD80 was determined by treating N2 with a serial dilution from 10% to 0.1% of H2O2 for 24 hours 
and defined a test concentration of 4% H2O2. For the main experiment, worms were 
maintained at 20°C, synchronized as described above and grown en masse to the L4 stage. At 
L4 the worms were washed of the plates with M9 and 10-30 individuals transferred to 96 well 
plates in a total volume of 48 µl, with three replicates for all the RILs and N2. The plates were 
then transferred to a WMicrotracker-OŶe™ to measure activity of the worms in the wells 
(Phylum Tech, Sunchales, Argentina) in a constant temperature room at 20 °C and activity over 
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30 minutes determined.  After this step, 2 μl of 4 % H2O2 solution was added to all wells, giving 
a final volume of 50 μl, except for the control.  Worms were then incubated for 24 hours at 
20°C. After 24 hours, the activity of the worms was measured again using the WMicrotracker-
OŶe™. The WMicrotracker-OŶe™ records ŵoveŵeŶt as photo-beam interruptions (bins) 
within wells of 96-well plates. Given this, the effect of oxidative stress was calculated as: 
(reading after 24 hours - reading before treatment)/(reading before treatment) = activity score. 
An activity score of -1 therefore represents all worms being dead at the end of the treatment, 
and an activity score of 0 indicates that a similar level of movement is recorded after treatment. 
This score also can generate values activity score above zero, indicating that some more 
movement was recorded after the H2O2treatment.  
 
4.2.5 Cold stress resistance 
To measure cold stress resistance, synchronized populations were obtained as described 
above and cultured on NGM plates at 200C until the L4/ young adult͛s stage. At this stage, the 
plates were transferred directly to 40C ±0.50C (Savory et al., 2011) for 14 days. At the end of 
this cold treatment, plates were moved to 200C and worms left for 24 hours to recover. This 
prolonged recovery is important as there is significant mortality over the first few hours after 
transfer from cold stress in C. elegans (Robinson and Powell, 2016). After 24 hours, the 
numbers of living and of dead worms was counted and used to determine the proportion of 
worms surviving. Worms that did not responded to prodding with the worm pick were scored 
as dead and worms that did respond were scored as alive (as is common in determining dead 
or alive state of the worm). All RILs were scored within one assay, with one plate per RIL and 
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the assay was repeated three times with mean survival calculated as the average of the three 
replicates.    
Statistical analysis for the various stresses were carried out by one-way ANOVA. The results 
were used to calculate heritability of the lifespan traits. RIL survival under each condition was 
then tested for correlation (table 1). All of these analyses were done in Minitab® Statistical 
Software (Mintab Ltd., Coventry).  
 
4.3 Results 
4.3.1 Lifespan and DR 
Analysis of the lifespans of the RILs under both ad libitum and restricted food conditions shows 
that there is extensive and continuous variation between the RILs under both conditions and 
no obvious step-like patterns, suggesting a polygenic control (Figure 3.2a and b, all RILs and 
average lifespans can be find in Appendix A). Some of the RILs show high variability within the 
lines (a large standard error). This is partially due to the small sample sizes for some RILs due 
to high levels of bagging observed, a consequence of the lack of FUdR, and the number of 
worms that crawled off the plates. The lines also show extensive variation in the difference 
between lifespan under the two conditions, with a large number of the lines showing 
decreased mean lifespan under conditions of mild dietary restriction (figure 3.2c). Here, one 
can observe that although the majority of the RILs show the expected response, i.e. DR 
prolonging lifespan, there are some lines (about 1/3) that show a shortened lifespan under the 
mild DR treatment. This analysis also uncovered a potential outlier (line Y16), which was 
extremely long lived in both of the lifespan assays (top right corner of Figure 3.3). 
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Figure 3.2 Lifespan under normal conditions and dietary restriction in the RILs. Shown are the 
ranked mean lifespans of the RILs (1 standard error) under normal (NGM plates a) and DR 
(dauer plates b) conditions. The third plot represents the effect of DR (c) on lifespan as 
calculated by lifespan under DR - Lifespan under normal conditions. RILs are sorted by trait 
value within each plot. The vertical lines represent mean lifespan in the parental strains, the 
black line representing JU1511, the grey line representing JU1941, the red line representing 
JU1931 and the blue line representing JU1926. 
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When the parental lines are compared, we can observe that one parent, JU1511, is extremely 
short lived in both treatments and that the lifespan of this line is slightly decreased by DR 
treatment. Of the other parental strains, both JU1931 and JU1941 were also shorter lived 
under DR conditions, with only JU1926 showing an extension of lifespan. N2 controls in these 
assays lived on average for 19 days (normal) and 20 days (DR) respectively. Comparison of the 
lifespan between the different treatments indicates that lifespan is related, but there is a large 
degree of variability between the RILs (Figure 3.3).  This also indicates that, on average, DR 
extends lifespan. 
 
Figure 3.3 Lifespan on NGM and dauer plates. Ad libitium lifespan is on the x-axis and lifespan 
under DR condition is on the y-axis. Average lifespan of all RILs for ad libitum and DR conditions 
is indicated by the vertical and horizontal dotted lines. The line of best fit is positive, indicating 
a positive relationship between the two lifespans. The higher mean for lifespan under DR 
conditions indicates that the overall effect of DR is to extend lifespan. 
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The lifespan analyses were run in six blocks in total. To test for a block effect, the lifespans of 
RILs that were duplicated in different experimental blocks were plotted against each other 
(Figure 3.4). This indicates a positive correlation between lifespan in the different blocks 
(Pearson correlation of 0.335, p = 0.037) and hence that despite variability between blocks, 
responses are consistent. Estimates of heritability calculated from one-way ANOVA indicate a 
marginally higher heritability for the normal lifespan (0.25) than for the lifespan under mild DR 
(0.23). 
 
 
Figure 3.4 Block effect in RILs. Average lifespans from RILs appearing in multiple blocks were 
plotted against each other to test for block effect. The red line represents a 1:1 and the green 
line represents the line of best fit. 
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To test to what extent the small number of recorded lifespans per line may influence the 
apparent effect of DR, simulated lifespan data were generated assuming that all simulated lines 
had the same mean lifespan and the same within line variance. These were taken at the grand 
mean of the RIL lifespan and the variance of one set of N2 control. It was assumed that the 
overall effect of DR was a lifespan extension of one day (based on the overall average lifespan 
for ad libitum and DR, Figure 3.5, see appendix B for the R script).  
 
Figure 3.5 Simulation of lifespan differences. represents differences in lifespan for 1000 lines 
assuming an 18.1 day mean lifespan, a 1.3 day increase in average lifespan from DR, a normal 
distribution of individual lifespan within a line, and 5 (red), 10 (brown) and 20 (pink) worms per 
treatment for each line. Overlaid on this are the observed difference for the RILs (black circles).  
This shows that with a normal distribution of lifespan and a genuine positive effect of DR on 
lifespan, that a number of lines would be expected to show a negative effect of DR. This is 
particularly apparent when only 5 lifespans per treatment are simulated, although it is also 
apparent with larger sample sizes. When plotted alongside the difference between DR and ad 
libitum lifespan from figure 3.2c, the real data curve closely follows the 5 data input on the 
positive side of the figure (life prolonging effect of DR) but tails of on the negative side (DR 
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shortening of lifespan). As the real data had, on average, 10 worms per line (range 3-22), the 
fact that the curves do not match implies that the observed RIL data is showing a real biological 
response, i.e.  there are RILs in which DR is not having an effect within which the effect of DR 
is to reduce lifespan.   
4.3.2 Survival in response to stress  
As with the lifespan assays, the RILs were highly variable for all three stresses assayed (Figure 
3.6). Here we can again observe several outliers. For example, line Z25 could best withstand 
the cold treatment (97% of worms surviving), whilst line ZY7 seems to be most resistant to heat 
shock and YZ25 is extremely active 24 hours after hydrogen peroxide treatment. Interestingly, 
and despite the prediction that lifespan and stress resistance should be related, correlation of 
the various stresses and the lifespan traits indicates that only the lifespans under various 
conditions shows any correlation (table 3.1). 
 
  
1 0.461    
2 <0.001    
1 0.027 0.018   
2 0.72 0.811   
1 -0.057 -0.058 0.108  
2 0.432 0.421 0.145  
1 0.096 0.084 0.104 0.021 
2 0.271 0.316 0.243 0.807 
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Table 3.1 Relationships between measured traits. Shown are the pairwise correlations between 
lifespan under normal conditions (LS), lifespan under DR (DR), heat stress resistance (HS), cold 
stress resistance (CS) and oxidative stress resistance (OS). Number 1 represents the Pearson 
correlation and number 2 represents the p value.  
 
All of the stress assays were tested on approximately 180 RILs (Figure 3.6). The reason for this 
is that some of the lines (approx. 20) exhibited extremely high rates of maternal hatching, 
which in turn made it difficult to use such lines in the assays. Heritability for heat shock was 
calculated from one-way ANOVAs and was very similar to those of lifespan (22.5%). Heritability 
for cold shock and oxidative stress, however, was much higher (68% and 58%, respectively). 
The analysis for cold shock resistance uncovered an interesting response. Here, the RILs 
responded in an almost Mendelian fashion (trait is controlled by a single locus in an inheritance 
pattern). This could be a possible explanation for high heritability score. Given the genetic 
variation of the RILs, one can postulate that the response to cold shock is governed by a small 
number of genes, therefore lines have high heritability for this trait. Testing for the resistance 
to oxidative stress by hydrogen peroxide also resulted in unusual findings. The Microtracker 
recorded activity in individual wells before the hydrogen peroxide treatment and after 24 hours 
in the treatment were collected and converted to proportions, giving scores as follows (1 all 
dead to 0 all alive). However, scores above zero were also recorded, indicating that some RILs 
were more active after the  
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Figure 3.6 Variation between RILs in response to heat shock, cold shock and oxidative stress. 
Shown are the proportion curves of worms surviving after heat stress and cold stress (value of 
-0 indicating all worms dead and value of -1 indicating all worms alive and the proportion 
curves of worms after oxidative stress (value of -1 indicating that all worms were dead). 
Observation of these RILs uncovered rather surprising response to hydrogen peroxide shock 
treatment, making some RILs more active after 24 hours in treatment.  
 
4.4 Discussion  
Previous studies in C. elegans have iŶvestigated the orgaŶisŵs͛ respoŶse to various 
environmental factors such as temperature (Harvey and Viney, 2007; Vinuela et al. 2011), 
various bacteria (Sinha et al. 2012), pH (Grishkevich et al. 2012), chemicals (Gidalevitz et al. 
2013) and osmotic pressure (Rohlifing et al. 2010). These studies are important for 
understanding the biology of complex organisms. Most of the studies, however, have been 
carried out on just a few genetic backgrounds. As stated previously in this chapter, low allelic 
diversity can seriously underestimate the complex genetic architecture of polygenic traits.  The 
newly constructed multi-parent RILs were used in this study with the hope of addressing these 
issues.  
I have analysed the novel multi-parent RILs for response to various environmental factors. 
Different treatments revealed variance in lifespan under normal conditions and under mild DR 
conditions. Here, the RIL analysis shows that there is extensive variation in lifespan under both 
conditions (figure 3.2). These data indicate extensive transgressive segregation, i. e. the 
formation of extreme phenotypes, the result of each parent containing alleles that increase 
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lifespan and others that decrease lifespan, or of negative epistasis (i. e. declining of fitness) 
between alleles from different parents. The responses of the RILs and the parental lines to DR 
also seems to uncover that even mild DR affects lifespan in a genotype specific manner. This 
has not been observed in C. elegans before work on this thesis started (as reviewed in Chapter 
3), but has now been seen in introgression lines and wild isolates (Chapter 3/Stastna et al., 
2015) and in a new panel of RILs (figure 3.2c). A trivial explanation might be that the effect is 
an artefact of many small sample sized genotypes and it is apparent that such a pattern can be 
generated in this way (figure 3.5). This is, however, unlikely to fully explain my results, given 
that extremely small sample sizes are required in the simulations and that the real data show 
an over-representation of lines with a negative effect of DR on lifespan.   
There is also significant variation among these RILs in response to other environmental 
stresses. This indicates that the recent wild isolates are likely to possess powerful protective 
responses that enhance their survival in the wild – these may have been lost or degraded in 
N2 due to adaptation to laboratory conditions. This makes sense given that wild populations 
within the natural environment are often exposed to longer periods of less extreme 
environmental changes and therefore possess the ability to withstand such conditions. In 
addition, the response to these stressors differs among the phenotypes (Li et al., 2006). Again, 
this may be explained by taking into consideration C. elegaŶs’ natural habitats where the 
worms have to deal with many environmental stresses (Felix and Duveau, 2012; Petersen et 
al., 2014). It has been proposed that laboratory induced stress is not equal to stress 
encountered in the natural environment, for example in Walker et al. (2000) it was observed 
that populations of long-lived age-1 mutants were outcompeted by wild type under cyclic 
starving conditions. It has also been suggested that permissive laboratory conditions remove 
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the resource constraint that enforces the trade-offs between lifespan and various types of 
stress resistance such as the immune system as it is costly to maintain (Reznick and Ghalambor, 
2005). Keeping animals in standard laboratory conditions over a prolonged period of time can 
therefore potentially lead to a lack of selection against the high stress resistance.  Keeping this 
in mind, all of the stress assays were performed on the worms within a few generations of 
thawing from -800C.  
The global diversity of C. elegans is comparatively low and the species displays little 
geographical structure in contrast to local genetic diversity (Barriere and Felix, 2005; Cutter, 
2006; Volkers et al., 2012; Andersen et al., 2012). In most of these studies the diversity was 
measured as genetic diversity with very little interest in phenotypic variation of the freshly 
derived wild isolates (Volkers et al., 2012). Therefore, creating and phenotyping of multi-parent 
RILs derived from wild isolates was the next logical step. This panel is a good representation of 
natural genetic variants and can be used as a starting step for unravelling functional analyses 
of allelic variants which are likely to play a key role in the control of many complex traits. For 
this reason,  QTL mapping of the RILs and candidate gene approach is the next step of this 
work.   
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CHAPTER FOUR: QTL Mapping 
QTL mapping reported in this Chapter was performed by L.B. Snoek (Wageningen University) as the 
RIL genotype data is currently unpublished and is therefore embargoed.  
 
 Abstract 
Over the last few decades the importance of C. elegans as a genetic model has been steadily 
rising.  Most of the earlier studies have analysed many, mainly monogenic, traits whilst using 
strains that are now known to be not entirely suitable. Using approaches such as quantitative 
trait loci (QTL) can reveal the complex mechanism underlying life history traits. Currently the 
biggest challenge is the choice of strains that allow for accurate mapping. The novel panel of 
4-parent recombinant inbred lines (RILs) derived from freshly isolated wild strains offers a new 
opportunity to study multi-allele interactions that are likely to occur in the wild. Bin mapping 
in this panel revealed 20 potential QTLs for lifespan, dietary restriction, the effects of dietary 
restriction, heat shock, cold shock and oxidative stress. There was a great variation among the 
RILs for all the traits that define these QTLs. Importantly, some QTLs cannot be explained by 
the known regulators of ageing in C. elegans, i.e. QTL mapping in the strains has identified 
variation in previously unknown regulators of lifespan.  Overall, this novel panel therefore 
represents an exciting new resource in QTL mapping that has been notably missing in C. 
elegans.   
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4.1 Introduction 
Over the last few decades, the field of genetics has generated vast amounts of data. This has 
been driven by the development of a wide array of methods to search for genes underlying 
phenotypic variation. The early studies, especially, have been extremely useful for initially 
characterising and subsequently identifying causative genes for a huge range of traits. For 
example, Sydney Brenner characterised hundreds of C. elegans genes by EMS mutation 
(Brenner, 1974). Later, development of analysis methods such as RNA interference (Fire et al., 
1998), targeted gene knockouts (Frøkjær-Jensen et al., 2010) or microarrays (Blumenthal et 
al., 2002) allowed for collation of more data on the function of many genes. Most of these 
early studies have however focussed on monogenic traits. Useful as they were, concentrating 
on a single gene or small groups of genes, however, ignores the many intermediate levels that 
are involved in the final phenotype of an organism and this approach can be therefore seen as 
an oversimplification of nature.  
Using approaches such as QTL analysis coupled with the use of RILs can help to unveil the 
genetic mechanisms underlying complex quantitative phenotypic variation. QTLs are regions 
within genomes (also known as loci) that contain genes associated with a particular variation 
in a phenotype (the quantitative trait). QTLs can be mapped by identifying which molecular 
markers (SNPs or AFLPs) correlate with an observed trait (Collard et al., 2005). This strategy for 
identifying the genetic basis of complex traits has been somewhat underutilized (Gaertner and 
Phillips, 2010). This may be possibly because in the face of a proliferation of traditional forward 
and reverse genetic approaches, which can produce much larger effects than are attributable 
to QTLs, thus mapping of complex traits such as longevity may appear to be an inefficient 
approach to define the genetic underpinnings of longevity. Despite these draw-backs, a 
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quantitative method allows for an unbiased approach for detection of natural longevity 
variants for complex traits as well as the estimation of effect size and effect direction of 
multiple alleles across the genome. Although early quantitative genetic studies utilised 
inappropriate strains (with high mutation rate) such as crosses of BO Bergerac for example in 
early studies with N2/BO RILs (Johnson and Wood, 1982; Johnson, 1987; Brooke and Johnson, 
1991; Ebert et al., 1993), or BO/RC301 RILs (Ayyadevara et al., 2001) and BO/CL2a RILs 
(Ayyadevara et al., 2003), later studies used more appropriate strains such as Bristol and Hawaii 
N2/CB4856 (Anderson et al., 2007; Li et al., 2006; Gutteling et al., 2007; McGrath et al., 2009; 
Doroszuk et al., 2009; Rockman et al., 2010) or Bristol and Californian strain N2/DR1350 (Viney 
et al., 2003; Harvey et al., 2008; Harvey et al., 2009; Harvey, 2009). Overall, these studies have 
identified many QTLs, for example these studies have uncovered natural variation in sensitivity 
to volatiles (Van Swinderen et al., 1997) and oxygen levels (Persson et al., 2009). QTLs affecting 
variations in complex traits have also been mapped, these include longevity (Doroszuk et al., 
2009), phenotypic plasticity to temperature (Gutteling et al., 2007a), influence of temperature 
on various life-history traits (Gutteling et al., 2007b), locomotion (Harvey, 2009) and gene 
expression (Palopoli et al., 2008; Li et al., 2010, Rockman et al., 2010). 
The first successful QTL mapping of genome regions affecting longevity found survival QTLs in 
liquid media (Ebert et al., 1993, Ebert et al., 1996, Shook et al., 1996). Similar but not identical 
QTL locations were then obtained by the Johnson group who used a more conventional and 
versatile strategy with N2/BO RILs on solid media. This confirmed the presence of longevity 
QTLs on chromosomes I, lll and X (Shook and Johnson, 1999). Early work of Ayyadevara et al. 
(2001) uncovered 12 potential QTLs for lifespan on all chromosomes in populations derived 
from an RC301/BO strains and N2/BO strains. Using CLA2/BO crosses yielded eight significant 
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lifespan QTLs on chromosomes I, lll, lV, V and X (Ayyadevara et al., 2003). These results are 
partially supported by Doroszuk et al. (2009) study using introgression lines of N2/CB4856 
strains. Here, out of in total six detected lifespan QTLs three of those on chromosomes I, lll and 
X were close to the earlier findings (Doroszuk et al., 2009). It is, however, rather difficult trying 
to compare all of the previously detected QTLs as various studies used different lines, maps 
and markers. For instance, there is no guarantee that a co-localising QTL identified in RILs 
produced from different sets of parental lines results from variation in the same gene(s). 
Similarly, much of the early work is potentially attributable to transposon-induced mutations 
as BO has lost the ability to silence transposons and is essentially mutationally degraded, 
making the Bergerac strain very unstable (Riddle et al., 1996). 
Currently, one of the greatest challenges of quantitative genetics is the choice of the strains 
that would allow for efficient and accurate mapping of phenotypic traits. Also there is a need 
for detection of QTLs with small effects with the aim to detect causal genes. As previously 
mentioned, QTL mapping in C. elegans can and will benefit from the new multiple parent lines 
derived from wild isolates as these lines bear closer resemblance to natural populations in 
many ways. As well as increasing variation, these lines introduce the possibility of more than 
two independent alleles at a locus and provide space for potential epistatic interactions (Huang 
et al., 2012). In this chapter, I will analyse the results of QTL mapping and look for candidate 
genes for lifespan, dietary restriction, the effects of dietary restriction, heat shock, cold shock 
and oxidative stress. 
 4.2 Methods 
Phenotypic data from traits assayed in the four parent RILs, as described in detail in Chapter 4, 
were mapped in J. Kammenga͛s Neŵatology laďoratory ;WageŶiŶgeŶ UŶiversity, HollaŶdͿ. The 
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threshold for all of the traits was a LOD score of 3, denoting a 0.05 genome-wide threshold. 
LOD score is a measure of the strength of evidence for the presence of a QTL in particular 
location. In this study LOD (γͿ = log10 likelihood ratio comparing the hypothesis of a QTL position 
γ versus that of Ŷo QTL. This resulted in the detection of 20 potential QTLs for the various traits 
(figures 4.1-4.6 and table 4.1). The criteria to define QTL regions was based on the LOD scores 
–of a QTL at a particular location. If the LOD score appeared over the 3 LOD threshold, 
therefore being significant, all LOD scores above 2 for the given genotype were than included 
in mapping of the overall QTL position. For example, QTL on chromosome l for lifespan under 
DR has peak LOD score of 2.99, with 14,428,949 position in the genome for JU1511 strain. 
When taken in consideration all LOD scores above 2 for JU1511 the size of the QTL is 683,908 
bp spanning from 14,174,121 – 14,858,029.   
Once the QTL regions were defined for all the traits, candidate genes were sought after. Some 
QTL regions were too big to consider all individual genes, for example the QTL for lifespan 
under normal conditions on the X chromosome spans a 8,662,743 bp region from 5,997,980 – 
14,660,723 (table 4.1). For all of the QTL regions the WormMine tool (WS253, Intermine data 
mining platform for C. elegans and related nematodes) was used to find how many and which 
genes underlie the individual QTL regions (table 4.1). As well as this broad observation, for the 
genomic regions that were sufficiently small to search through, the genome browser at 
WormBase (Version WS254) have been searched for individual genes and their functions.  
Mutations that postponed senescence were first discovered in worms and as one of the 
consequences have led to discovery of the evolutionary conserved Insulin/Iinsulin-like growth 
factor signalling (ILS) pathway (Kenyon et al., 1993, see figure 1.1 in Chapter 1). In C. elegans 
this pathway is central to both growth and metabolism (Tullet et al., 2008). Due to the central 
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role of this pathway and other important signalling pathways such as the mechanistic target of 
rapamycin (mTOR) in ageing in C. elegans, I searched WormBase (Version WS254) for genes 
that are located within these pathways (see Appendix C for a list of these genes and their 
predicted functions). This list of known ageing-related genes was compared to the QTL regions 
defined in this work. Given the close relationship between lifespan and stress (previously 
discussed in Chapters 1 and 4), I would expect to see at least some of these genes underlying 
the QTLs. Further evidence for candidate genes was sought based on the genome sequence of 
the parental lines and on previous analyses of gene expression (data from Wormbase).   
 
 4.3 Results 
4.3.1 Lifespan under normal conditions 
Bin mapping of average lifespan under normal condition resulted in five QTLs (Figure 4.1, Table 
4.1). The QTL plots are coded by the four parental genotypes and the potential combination of 
2 parents. Each dot represents an individual single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP). These plots 
determine whether there is an association of the regions of the genome (QTLs) with observed 
traits, with dots above the threshold line indicating that variation at this point in the genome 
is associated with variation in the trait. The first lifespan QTL on chromosome l (lsq1, LOD 3.28, 
size 294,857 bp, Table 4.1) can be assigned to alleles shared by the JU1511 and JU1926 parents 
(Figure 4.1). There are no known genes from conserved lifespan-related signalling pathways in 
lsq1 (Table 4.2). Consideration of wider data for the genes underlying this QTL does however 
identify some potential candidates.  
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Trait 
Chrom Name Position 
Peak 
position 
TOP LOD 
score 
Number of 
genes  
LS I lsq1 3214050 - 3508907 3319533 3.28 60 
  I lsq2 4639748 - 8048021 7013267 3.27 1063 
  II lsq3 14281875 - 14366334 14363904 3.31 17 
  III lsq4 2843344 - 9943924 3356724 4.88 2252 
  X lsq5 5997980 - 14660723 11425905 4.8 3124 
DR l drq1 4671128 - 7774527 7485288 3.2 966 
  l drq2 14174121 - 14858029 14428949 2.99 156 
  IV drq3 1093503 - 2184563 1325343 3.54 234 
  X drq4 4022118 - 12986819 5237857 5.24 3840 
DR 
effect lll efq1 3228492 - 5255539 3420394 2.96 635 
HS X hsq1 2606330 - 4714196 3404162 3.43 763 
  X hsq2 8538113 - 10577289 8538113 3.69 680 
  X hsq3 12450150 - 12748621 12450150 3.59 82 
  X hsq4 12847478 - 14176212 13326502 3.02 482 
CS l csq1 3558266 - 4131703 3996252 3.27 136 
  l chq2 11536185 - 15058135 12653112 4.42 1009 
  lll csq3 2340285 - 7276973 4346553 9.65 1449 
  lll csq4 2556178 - 8006105 7149007 3.21 620 
OS lll osq1 2404894 - 7316336 6422312 3.54 1451 
  X osq2 10243642 - 17711068 16974981 7.16 2462 
 
Table 4.1 Summary of all detected QTL for all traits. LS represent lifespan under normal 
conditions, DR represent lifespan under DR conditions. DR effect is difference that DR 
conditions have on lifespan and was calculated as (DR-LS). HS stands for heat shock, CS stands 
for cold shock and OS stands for oxidative stress. 
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Figure 4.1 QTL mapping for normal lifespan 
 
The six chromosomes are shown and the red line represents a genome-wide threshold. Dots above the threshold indicates that variation at this point 
in the genome is associated with variation in lifespan, and indicate the presence of a QTL. These plots are coded by four parental genotypes and by 
combination of two parents (Gtype). Each dot represent an individual SNP.  
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For example, out of the 60 genes found in lsq1, Y44E3A.6 and Y54E10A.17 are both regulated 
by age-1 (a central component of ILS pathway), and W05F2.7 is regulated by sir-2.1 (a regulator 
of ageing via Insulin/insulin-like growth factor DAF-16). Another gene in this region is tag-63 
which is regulated by skn-1 (again, skn-1 is part of ILS and MSPK pathway). The second lifespan 
QTL (lsq2, LOD 3.27, size 3,408,273 bp, Table 4.2) can be assigned to allele(s) from JU1941 
(Figure 4.1). This QTL spans over nearly three and half million base pairs and harbours several 
genes known to be involved in ageing or stress response (aap-1, smg-1, let-363, unc-14 and 
iftb-1).  
QTL for lifespan located on chromosome ll (lsq3, LOD 3.31, size 84,459, Table 4.2) is the 
smallest detected QTL from all traits. Lsq3 can be assigned to allele(s) from JU1926 parent 
(Figure 4.1) and there are only with 17 genes underlying this QTL of which five have been 
previously identified in ageing or stress response (ddl-3, ctl-1, ctl-2, ctl-3 lin-7, Table 4.2, Table 
4.4). Chromosome lll has one QTL region with the highest LOD score for lifespan (lsq4, LOD 
4.88, size 7,100,580 bp, Table 4.2) which can be assigned to JU1511. Lsq4 spans about a third 
of the chromosome and harbours many genes including daf-2, which is central to ILS and akk-
1 which is associated with mTOR signalling. Detailed analysis of all polymorphisms between the 
parental strains identifies ten polymorphisms in the daf-2 region with no non-synonymous 
changes in JU1511 (Appendix D). This does not exclude the possibility of regulatory 
polymorphisms, but does indicate that there are peptide changes in daf-2 in JU1511. The lsq4 
region also contains Y53G8AL.2, which is involved in determination of adult lifespan. Lifespan 
QTL chromosome X (lsq5, LOD 4.8, size 8,662,743 bp, Table 4.2) can be also assigned to 
parental strain JU1511 (Figure 4.1). There are several genes underlying lsq5 with can be linked 
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to various signalling pathways (sem-5, akt-2, ist-1, ftt-2, daf-9, daf-12, daf-3, vhl-1, mdl-1, lin-2 
and jkk-1). Underlying the peak of this QTL is aco-1, this gene is required for normal lifespan 
and L4-to-adult growth rates.  
  4.3.2 Lifespan under DR and Effect of DR 
Mapping of lifespan under mild DR resulted in a total of four QTLs on chromosomes l, lV and X 
(Figure 4.2, Table 4.1). The first QTL on chromosome l (drq1, LOD 3.2, size 3,103,399 bp, Table 
4.2) can be assigned to parental strain JU1941 and the region contains 966 genes of which at 
least five are known to influence lifespan or feature in the stress response (aap-1, smg-1, let-
363, unc-14 and C10H11.8). Underlying the peak of drq1 is T28F4.4, a gene that from 
microarray studies appears to be regulated by daf-12, set-2 and slr-2. The second QTL on 
chromosome l (drq2, LOD 2.99, size 683,908 bp, Table 4.2) can be assigned to JU 1511 and the 
identified region contains 156 genes. The strongest candidate in the region is the catp-1 gene, 
which likely functions together with the let-60/Ras and daf-2/ILS to regulate L2 larval 
developmental timing and dauer formation. 
The lifespan under DR QTL on chromosome IV (drq3, LOD 3.54, size 1,325,343 bp, Table 4.2) is 
the only one detected on this chromosome. No know genes involved in the ageing-related 
signalling pathways were found within drq3, however, F53H1.3, which is predicted to be 
involved in determination of adult lifespan is located in close proximity to the drq3 peak. The 
lifespan under DR QTL on chromosome X (drq4, LOD 5.24, size 8,964,701 bp, Table 4.2) is 
partially co-locating with lsq5. This is mostly due to the fact that both of X chromosome QTLs 
span over eight million base pairs – almost half of the whole X chromosome. As expected given 
the size of the region, many genes that play role in the ageing-related signalling pathways were 
found in this region (ist-1, ftt-2, daf-9, daf-12, daf-3, cst-1, jkk-1, vhl-1, mdl-1, lin-2, sem-5 and  
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Figure 4.2 QTL mapping for lifespan under DR 
The six chromosomes are shown and the red line represents a genome-wide threshold. Dots above the threshold indicates that variation 
at this point in the genome is associated with variation in lifespan, and indicate the presence of a QTL. These plots are coded by four 
parental genotypes and by combination of two parents (Gtype). Each dot represent an individual SNP. 
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Figure 4.3 QTL mapping for effect of dietary restriction. 
 
The six chromosomes are shown and the red line represents a genome-wide threshold. Dots above the threshold indicates that variation at this 
point in the genome is associated with variation in lifespan, and indicate the presence of a QTL. These plots are coded by four parental genotypes 
and by combination of two parents (Gtype). Each dot represent an individual SNP. 
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jkk-1). To observe the effects of DR on lifespan, DR - lifespan QTL was also plotted (figure 4.3, 
table 4.1). There was only one suggestive QTL detected on chromosome lll (efq1, LOD 2.96, 
size 2,027,047 bp, Table 4.2), This potential QTL co-locates with lifespan QTL lsq4 with peak 
LOD scores located at  similar position within the genome and both attributed to the JU1511 
parent, but this is not significant at a genome wide level. 
Trait Chr Size bp Peak  Genes previously shown to effect ageing or the stress 
response that were found here 
LS I 294,857 3,319,533 Y44E3A.6 
  I 3,408,273 7,013,267 aap-1, smg-1, let-363, unc-14, iftb-1 
  II 84,459 14,363,904 ddl-3, ctl-1, ctl-2, ctl-3 lin-7 
  III 7,100,580 3,356,724 daf-2, rheb-1, akk-1, daf-7, daf-4, mpk-1, tir-1, med-2 
  X 8,662,743 11,425,905 sem-5, akt-2, ist-1, ftt-2, daf-9, daf-12, daf-3, vhl-1, mdl-
1, lin-2, jkk-1, mek-1, sek-1, med-1 
DR l 3,103,399 7,485,288 aap-1, smg-1, let-363, unc-14, C10H11.8 
  l 683,908 14,428,949 
 
  IV 1,091,060 1,325,343 
 
  X 8,964,701 5,237,857 ist-1, ftt-2, daf-9, daf-12, daf-3, cst-1, jkk-1, vhl-1, mdl-1, 
lin-2, sem-5, jkk-1, mek-1, sek-1, med-1 
LS-
DR 
lll 2,027,047 3,420,394 mpk-1, tir-1 
HS X 2,227,799 3,404,162 cst-1 
  X 3,329,476 8,538,113 
 
  X 298,471 12,450,150 med-1 
  X 1,328,734 13,326,502 akt-2 
CS l 573,437 3,996,252 
 
  l 3,521,950 12,653,112 hsf-1, fkb-2, gsk-3, rps-6 
  lll 4,936,688 4,346,553 daf-2, daf-4, mpk-1, tir-1, med-2 
  lll 5,449,927 7,149,007 daf-2, daf-4, mpk-1, tir-1, med-2 
OS lll 4,911,442 6,422,312 daf-2, daf-4, mpk-1, tir-1, med-2 
  X 7,467,426 16,974,981 akt-2, sgk-1, sod-3, ftt-2, aak-2, daf-12, vhl-1,lin-2,med-1 
 
Table 4.2 All genes detected in various QTL regions.  All of these genes have been previously 
identified in ageing or stress response pathways. Genes are underlying previously identified 
QTLs.  
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  4.3.3 Stress response  
Bin mapping of heat shock resulted in four potential QTLs all on chromosome X (Figure 4.4, 
Table 4.1). The first QTL (hsq1, LOD 3.43, size 2,227,799 bp, Table 4.2) can be assigned to 
parental strain JU1511 and this region contains the gene cst-1, which functions downstream of 
DAF-16 and appears to play a role in the responses to oxidative stress and determination of 
adult lifespan. The second QTL on the X chromosome (hdq2, LOD 3.69, size 3,329,476 bp, Table 
4.2) can be assigned to single parent strain JU1941. 
Genes underlying peak of the hsq2 are nspc-1/4/5/6, these genes are regulated by clk-1. In C. 
elegans, CLK-1 activity is required for normal physiological rates of growth, development, 
behavior, and aging. The third QTL for heat shock response (hsq3, LOD 3.59, size 298,471 bp, 
Table 4.2) can be assigned to parental strains JU1511 and JU1926. Although there are no 
known ageing or stress response genes found underlying hsq3, T18D3.9, a gene that is 
regulated by daf-12 can be found under the peak of the QTL. This is interesting because daf-
12 is known to affect gonad-dependent adult longevity together with DAF-16. The last of the 
detected heat stress QTLs (hsq4, LOD 3.2, size 1,328,734 bp, Table 4.2) can be assigned to 
alleles from JU1941. Underlying this QTL is akt-2, which is part of ILS pathway and acts 
upstream of daf-16, sir-2.2 and sir-2.3, and F46G10.2. There are four genes in C. elegans that 
are similar to SIR-2 (silent information regulator 2, family of NAD+ dependent enzymes) or 
sirtuins for short and play an important role in molecular mechanisms of ageing (Tissenbaum 
and Guarente, 2001). RNA sequencing studies indicate that F46G10.2 is regulated by daf-12, 
eat-2, daf-2, hcf-1 and sir-2.1.  
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Figure 4.4 QTL mapping for response to heat shock. 
 
The six chromosomes are shown and the red line represents a genome-wide threshold. Dots above the threshold indicates that variation at this 
point in the genome is associated with variation in lifespan, and indicate the presence of a QTL. These plots are coded by four parental genotypes 
and by combination of two parents (Gtype). Each dot represent an individual SNP. 
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Four potential QTLs were found for cold shock on chromosomes l and lll (Figure 4.5, Table 4.1). 
The first QTL on chromosome l (csq1, LOD 3.27, size 573,437 bp, Table 4.2) can be assigned to 
JU1931 parental strain. No genes from the ageing-related signalling pathways were detected 
in the csq1 region, but the region does contain F28H1.1 which is regulated by daf-16, sir-2.1 
and isp-1. The second QTL on chromosome l (csq2, LOD 4.42, size 3521950 bp, Table 4.2) can 
be assigned to JU1941 parental strain. There are several genes important for ageing and stress 
response underlying csq2 (hsf-1, fkb-2, gsk-3 and rps-6). Underlying the peak of this QTL is 
mcrs-1, evidence based on RNA sequencing, and microarray studies indicate that mcrs-1 is 
regulated by daf-12, sir-2.1 and tdp-1. Out of all QTL detected in the 4-parental RILs, the one 
found on chromosome lll had the highest LOD score (csq3, LOD 9.65, size 4,936,688 bp, Table 
4.2). Csq3 can be assigned to parental strains JU1511 and JU1941 and co-locates with lsq4, 
efq1, osq1 and csq4. Genes underlying csq3 are daf-2 and daf-4. At peak of csq3 is the gene 
F56F3.4, an ortholog of human ZFAND5 a gene involved in lipid storage. The last cold shock 
QTL on chromosome lll (csq4, LOD 3.21, size 5,449,927 bp, Table 4.2) can be assigned to 
JU1941. Genes underlying csq4 are daf-2 and daf-4. Under peak of csq4 is R02F2.8. Microarray 
studies indicate that R02F2.8 is regulated by daf-16 and tdp-1. The gene tdp-1 is involved in 
the oxidative stress response and in proteotoxicity, exhibits a dose-dependent effect on 
lifespan, and is required for the long lifespan and oxidative stress resistance of daf-2 mutants. 
Also located under this peak is osg-1, which also plays a role in aging, and appears to be 
regulated as part of the oxidative stress response.  
Mapping of oxidative stress detected two potential QTLs on chromosomes lll and X (Figure 4.6, 
Table 4.1). QTL on chromosome lll (osq1, LOD 3.54, size 4,911,442 bp, Table 4.2) co-locates 
with csq3 and can be attributed to same JU1941 parental strain. Underlying this QTL are daf-2   
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Figure 4.5 QTL mapping for response to cold shock. 
 
The six chromosomes are shown and the red line represents a genome-wide threshold. Dots above the threshold indicates that variation at this 
point in the genome is associated with variation in lifespan, and indicate the presence of a QTL. These plots are coded by four parental genotypes 
and by combination of two parents (Gtype). Each dot represents individual SNP. 
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and daf-4 and at the peak is atgl-1, a gene involved in lipid storage and reproduction. The QTL 
on chromosome X (osq2, LOD 7.16, size 7,467,426 bp, Table 4.2) can also be assigned also to 
JU1941 parent and this region contains many genes related to lifespan and the stress response 
(akt-2, sgk-1, sod-3, ftt-2, aak-2, daf-12 and vhl-1). Underlying peak LOD score are F52G3.5 
(regulated by sir-2.1 and pmk-1) and F52G3.1. Tiling array and microarray studies indicate that 
F52G3.1 is regulated by daf-12, ain-2, and fbf-1).  
Comparison of QTLs for the different traits indicates that most of the co-localization appears 
to be on chromosome lll, but this is most likely due to the size of the detected QTLs. For 
example, lsq4, scq4, csq4, and osq1 all spanning almost 5 million base pairs each, which is 
about third of the whole chromosome lll. The QTLs efq1 and lsq4 also collocate on lll, have very 
similar peak LOD scores (3,420,394 and 3,356,724 bp respectively) and can be attributed to 
same parental strain JU1511. 
In total six of all of the detected QTLs for LS, DR, DR effect and Heatshock can be attributed to 
JU1511. During various assays, this parental strain, comparing to other parental strains, was 
the most distinguishable one due to its small size and very short lifespan. The QTL lsq3 on 
chromosome ll was the smallest detected (84,459 bp), and hence allowed a more detailed 
analysis of underlying genes. Using WormMine (WS253), I found 17 genes underlying this QTL, 
of which five have been previously identified in ageing or stress response (Table 4.3). Analysis 
of sequence polymorphisms between the 4 parents within this region identified a total of 150 
polymorphisms. Of these, 98 distinguished JU1926 from the other parental strains and 15 
polymorphisms were present within ctl-1, ctl-2, ctl-3, ddl-3 and lin-7. This identified three non-
synonymous substitutions, two in lin-7 and one in ctl-2 (Table 4.4). Although lin-7 has been 
shown to be regulated in an age-related manner (Vinuela et al., 2012), the role of the gene in   
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Figure 4.6 QTL mapping for response to oxidative stress. 
 
The six chromosomes are shown and the red line represents a genome-wide threshold. Dots above the threshold indicates that variation at this 
point in the genome is associated with variation in lifespan, and indicate the presence of a QTL. These plots are coded by four parental genotypes 
and by combination of two parents (Gtype). Each dot represents individual SNP. 
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specifying vulval development make it unlikely that it is a candidate for the lifespan effects 
seen here. Given this, ctl-2 represents a strong candidate for the causative gene for this QTL.  
Gene Overview 
Y54G11A.3 Y54G11A.3 is predicted to have ATP binding activity and nucleic acid binding activity, 
based on protein domain information. 
srh-41 srh-41 Microarray studies indicate that srh-41 is regulated by Resveratrol. 
Y54G11A.4 Microarray, tiling array, and RNA sequencing studies indicate that Y54G11A.4 is 
regulated by zfp-1, lin-35, hpl-2, wdr-23, blmp-1, ubc-9, skn-1, glp-1, sir-2.1, ash-
2, spg-7, tbx-2, and isp-1.  
Y54G11A.7 Y54G11A.7 is involved in embryo development. 
ctl-2 ctl-2 encodes one of three C. elegans catalases; ctl-2 activity is required for normal 
lifespan as well as for the extended lifespan seen in daf-2 mutant animals.  
ctl-1 ctl-1 encodes one of three C. elegans catalases; ctl-1 activity contributes to the 
extended lifespan seen in daf-2 mutant animals; in addition, ctl-1 expression is 
negatively regulated by DAF-2-mediated insulin signalling.  
ctl-3 ctl-3 encodes one of three C. elegans catalases; CTL-3 is predicted to function as an 
antioxidant enzyme that protects cells from reactive oxygen species.   
Y54G11A.14 Microarray and RNA sequencing studies indicate that Y54G11A.14 is regulated by 
daf-12, cyc-1, lin-15B, tatn-1, pgl-1, pgl-3, glh-4, and glh-1. 
ddl-3 ddl-3 is an ortholog of human TTC19 (tetratricopeptide repeat domain 19); ddl-3 is 
involved in determination of adult lifespan. 
lin-7 lin-7  expression in vulval epithelial cells is detected only upon overexpression via 
heat shock.  
Y54G11A.9 Y54G11A.9 is involved in determination of adult lifespan and lipid storage;  
Y54G11A.17 Y54G11A.17 is involved in receptor-mediated endocytosis.  
Y54G11A.11 Y54G11A.11 is involved in embryo development.  
agl-1 agl-1 is involved in the breakdown of the complex sugar, glycogen. 
pfs-2 pfs-2 is involved in locomotion, the molting cycle and nematode larval development.  
R06A4.2 R06A4.2 is regulated by Rotenone, Progesterone, Testosterone, Resveratrol, 
Chlorpyrifos, Diazinon, Humic substances, and Paraquat. 
imb-2 imb-2 is involved in RNA interference, body morphogenesis, embryo development, 
locomotion, nematode larval development, receptor-mediated and endocytosis 
 
Table 4.3 Genes under lying lsq3 on Chromosome ll. The position for the QTL is 14281875 – 
14366334 with peak at 14363904, spanning 84459 bp. This information was obtained from 
WormBase (Version WS254, data mining platform for C. elegans and related nematodes). 
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Table 4. 4 The analysis of sequence polymorphisms for lsq3.  
Parental strain JU1926 was distinguished from the other parental strains and 15 polymorphisms were detected within ctl-1, ctl-2, ctl-3, 
ddl-3 and lin-7. ctl-2 represents a strong candidate for the causative gene for this QTL.   
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 4.4 Discussion 
This study has detected 20 QTLs for lifespan, dietary restriction, and the effects of dietary 
restriction, heat shock, cold shock and oxidative stress in 4-parent RILs. There were five QTLs 
for lifespan under normal conditions on chromosomes l, ll, lll and X. This study confirms four 
previously detected QTLs for lifespan on chromosomes l, ll, IIl, and X (Ayyadevara et al., 2001; 
Shook et al., 1999; Ayyadevara et al., 2003 and Doroszuk et al., 2009), although these studies 
were based on mapping populations derived from different parental strains. There was no 
detectable QTL on chromosome lV for lifespan, despite it being previously reported by other 
studies (Ebert et al., 1993; Ayyadevara et al., 2001; Ayyadevara et al., 2003; Doroszuk et al., 
2009). This is likely to be due to the use of different parental strains without N2 that will 
harbour different allelic variants.  
I have detected multiple genes from various signalling pathways underlying lifespan QTLs 
(Table 4.2). These include some of the important main components of the Insulin/insulin-like 
signalling pathway (daf-2, ist-1, aap-1, akt-2, sgk-1 and hsf-1). Mutations that reduce the 
activity of the insulin-like receptor DAF-2 can significantly prolong lifespan in C. elegans 
(Kenyon et al., 1993). To investigate if the major detected QTL for lifespan lsq4 is due to 
differences between the parental strains, I searched for polymorphisms between the parental 
strains. The results show that although there were ten polymorphic variations between JU1511 
and other parental strains these were all no non-synonymous changes in daf-2 and, as there is 
also no expression difference in the gene within the RILs (L.B. Snoek, pers com.), this gene is 
unlikely to be responsible for lsq4 (Appendix D, Table D1).  
Comparing normal lifespan to lifespan under DR conditions uncovered one QTL that partially 
co-locates on chromosome X. Both of these QTLs harbour many genes from various ageing-
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related signalling pathways (Table 4.2) and span over eight million base pairs, however with 
very different peaks (Table 4.1). Mapping for lifespan under DR yielded three QTLs on 
chromosomes l, lV and X. QTL at the beginning of chromosome lV is co-locating with previously 
detected lifespan QTL form Doroszuk et al. (2009) study. There were no known genes 
underlying this QTL indicating that not all of the QTLs can be explained by the genes known to 
be part of cell signalling. There were several genes that were predicted to be involved in 
determination of adult lifespan for example F53H1.3 and Y77E11A.7 as well as several genes 
that were regulated by genes from ILS signalling pathway such as age-1, skn-1 and daf-16 
(K03H6.2, Y41D4B.17 and Y41D4B.15). Mapping for effect of DR on lifespan resulted in one 
QTL (efq1), this QTL co-locates with efq1 and both share very similar LOD peak scores (Table 
4.1). This possibly means that both QTLs are due to the same loci. 
QTLs for heatshock were located on chromosomes lll and X. These results are partially 
supported by Shmookler-Rreis et al. (2006) who detected a heat shock QTL on chromosome 
lll, but differ from the findings Rodriguez et al. (2012) where QTLs underlying heatshock were 
located on chromosome ll and lV. One possible explanation can be difference in laboratory 
protocols; in previous study the worms were heat shocked for 4 hours at 35 0C whereas in my 
study the heat shock was at 350C for 10 hours. This difference is due to my preliminary study 
where 80% of mortality was achieved after 10 hours at 350C . Also in Rodriguez et al. (2012) 
the heatshock was used as a tool of hormesis, where most of the worms survived and their 
lifespan and fecundity were than measured. In my study the exposure to heat shock was much 
longer and worms were sorted into dead or alive after 48 hours. This is a good example of 
difficulties with comparing data from different QTL studies. Not only are there different strains 
that harbour many laboratory-derived mutations (for review see Sterken et al., 2015) and some 
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especially early crosses with Bergerac BO were highly unstable (Riddle et al., 1996), there are 
great differences in protocols. 
When comparing results for cold shock and oxidative stress, it appears that there is an almost 
identical QTL that can be assigned to allele(s) from the JU1941 parent on chromosome III for 
both traits (csq4 and osq1) as well as a much larger QTL that is shared between parental strains 
JU1941 and JU1926. This could possibly mean that there is a JU1941 allele that affects both 
traits and an allele in both JU1941 and JU1926 that only affects cold stress. This can possibly 
suggest pleiotropic or closely linked QTL stress response under both cold shock and oxidative 
stress conditions. In previous studies, QTLs affecting oxidative stress were detected on 
chromosome lV (Vertino et al., 2011 and Andersen et al., 2015). As both studies used different 
strains CL2a/BO in Vertino et al. (2011) and N2/CB in Andersen et al. (2015), the difference in 
the outcomes can be potentially assigned to choice of the freshly-collected natural wild isolates 
rather than using laboratory strains. Given that poikilotherms response to chronic cold stress 
is by increasing Δ9 desaturase gene expression (Tiku et al., 1996), I was surprised that the three 
C. elegans Δ9 desaturase genes (fat-5/6/7, located on chromosome V) were not detected by 
QTL mapping. This is an interesting outcome and will be further discussed in Chapter 6. 
I found several co-locating QTLs for various traits for lifespan and stress response in novel 4- 
parent RILs. This suggests pleiotropic or closely linked QTLs associated with lifespan and stress 
response. Mapping for these traits in some QTLs have been too broad to achieve definitive 
implication of underlying genes. On the other hand, there were several QTLs that allowed for 
closer inspection of candidate genes and their polymorphisms. The results, where some of the 
QTLs cannot be explained by genes underlying various signalling pathways, are especially 
interesting as this implies that there are potentially many genes without known functions that 
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are crucial to ageing and stress response not being previously detected. Overall, this study 
shows that the novel multi-patent panel provides a versatile resource toward easier and 
efficient fine mapping and functional analyses of loci and genes underlying complex traits 
which can accelerate the discovery of natural polymorphisms underlying complex traits and 
will lead to a better understanding of the mechanisms behind the observed phenotypic 
variation in C. elegans.  
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CHAPTE‘ FIVE: Natural variatioŶ iŶ the cold stress resistaŶce iŶ CaeŶorhaďditis 
elegaŶs  
 
Aďstract 
AŶiŵals iŶ the ǁild have evolved ŵultiple survival strategies iŶ order to cope ǁith 
eŶviroŶŵeŶtal chaŶges. Teŵperature regulatioŶ, especially, is geŶerally a critical reƋuireŵeŶt 
for survival aŶd proliferatioŶ, ǁith the aďility to survive acute cold stress ofteŶ ďeiŶg esseŶtial 
for ǁild-type fitŶess. IŶ geŶeral, the alteratioŶ of lipid coŵpositioŶ iŶ the cells aŶd regulatioŶ 
of traŶslatioŶ are the tǁo ŵajor respoŶses to cold stress iŶ ǁide variety of taǆa. The Ŷeŵatode 
C. elegaŶs has ďeeŶ used iŶ Ŷuŵerous studies oŶ cold toleraŶce ǁith various outcoŵes 
depeŶdiŶg oŶ the severity of the regiŵes. IŶ this ǁork, several approaches ǁere takeŶ to study 
Ŷatural variatioŶ iŶ cold stress resistaŶce. These iŶcluded testiŶg iŶ Ŷovel ϰ-pareŶt recoŵďiŶaŶt 
iŶďred liŶes ;‘ILsͿ, tǁo coŵpliŵeŶtary paŶels of Ŷearly isogeŶic liŶes of NϮ/CBϰϴϱϲ aŶd ǁild 
isolates. The results uŶcovered eǆteŶsive variatioŶ iŶ respoŶse to cold shock treatŵeŶt aŶd, for 
the first tiŵe, liŶked cold stress survival to regulatioŶ of traŶslatioŶ iŶ C. elegaŶs. Critically, 
geŶes previously ideŶtified iŶ cold respoŶse caŶŶot eǆplaiŶ the variatioŶ detected, hoǁever, 
there is soŵe evideŶce liŶkiŶg the variatioŶ to differeŶce iŶ eftu-Ϯ ;a hoŵologue of huŵaŶ eEF-
ϮͿ, a geŶe iŵportaŶt for the eloŶgatioŶ step iŶ proteiŶ syŶthesis.    
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ϱ. ϭ. IŶtroductioŶ  
LiviŶg orgaŶisŵs are eǆposed daily to fluctuatiŶg eŶviroŶŵeŶts. Teŵperature especially, is oŶe 
of the ŵost iŵportaŶt deterŵiŶaŶt of the distriďutioŶ aŶd aďuŶdaŶce of species ;CossiŶs aŶd 
Boǁler, ϭϵϴϳͿ. UŶaďle to regulate their ďody teŵperature, poikilotherŵs have to adapt to cope 
ǁith eŶviroŶŵeŶtal teŵperature chaŶges. The aďility to ŵatch therŵotoleraŶce to seasoŶal 
stresses is aŶ iŵportaŶt coŵpoŶeŶt of fitŶess iŶ aŶ orgaŶisŵ ;HoffŵaŶ et al., ϮϬϬϯͿ. 
Teŵperatures ďeloǁ the Ŷorŵal teŵperatures for a giveŶ species, a cold stress, caŶ iŵpair cell 
fuŶctioŶ via a Ŷuŵďer of distiŶct ŵechaŶisŵs. For eǆaŵple, teŵperatures ďeloǁ freeziŶg 
daŵage cells either physically via ice crystal forŵatioŶ ;Bouvert aŶd BeŶ, ϮϬϬϯͿ or 
ďiocheŵically via chaŶges iŶ solute coŶceŶtratioŶ, decrease of eŶzyŵatic rates aŶd aggregatioŶ 
of eŶdogeŶous proteiŶs ;Kaǁahara, ϮϬϬϴͿ. Teŵperatures ďeloǁ the therŵal optiŵa for a 
species, ďut aďove freeziŶg, caŶ also iŵpact cell fuŶctioŶ via effects oŶ proteiŶ fuŶctioŶ aŶd oŶ 
ŵeŵďraŶe lipid state ;GuschiŶa aŶd Harǁood, ϮϬϬϲͿ.   
The lipid coŵpositioŶ of cell ŵeŵďraŶes defiŶes a threshold level, ďeloǁ ǁhich ŵeŵďraŶe 
lipids uŶdergo a phase traŶsitioŶ that iŵpairs ŵeŵďraŶe fuŶctioŶ ;Hazel ϭϵϵϱͿ. A higher 
proportioŶ of uŶsaturated fatty acids loǁers the teŵperature at ǁhich this lipid phase 
traŶsitioŶ occurs, aŶd orgaŶisŵs alter levels of fatty acids to proŵote survival at loǁ 
teŵperatures ;CossiŶs ϭϵϵϰͿ. For eǆaŵple, eǆposure to loǁ teŵperatures ofteŶ iŶcreases the 
proportioŶ of uŶsaturated fatty acids aŶd iŶcreases suďseƋueŶt aďility to survive cold stress 
;Hazel aŶd Williaŵs, ϭϵϵϬͿ. The Ŷeŵatode CaeŶorhaďditis elegaŶs displays chaŶges iŶ lipid 
saturatioŶ as aŶ adaptatioŶ to loǁ teŵperatures ;TaŶaka et al., ϭϵϵϲͿ. These adaptive chaŶges 
iŶ ŵeŵďraŶe coŵpositioŶ are ŵediated, at least iŶ part, ďy the actioŶ of the Δϵ desaturases 
;Ueŵura et al., ϭϵϵϱ; Tiku et al., ϭϵϵϲͿ. As eǆpected giveŶ this situatioŶ, disruptiŶg all three Δϵ 
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desaturase geŶes iŶ C. elegaŶs reduces survival tiŵes at ϰ°C iŶ ďoth NϮ aŶd age-ϭ;hǆϱϰϲͿ 
ďackgrouŶds ;Savory et al., ϮϬϭϭͿ, although the iŶcreased cold stress resistaŶce that is Ŷorŵally 
seeŶ iŶ age-ϭ;hǆϱϰϲͿ is Ŷot eŶtirely eǆplaiŶed ďy chaŶges iŶ Δϵ desaturase actioŶ ;Savory et 
al., ϮϬϭϭͿ. Little is kŶoǁŶ aďout the therŵal raŶge of ǁild type C. elegaŶs, ďut for groǁth aŶd 
reproductioŶ iŶ laďoratory coŶditioŶs, it is approǆiŵately ϭϱ°C-Ϯϱ°C ;DuseŶďery aŶd Barr, 
ϭϵϴϬͿ ǁith the lipid phase traŶsitioŶ teŵperature occurriŶg at approǆiŵately ϭϬ°C ;LyoŶs et al., 
ϭϵϳϱͿ.  At ϰ°C, activity aŶd reproductioŶ is coŵpletely arrested, ďut ǁorŵs caŶ survive for 
proloŶged periods.  
The secoŶd ŵajor route ďy ǁhich orgaŶisŵs deal ǁith cold stress is via the regulatioŶ of 
traŶslatioŶ. This shoǁs that the respoŶse to cold stress is liŶked to that seeŶ iŶ ŵaŶy other 
stresses, as the correct aŶd appropriate regulatioŶ of traŶslatioŶ is critical to orgaŶisŵal 
survival uŶder ŵaŶy stressful coŶditioŶs ;SoŶeŶďerg aŶd HiŶŶeďusch, ϮϬϬϵͿ. For eǆaŵple, 
ŵaŵŵaliaŶ cells eǆposed to relatively loǁ teŵperature shoǁ progressively decreased rates of 
gloďal traŶslatioŶ ;‘ooďol et al., ϮϬϬϵͿ. The reductioŶ iŶ gloďal levels of traŶslatioŶ seeŶ iŶ 
respoŶse to cell stress are geŶerally ŵediated ďy either phosphorylatioŶ of the α suďuŶit of 
eukaryotic iŶitiatioŶ factor Ϯ ;eIFϮͿ, or ďy chaŶges iŶ ŵechaŶistic target of rapaŵyciŶ ;ŵTO‘Ϳ 
sigŶalliŶg. The traŶslatioŶ iŶitiatioŶ factor eIFϮ fuŶctioŶs to deliver iŶitiator t‘NAiMet to the 
sŵall ϰϬS riďosoŵal suďuŶit ;Holcik aŶd SoŶeŶďerg, ϮϬϬϱͿ. Phosphorylated eIFϮ reŵaiŶs 
ďouŶd to the eǆchaŶge factor eIFϮB, ǁhich preveŶts the eIFϮ-GTP-t‘NAiMet coŵpleǆ froŵ 
rechargiŶg aŶd therefore iŶhiďits traŶslatioŶ iŶitiatioŶ. This results iŶ aŶ accuŵulatioŶ of stalled 
traŶslatioŶ preiŶitiatioŶ coŵpleǆes, ǁhich theŶ aggregate to forŵ cytosolic stress graŶules 
;SGs; Kedersha et al., ϮϬϬϮͿ. SGs are closely related to secoŶd class of ‘NA graŶule kŶoǁŶ as 
processiŶg ďodies ;PBsͿ aŶd ďoth are siŵultaŶeously asseŵlďled iŶ cells suďjected to 
eŶviroŶŵeŶtal stress ;AŶdersoŶ aŶd Kedersha, ϮϬϬϴͿ. For eǆaŵple, the loǁered gloďal levels 
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of traŶslatioŶ oďserved iŶ huŵaŶ eŵďryoŶic kidŶey cells iŶ respoŶse to cold stress are a result 
of chaŶges iŶ the phosphorylatioŶ of eEFϮ ;KŶight et al., ϮϬϭϱͿ. IŶ yeast, oŶe of the tǁo paralogs 
of eEFϮ is also kŶoǁŶ to ďe iŶvolved iŶ heat stress resistaŶce ;yeastgeŶoŵe, ϮϬϭϲͿ. 
The alterŶative route ďy ǁhich a reductioŶ iŶ traŶslatioŶ is produced is via iŶhiďitioŶ of the 
proteiŶ kiŶase ŵTO‘ ;Wullschleger et al., ϮϬϬϲͿ. The ŶutrieŶt aŶd eŶergy status of the cell 
coŶtrols ŵTO‘, actiŶg to iŶtegrate eŶviroŶŵeŶtal cues aŶd regulate groǁth aŶd hoŵeostasis 
;Wullschleger et al., ϮϬϬϲ; LaplaŶte aŶd SaďatiŶi ϮϬϭϮͿ. The lack of ŵTO‘ activity leads, via the 
traŶslatioŶal regulators eukaryotic traŶslatioŶ iŶitiatioŶ factor ϰE ;eIFϰEͿ ďiŶdiŶg proteiŶ ϭ ;ϰE-
BPϭͿ aŶd Sϲ kiŶase ϭ ;SϲKϭͿ, to the preveŶtioŶ of the recruitŵeŶt of ϰϯS preiŶitiatioŶ coŵpleǆ 
factors aŶd a reductioŶ iŶ traŶslatioŶ ;Figure ϱ.ϭ; ‘ichter aŶd SoŶeŶďerg, ϮϬϬϱ; Ma aŶd BleŶis, 
ϮϬϬϵͿ. ŵTO‘ also iŵpacts traŶslatioŶ ďy proŵotiŶg the phosphorylatioŶ of eEFϮK leadiŶg to 
its iŶactivatioŶ ;WaŶg et al., ϮϬϭϰͿ. This traŶslatioŶ suppressioŶ aŶd the suďseƋueŶt forŵatioŶ 
of SGs proŵote the survival of cells at loǁ teŵperatures ;HofŵaŶŶ et al., ϮϬϭϮͿ. The forŵatioŶ  
of SGs aŶd traŶslatioŶ arrest is therefore critical to cell survival uŶder cold stress, ǁith 
coŵpouŶd C or Src iŶhiďitor-ϭ treatŵeŶt of ŵaŵŵaliaŶ cells uŶder cold shock leadiŶg to a 
greatly iŶcreased level of cell death, aŶ effect ďlocked if traŶslatioŶ is directly iŶhiďited ďy either 
cycloheǆiŵide or puroŵyciŶ ;HofŵaŶŶ et al., ϮϬϭϮͿ.  
Most orgaŶisŵs froŵ prokaryotes to plaŶts aŶd higher eukaryotes therefore respoŶd to cold 
shock iŶ a siŵilar ŵaŶŶer ;Al-Fageeh aŶd Sŵales ϮϬϬϲͿ. For eǆaŵple, iŶ yeast ŵaŶy geŶes 
iŶvolved iŶ proteiŶ syŶthesis, iŶcludiŶg various riďosoŵal proteiŶs, are doǁŶ-regulated at 
teŵperatures ďeloǁ ϭϬ°C ;Hoŵŵa et al., ϮϬϬϯ; Murata et al., ϮϬϬϲͿ, aŶd iŶ S. Đerevisiae these 
teŵperatures are also associated ǁith proŵiŶeŶt SGs forŵatioŶ ;HofŵaŶŶ et al., ϮϬϭϮͿ. IŶ 
coŶtrast, the cold adapted S. kudriavzevii shoǁs aŶ eŶhaŶced traŶslatioŶ efficieŶcy at loǁ 
teŵperatures iŶ coŵparisoŶ to S. Đerevisiae ;TroŶchoŶi et al., ϮϬϭϰͿ. Every eŶzyŵatic process 
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is teŵperature depeŶded; therefore, suďjectiŶg aŶ orgaŶisŵ to cold shock forces the cellular 
ŵechaŶisŵs, iŶcludiŶg traŶslatioŶ, to ǁork at ďeloǁ optiŵuŵ raŶge. The respoŶse of C. 
elegaŶs to cold stress is Ŷot ǁell uŶderstood although iŶsuliŶ-like sigŶalliŶg aŶd lipid syŶthesis 
are kŶoǁŶ to ďe iŶvolved ;Savory et al ϮϬϭϭ; Hu et al ϮϬϭϱͿ. 
 
 
 
Figure ϱ.ϭ Scheŵatic of iŶhiďited ŵTO‘Cϭ activity. WheŶ ŵTO‘Cϭ activity is iŶhiďited, 
traŶslatioŶal regulators of eukaryotic traŶslatioŶ SϲKϭ, elFϰE aŶd ϰE-BPϭ iŶhiďit ϰϯS preiŶitiatioŶ 
coŵpleǆ factor. This leads to a reductioŶ iŶ traŶslatioŶ. 
 
Here, I have iŶvestigated Ŷatural variatioŶ iŶ cold stress resistaŶce iŶ C. elegaŶs aŶd iŶvestigated 
the eǆteŶt to ǁhich chaŶges iŶ the levels of traŶslatioŶ affect the cold shock respoŶse. 
IŵportaŶtly, there is curreŶtly Ŷo puďlished data aďout Ŷatural variatioŶ iŶ the cold stress 
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respoŶse iŶ C. elegaŶs. IŶ previous ǁork ;Chapter ϱͿ, I ideŶtified a ŵajor ƋuaŶtitative trait loci 
;QTLͿ that effects survival after cold shock iŶ a Ŷeǁ ϰ-pareŶt paŶel of recoŵďiŶaŶt iŶďred liŶes 
;‘ILsͿ. The aŶalysis of geŶes ǁithiŶ this QTL regioŶ rules out the geŶes kŶoǁŶ to ďe iŶvolved iŶ 
the C. elegaŶs cold stress respoŶse aŶd iŵplicates a ŶoŶ-syŶoŶyŵous suďstitutioŶ iŶ eftu-Ϯ, 
the C. elegaŶs hoŵologue of eEFϮ.  
 
ϱ.Ϯ Methods 
ϱ.Ϯ.ϭ Worŵ straiŶs  
NϮ, aŶd the ŵutaŶt liŶes: VCϮϱϵϱ, ǁhich coŶtaiŶs glrǆ-Ϯϭ;okϯϰϮϳͿ aŶ allele geŶerated ďy the 
iŶterŶatioŶal C. elegaŶs GeŶe KŶockout CoŶsortiuŵ ;C. elegaŶs DeletioŶ MutaŶt CoŶsortiuŵ, 
ϮϬϭϮͿ, glrǆ-Ϯϭ ;OKϯϰϮϳ & TMϮϵϮϭͿ; V)ϱϰ, ǁhich coŶtaiŶs glrǆ-Ϯϭ;tŵϮϵϮϭͿ ;MorgaŶ et al., 
ϮϬϭϬͿ; ‘BϭϮϬϲ, ǁhich coŶtaiŶs rsks-ϭ ;okϭϮϱϱͿ; KXϭϱ, ǁhich coŶtaiŶs ife-Ϯ ;okϯϬϲͿ; KXϭϳ ǁhich 
coŶtaiŶs ife-ϰ ;okϯϮϬͿ ǁere oďtaiŶed froŵ the CaeŶorhaďditis GeŶetics CeŶtre. Wild isolates 
;doŶated ďy M.A. Feliǆ to J. KaŵŵeŶga, Volkers et al., ϮϬϭϯͿ ǁere oďtaiŶed froŵ the 
Neŵatology Laďoratory ;WageŶiŶgeŶ UŶiversity, HollaŶdͿ. The ‘ILs ǁere produced aŶd 
oďtaiŶed froŵ the Neŵatology Laďoratory ;WageŶiŶgeŶ UŶiversity, HollaŶdͿ aŶd oďtaiŶed 
froŵ J. KaŵŵeŶga. 
All liŶes ǁere ŵaiŶtaiŶed oŶ staŶdard NGM ǁith EsĐheriĐhia Đoli OPϱϬ as a food source 
;SteirŶagle ϮϬϬϲͿ. Assays ǁere perforŵed at ϮϬ°C aŶd ǁere iŶitiated ǁith fourth larval stage 
ǁorŵs ;LϰsͿ groǁŶ froŵ syŶchroŶized, arrested, Lϭs that theŵselves ǁere the progeŶy of 
syŶchroŶised ǁorŵs. Plates ǁithiŶ each eǆperiŵeŶt ǁere ďliŶd coded aŶd 
treatŵeŶts/geŶotypes raŶdoŵized so that positioŶ ǁithiŶ the iŶcuďator ǁas Ŷot deterŵiŶed 
ďy treatŵeŶt/geŶotype aŶd that assays ǁere scored ǁithout kŶoǁledge of ǁorŵ 
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treatŵeŶt/geŶotype. Plates that ďecaŵe coŶtaŵiŶated ǁith fuŶgi ǁere eǆcluded.  
ϱ.Ϯ.Ϯ Cold stress assays  
All eǆperiŵeŶts ǁere perforŵed as descriďed iŶ Chapter ϰ, ǁith a ϰ°C ±Ϭ.ϱ°C ϬC cold stress of 
ϭϰ days used for the aŶalysis of ǁild isolates aŶd ‘ILs, aŶd of ϭϭ days for ŵutaŶt liŶes ǁorŵs. 
All ‘ILs ǁere scored ǁithiŶ oŶe assay, ǁith oŶe plate per ‘IL aŶd the assay ǁas repeated three 
tiŵes. There ǁere four replicates for ǁild isolates scored ǁithiŶ oŶe assay, teŶ replicates for 
ŵutaŶt liŶes aŶd traŶsgeŶic ǁorŵs, teŶ replicates for NϮ/CB ILs aŶd eight replicates per CB/NϮ 
ILs. 
ϱ.Ϯ.ϯ QTL ŵappiŶg  
MappiŶg for respoŶse to cold stress resulted iŶ the detectioŶ of four poteŶtial QTLs oŶ 
chroŵosoŵes l aŶd lll ;figure ϮͿ. These QTLs are descriďed as csƋϭ, csƋϮ, csƋϯ aŶd csƋϰ, ;see 
Chapter five for detailsͿ. OŶe of the QTLs oŶ chroŵosoŵe lll ;csƋϯͿ shoǁed the largest respoŶse 
;LOD score ϵ.ϲϱͿ.  
 
ϱ.ϯ ‘esults 
To test Ŷatural variatioŶ iŶ cold stress respoŶse, the ϰ-pareŶtal ‘IL paŶel ǁas suďjected to acute 
cold shock of ϰ °C for ϭϰ days ǁith a recovery period of Ϯϰ hours ;This ǁas ďased oŶ Ohta et 
al., ϮϬϭϰ aŶd ‘oďiŶsoŶ aŶd Poǁell, ϮϬϭϲͿ. The ‘ILs shoǁ eǆteŶsive variatioŶ iŶ respoŶse to cold 
shock treatŵeŶt ;figure ϱ.ϮͿ. Survival of the pareŶtal straiŶs ǁas aďove the average survival 
;ϯϴ%Ϳ at ϰϴ%, ϱϯ% aŶd ϲϬ % ;for JUϭϵϯϭ, JUϭϵϮϲ aŶd JUϭϵϰϭ respectively, Ŷo data for pareŶtal 
liŶe JUϭϱϭϭ ǁere recorded due to techŶical proďleŵs, Ŷaŵely differeŶt developŵeŶtal tiŵe 
for this straiŶͿ. NϮ survival ǁas ŵargiŶally aďove the average for the ‘ILs at ϰϬ%, ǁith NϮ 
iŶcluded to alloǁ for direct coŵparisoŶ ǁith other studies. LiŶe )Ϯϱ appeared to ďe aŶ outlier  
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Figure ϱ.Ϯ DistriďutioŶ of stress respoŶse iŶ the ϰ-‘ILs.  
ShoǁŶ are the raŶked survival proportioŶs of the ‘ILs ;± staŶdard errorͿ for cold shock treatŵeŶt. The liŶes are sorted froŵ the least 
survival to ŵost surviviŶg liŶes iŶcludiŶg pareŶtal straiŶs JUϭϵϮϲ ;redͿ, JUϭϵϯϭ ;greeŶͿ aŶd JUϭϵϰϭ ;ďlueͿ aŶd NϮ ;piŶkͿ.  
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as Ŷearly all of the ǁorŵs ;ϵϳ%Ϳ survived the cold stress ;for details see Chapter ϰͿ. Soŵe of 
the ‘ILs shoǁ high variaďility ǁithiŶ the liŶes ;a large staŶdard errorͿ ǁhich is due to the sŵall 
saŵple sizes aŶd to variaďility ďetǁeeŶ assays ;Figure ϱ.ϮͿ. BiŶ ŵappiŶg for survival of the cold 
shock treatŵeŶt resulted iŶ four poteŶtial QTLs, tǁo oŶ chroŵosoŵe l ;csƋϭ aŶd csƋϮͿ aŶd tǁo 
oŶ lll ;csƋϯ aŶd csƋϰ; Figure ϱ.ϯ & ϱ.ϰͿ. Csq1 caŶ ďe assigŶed to allele;sͿ of the JUϭϵϯϭ pareŶtal 
straiŶ, csƋϮ caŶ ďe assigŶed to allele;sͿ of JUϭϵϰϭ pareŶtal straiŶ, csƋϯ caŶ ďe assigŶed to 
allele;sͿ shared ďetǁeeŶ pareŶtal straiŶs JUϭϱϭϭ aŶd JUϭϵϰϭ aŶd csƋϰ caŶ ďe assigŶed to 
allele;sͿ of JUϭϵϰϭ. Detailed discussioŶ of all cold shock QTLs caŶ ďe fouŶd iŶ Chapter ϱ.  
 
 
Figure ϱ.ϯ QTL ŵappiŶg for respoŶse to cold shock. 
The siǆ chroŵosoŵes are shoǁŶ aŶd the red liŶe represeŶts a geŶoŵe-ǁide threshold. Dots 
aďove the threshold iŶdicates that variatioŶ at this poiŶt iŶ the geŶoŵe is associated ǁith 
variatioŶ iŶ lifespaŶ, aŶd iŶdicate the preseŶce of a QTL. These plots are coded ďy four pareŶtal 
geŶotypes aŶd ďy coŵďiŶatioŶ of tǁo pareŶts ;GtypeͿ. Each dot represeŶts iŶdividual SNP. 
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Figure ϱ.ϰ Fiǆed QTL ŵappiŶg for respoŶse to cold shock. 
The siǆ chroŵosoŵes are shoǁŶ aŶd the red liŶe represeŶts a geŶoŵe-ǁide threshold. Dots aďove the 
threshold iŶdicates that variatioŶ at this poiŶt iŶ the geŶoŵe is associated ǁith variatioŶ iŶ cold stress 
resistaŶce, aŶd iŶdicate the preseŶce of a QTL oŶ chroŵosoŵe I ;csƋϮͿ. These plots are coded ďy four pareŶtal 
geŶotypes aŶd ďy coŵďiŶatioŶ of tǁo pareŶts ;GtypeͿ. Each dot represeŶts aŶ iŶdividual SNP. 
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Figure ϱ.ϱ Allelic effect oŶ survival iŶ cold ;ϰϬC for ϭϰ days ǁith a recovery period of Ϯϰ hoursͿ. 
The cold survival rates of the ‘ILs grouped ďy their alleles oŶ chroŵosoŵes l aŶd lll. The top 
roǁ represeŶts the ŵaiŶ QTL oŶ chroŵosoŵe lll aŶd the secoŶd roǁ represeŶts the ŵaiŶ QTL 
oŶ chroŵosoŵe l for pareŶts ;GeŶotypesͿ JUϭϵϰϭ ;ďlueͿ, JUϭϵϯϭ ;greeŶͿ, JUϭϵϮϲ ;yelloǁͿ aŶd 
JUϭϱϭϭ ;redͿ. 
To iŶvestigate to ǁhat eǆteŶt cold stress survival is uŶder ďalaŶciŶg selectioŶ iŶ Ŷature, I studied 
this trait iŶ ϯϯ ǁild isolates collected froŵ siǆ differeŶt couŶtries ;Figure ϱ.ϲ, AppeŶdiǆ E.ϭͿ. 
Predictaďly, giveŶ the variatioŶ fouŶd iŶ other traits aŶd the variatioŶ iŶ cold stress survival 
fouŶd ďetǁeeŶ the pareŶtal liŶes of the ‘ILs, the respoŶse iŶ the ǁild isolates ǁas very varied, 
froŵ ϭ.ϱ% to ϵϱ% survival. This result coŶfirŵs that there is great geŶetic variatioŶ for survival 
uŶder cold shock ǁithiŶ ǁild C. elegaŶs straiŶs. All assayed straiŶs are froŵ a liŵited raŶge of 
geographical locatioŶs aŶd there is Ŷo appareŶt liŶkage of locatioŶ aŶd aďility to survive cold 
stress. IŶdeed, that very differeŶt respoŶses caŶ ďe seeŶ iŶ straiŶs isolated froŵ the saŵe 
regioŶ, iŶdicates that there is Ŷo oďvious local adaptatioŶ iŶ relatioŶ to loǁ teŵperature.  This 
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outcoŵe ŵirrors the coŶclusioŶ of Cutter et al. ;ϮϬϬϲͿ ǁhere the results suggested that, uŶlike 
iŶ C. ďriggsae, there ǁas Ŷo geographical portioŶiŶg of C. elegaŶs iŶ respoŶse to high 
teŵperatures.   
 
 
 
Figure ϱ.ϲ Survival uŶder cold stress iŶ ǁild isolates. MeaŶ lifespaŶ, ±SD is represeŶted ďy red 
liŶes. Score Ϭ represeŶts all ǁorŵs dead aŶd score ϭ represeŶts all ǁorŵs alive. 
 
To study if this variatioŶ of respoŶse to cold stress is preseŶt iŶ other isolates I also deterŵiŶed 
cold stress survival iŶ tǁo coŵpliŵeŶtary paŶels of Bristol NϮ aŶd HaǁaiiaŶ CBϰϴϱϲ Ŷearly 
isogeŶic liŶes ;Doroszuk et al., ϮϬϬϵ, M. SterkeŶ, uŶpuďlishedͿ. These liŶes are coŵposed of a 
recipieŶt geŶoŵe coŶtriďuted ďy oŶe of the pareŶtal straiŶs aŶd a short, hoŵozygous segŵeŶt 
of the doŶor geŶoŵe coŶtriďuted ďy aŶother, geŶetically distiŶct, pareŶtal straiŶ.  
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Figure ϱ.ϳ Survival uŶder cold stress iŶ NϮ/CB ILs. The cold shock survival assay ǁas ruŶ iŶ tǁo 
separate ďlocks ϭ aŶd Ϯ. 
 
 
Figure ϱ.ϴ Survival uŶder cold stress iŶ CB/NϮ ILs. The cold shock survival assay ǁas ruŶ iŶ tǁo 
separate ďlocks ϭ aŶd Ϯ. 
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Figure ϱ.ϵ Survival uŶder cold stress iŶ NϮ aŶd ŵutaŶts.  
IŶ ďoǆ A, NϮ ;proportioŶ of survival ϴϭ.ϭ%Ϳ, ‘BϭϮϬϲ ;proportioŶ of survival ϮϮ.ϰ%Ϳ VCϮϱϵϱ 
;proportioŶ of survival ϲϴ.ϲ%Ϳ aŶd V)ϱϰ ;proportioŶ of survival ϴϰ.ϴ%Ϳ. IŶ ďoǆ B, NϮ ;proportioŶ 
of survival ϯϳ.ϰ%Ϳ KXϭϱ ;proportioŶ of survival ϲ.ϰ%Ϳ KXϭϳ ;proportioŶ of survival ϲ.Ϯ%Ϳ aŶd 
A 
B 
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‘BϭϮϬϲ ;proportioŶ of survival Ϭ.ϰ%Ϳ.  
AŶalysis of the NϮ/CB ILs revealed there is a differeŶce iŶ respoŶse to cold stress ďetǁeeŶ the 
tǁo pareŶtal straiŶs ǁhere CB ;proportioŶ of survival Ϭ.ϴ%Ϳ is ŵore susceptiďle to cold stress 
thaŶ NϮ ;proportioŶ of survival ϱ%Ϳ. There ǁas a differeŶce ďetǁeeŶ iŶdividual ILs oŶ 
chroŵosoŵe lll ;Figure ϱ.ϲͿ. Most of the liŶes ǁere less susceptiďle to cold stress thaŶ the 
pareŶtal liŶes, especially, liŶes located arouŶd the ŵiddle of chroŵosoŵe lll ;liŶes ϯϯ, ϯϱ-ϯϵ 
aŶd ϰϯͿ. This iŶdicates that there are oŶe or ŵore CBϰϴϱϲ alleles ǁithiŶ this regioŶ that 
iŶcrease survival of cold stress. TestiŶg the coŵpliŵeŶtary CBϰϴϱϲ/NϮ IL paŶel provides geŶeral 
support for this – ŵaŶy of the ILs shoǁ a reduced survival iŶ coŵparisoŶ to the pareŶtal liŶes, 
the eǆpected result if aŶ NϮ geŶotype iŶ the regioŶ reduces survival ;Figure ϱ.ϳͿ. 
 
The Ŷeǆt step ǁas to look at the kŶoǁŶ geŶes that ŵight affect cold stress survival. CaŶdidates 
ǁere those geŶes kŶoǁŶ to regulate ŵeŵďraŶe lipid coŵpositioŶ regulatioŶ or to regulated 
traŶslatioŶ. The Δϵ desaturases geŶes, ǁhich are kŶoǁŶ to proŵote survival at loǁ 
teŵperature iŶ C. elegaŶs, ǁere Ŷot iŶ the QTL regioŶs ideŶtified here. I have therefore 
coŶceŶtrated oŶ traŶslatioŶ regulatioŶ, Ŷaŵely oŶ availaďle traŶslatioŶ ŵutaŶts to deterŵiŶe 
if traŶslatioŶ is iŵportaŶt iŶ cold stress resistaŶce iŶ C. elegaŶs. Viaďle ŵutatioŶs iŶ rsks-ϭ, ife-
Ϯ aŶd ife-ϰ ǁere selected. rsks-ϭ eŶcodes a putative riďosoŵal proteiŶ Sϲ kiŶase ;SϲKͿ reƋuired 
for Ŷorŵally high levels of proteiŶ syŶthesis, aŶd ife-Ϯ aŶd ife-ϰ eŶcode traŶslatioŶ iŶitiatioŶ 
factor ϰF, cap-ďiŶdiŶg ;eIFϰEͿ suďuŶits. To iŶvestigate further, I eǆaŵiŶed the top ϮϬϬ 
eǆpressioŶ QTLs ;eQTLsͿ ideŶtified iŶ the ϰ-pareŶt ‘ILs aŶd located oŶ chroŵosoŵe lll for 
possiďle caŶdidate geŶes. This ideŶtified glrǆ-Ϯϭ, a glutaredoǆiŶ oǆidoreductase predicted to 
fuŶctioŶ iŶ regulatioŶ of the thiol redoǆ state of proteiŶs, aŶd eftu-Ϯ, ǁhich eŶcodes aŶ 
eloŶgatioŶ factor Ϯ ;EF-ϮͿ predicted to ďe reƋuired for the eloŶgatioŶ step of proteiŶ syŶthesis 
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;Figure ϱ.ϭϬͿ. No daf-Ϯ eQTL ǁas detected aŶd Ŷo eǆpressioŶ differeŶces ǁere ideŶtified iŶ aŶy 
other caŶdidate geŶes suggested iŶ Chapter ϱ. No ŵutaŶts of eftu-Ϯ are availaďle, ďut a ŵutaŶt 
allele of glrǆ-Ϯϭ ǁas ideŶtified aŶd so this ǁas also tested ;Figure ϱ.ϵͿ. These assays iŶdicated 
that the eIFϰE ŵutaŶts ife-Ϯ aŶd ife-ϰ aŶd rsks-ϭ had loǁ survival iŶ coŵparisoŶ to NϮ aŶd that 
survival of glrǆ-Ϯϭ did Ŷot differ to NϮ ;Figure ϱ.ϵ; suŵŵarised iŶ Taďle ϱ.ϭͿ.   
 
Taďle ϱ.ϭ Suŵŵary of cold stress assays oŶ various liŶes.  
This taďle represeŶts a suŵŵary of all the results froŵ various liŶes aŶd straiŶs ;‘ILs, ILs, Wild 
isolates aŶd MutaŶtsͿ used for cold stress aŶalysis.  The raŶge of survival ǁas greatly variaďle 
raŶgiŶg froŵ zero to ϭϬϬ% survival.  
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Figure ϱ.ϭϬ Chroŵosoŵe lll glrǆ-Ϯϭ aŶd eftu-Ϯ eǆpressioŶ QuaŶtitative Trait Loci ;eQTLͿ.  
ShoǁŶ are the locatioŶ of the geŶe ;red liŶeͿ aŶd locatioŶ of siŶgle Ŷucleotide polyŵorphisŵs 
associated ǁith eǆpressioŶ differeŶces iŶ the geŶe. IŶ ďoth cases, this aŶalysis iŶdicates local 
;cis-actiŶgͿ regulatory coŶtrol.  
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The Ŷeǆt step ǁas to search WorŵQTLHD ;HuŵaŶ DiseaseͿ dataďase for aŶy further evideŶce 
for eftu-Ϯ. WorŵQTLHD is a dataďase that ƋuaŶtitatively aŶd systeŵatically liŶks eǆpressioŶ 
QuaŶtitative Trait Loci ;eQTLͿ fiŶdiŶgs iŶ C. elegaŶs to geŶe–disease associatioŶs iŶ huŵaŶs is 
availaďle oŶliŶe at http://ǁǁǁ.ǁorŵƋtl-hd.org ;vaŶ der Velde et al., ϮϬϭϰͿ. Search iŶ 
WorŵQTLHD revealed aŶ eQTL iŶ eftu-Ϯ iŶ a Ŷuŵďer of assays of NϮ/CBϰϴϱϲ ‘ILs ;Figure ϱ.ϭϭͿ. 
 
 
Figure ϱ.ϭϭ DetectioŶ of eftu-Ϯ eǆpressioŶ iŶ various studies froŵ WorŵQTLHD.  
The colour-coded liŶes represeŶt eftu-Ϯ eQTL eǆpressioŶ froŵ differeŶt eǆperiŵeŶts. Of 
iiŵportaŶce are oraŶge aŶd red colour represeŶtiŶg differeŶce iŶ geŶe eǆpressioŶ at tǁo 
distiŶct teŵperatures ;Ϯϰ°C aŶd ϭϲ°C respectivelyͿ.  
 
ϲ.ϰ DiscussioŶ 
Here I have shoǁŶ, iŶ ǁild isolates, a ǁide spectruŵ of respoŶses to acute cold stress. The 
aŶalyses of C. elegaŶs froŵ the ϰ-pareŶtal ‘ILs paŶel suďjected to acute cold shock of ϰ°C for 
ϭϰ days display highly varied respoŶse iŶ survival. The aŶalyses uŶcovered four ŵajor cold shock 
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QTLs oŶ chroŵosoŵes l aŶd lll. Further aŶalysis of these data supported tǁo of these QTLs. 
Tǁo coŵpliŵeŶtary paŶels of NϮ/CBϰϴϱϲ Ŷearly isogeŶic liŶes ǁere also tested for cold shock 
survival, agaiŶ uŶcoveriŶg differeŶces iŶ survival related to variatioŶ oŶ chroŵosoŵe lll. These 
aŶalyses iŶdicate that at least oŶe geŶe oŶ chroŵosoŵe III is a ŵajor regulator of survival iŶ 
respoŶse to cold stress iŶ C. elegaŶs. OŶe of the iŶterestiŶg outcoŵes of this aŶalyses is there 
ǁas Ŷo detectioŶ of geŶes previously ideŶtified to play aŶ iŵportaŶt role iŶ respoŶse to cold 
treatŵeŶt such as uĐp-ϰ ;Iser et al., ϮϬϬϱͿ or of fat-ϱ, -ϲ or -ϳ;Savory et al., ϮϬϭϭͿ.  All of these 
geŶes are located oŶ chroŵosoŵe V, hoǁever, the cold shock QTLs ǁere detected oŶ l aŶd lll. 
CoŶsideratioŶ of other caŶdidate geŶes oŶ chroŵosoŵe III preseŶts a liŵited Ŷuŵďer of 
plausiďle geŶes, ǁith the eQTL results suggestiŶg that the variatioŶ iŶ cold stress survival ŵight 
ďe a coŶseƋueŶce of variatioŶ iŶ eftu-Ϯ ;a hoŵologue of huŵaŶ eEFϮͿ.  
GiveŶ the ǁidespread role of traŶslatioŶ-regulatioŶ iŶ the respoŶse to cold stress a Ŷuŵďer of 
liŶes ǁith loss-of-fuŶctioŶ ŵutatioŶs iŶ coŵpoŶeŶts of the traŶslatioŶ ŵachiŶery ǁere 
therefore tested. This iŶdicated that deletioŶ of the SϲK rsks-ϭ, aŶd of the eIFϰE/ife-Ϯ geŶes ife-
Ϯ aŶd ife-ϰ, ǁhich eŶcode ŵ‘NA cap-ďiŶdiŶg proteiŶ suďuŶits, all loǁered survival uŶder cold 
stress ǁheŶ coŵpared to that of loss-of-fuŶctioŶ ŵutaŶts iŶ the oǆidoreductase glrǆ-Ϯϭ aŶd to 
NϮ ;Taďle ϱ.ϭͿ. This iŶdicates that traŶslatioŶ regulatioŶ is critical to cold stress survival iŶ C. 
elegaŶs. 
IŶ C. elegaŶs, haďituatioŶ to cold teŵperature seeŵs to ďe the key to survival as eǆposure to 
loǁ, ďut ŶoŶ-stressful, teŵperatures caŶ iŵprove cold toleraŶce. For eǆaŵple, ǁorŵs 
cultivated at ϭϱ°C caŶ survive at Ϯ°C aŶd ϰ°C, ǁhilst those groǁŶ at ϮϬ°C caŶ survive at ϰ°C 
;Ohta et al., ϮϬϭϰͿ. Also, ǁorŵs cultivated at ϭϱ °C have iŶcreased loŶgevity, ǁhich is at least 
partly regulated ďy the co-chaperoŶe pϮϯ ;Horikaǁa et al., ϮϬϭϱͿ. IŶ this study, deletioŶ of co-
chaperoŶe pϮϯ led to iŶcreased survival at high teŵperatures ǁhether at loǁ teŵperatures the 
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ǁorŵs ǁere short lived. Hoǁever, the survival itself although iŵportaŶt ŵust ďe folloǁed ďy 
process of recovery that occurs for up to several days after the cold shock ;Clark aŶd WorlaŶd, 
ϮϬϬϴ; ‘oďiŶsoŶ aŶd Poǁell, ϮϬϭϲͿ. UŶderstaŶdiŶg of cold stress recovery iŶ C. elegaŶs is still 
very poor. For eǆaŵple, iŶ D. ŵelaŶogaster aŶd S. Đerevisiae ǁhilst there are soŵe geŶes 
directly iŶvolved iŶ cold shock survival, ŵost chaŶges iŶ geŶe eǆpressioŶ occur after the returŶ 
to Ŷorŵal teŵperatures ;ColliŶet et al., ϮϬϭϬ; Al-Fageeh aŶd Sŵales ϮϬϬϲͿ. These studies seeŵ 
to coŶfirŵ that cold stress recovery is geŶetically coŶtrolled.  
IŵportaŶtly, as Ŷeŵatodes are fouŶd oŶ all coŶtiŶeŶts aŶd are greatly diverged iŶ their therŵal 
Ŷiches, it should also ďe possiďle to ideŶtify adaptatioŶs that ǁould alloǁ their cellular 
ŵachiŶery to fuŶctioŶ at ǁidely differeŶt teŵperatures. There is therefore the poteŶtial to 
eǆteŶd the aďove aŶalyses to a ǁider raŶge of polyŵorphisŵs.  UŶderstaŶdiŶg of cooliŶg of 
ŵaŵŵaliaŶ cells is crucially iŵportaŶt for a variety of ŵedical reasoŶs aŶd has poteŶtial 
iŵportaŶce iŶ a Ŷuŵďer of fields. For eǆaŵple, iŶ iŵproviŶg cryopreservatioŶ of cells iŵportaŶt 
for steŵ cell storage or assisted reproductioŶ ;Pegg, ϮϬϬϳͿ, for operatioŶs reƋuiriŶg deep 
hypotherŵic circulatory arrest ;DHCA; CoŶolly et al., ϮϬϭϬͿ, used iŶ traŶsplaŶt ŵediciŶe 
;BereŶdseŶ et al., ϮϬϭϰͿ aŶd iŶdustrial applicatioŶ iŶ recoŵďiŶaŶt proteiŶ productioŶ ;Al-
Fageeh et al., ϮϬϬϲͿ. 
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CHAPTER SIX: Analysis of various dietary restriction regiments  
 
Abstract 
Dietary restriction (DR) is considered a near universal means of lifespan extension in animals. 
In addition to extending lifespan, DR has been shown to prevent age-related diseases such as 
cardiovascular disease, diabetes and dementia. DR therefore appears to act generally in 
keeping organisms relatively healthy until older age. In C. elegans, DR has been extensively 
investigated in a single genetic background (N2) using a wide range of methods. Although this 
work has been important in developing our understanding of the mechanisms by which DR 
extends lifespan, it does not tell us about how these responses may differ in different genetic 
backgrounds. Here, I present an analysis of lifespan under normal and multiple DR conditions 
in selected lines from multi-parent recombinant inbred lines (RILs) derived from wild isolates. 
My analyses show there is extensive variation in the response to DR and that this varies by 
method of DR and by day of administration .   
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6.1 Introduction 
 
Reduction of food intake, whilst avoiding malnutrition, can ameliorate ageing and ageing-
associated diseases in invertebrate model organisms as well as rodents, monkeys and humans 
(Fontana and Partridge, 2015). There seems to be overwhelming evidence that the life 
extension results from slowing of the ageing process due to dietary restriction (DR, Fontana et 
al., 2010). Animals subjected to DR live longer, appear to be more youthful and are protected 
from the common diseases of ageing (Weindruch and Walfrord, 1988). Yet, the mechanisms 
underlying dietary restriction are still not fully understood and an important question, of how 
the system works, remains. It is also clear that DR can act in a genotype-specific manner and 
that it does not always extend lifespan (see Chapters 2 and 3 for C. elegans data supporting 
this and Chapter 1 for a review of other literature). The fact that many of the longevity-
extending mutations appear to lower the activity of nutrient-signalling pathways suggests, that 
they promote a specific physiological state that is similar with the fast and feast of natural 
cycles that animals can experience in nature.  
A variety of DR regimens have been described in a species ranging from yeast to humans 
(Stastna et al., 2015; Schleit et al., 2013; Mair et al., 2005; Rusli et al., 2015; Mattison et al., 
2012; Colman et al., 2009; Cava and Fontana 2013; for review see Fontana et al., 2010). 
Multiple methods of DR have been used in C. elegans which allow for some comparison 
between the various regimens (Table 6.1). These analyses have identified a number of 
evolutionary conserved pathways including; mechanistic target of Rapamycin (mTOR), AMP-
activated protein kinase (AMPK), Sirtuins, and insulin/insulin-like growth factor (IGF-1) 
signalling (Olshansky et al., 2016). Interestingly, work on DR has shown, both within C. elegans  
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Table 6.1 Different methods of DR in C. elegans. References: (a) Hansen et al. (2006); (b) Houthoofd et al.  (2003); (c) Bishop and Guarente, 
(2007); (d) Greer et al. (2007); (e) Smith et al. (2008); (f) Hosono et al. (1989); (g) Lee at al. (2006); (h) Honjoh et al. (2009). 
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and more generally, that various DR methods operate via independent and/or partially 
overlapping pathways (Greer and Brunet, 2009). 
A good example of this is shown by comparing the effects of different DR mechanisms on C. 
elegans. Here, one commonly used method of DR is the use of mutant worms that are unable 
to feed effectively (e.g. eat-2 loss-of-function mutants). These eat mutants have reduced 
pharyngeal pumping that reduces food intake, leading to worms that generally present a 
starved appearance (Avery 1993, Hansen et al., 2007), and that show a lifespan extension that 
depends on the severity of mutation (Lakowski and Heikimi, 1998). The lifespan extension seen 
in eat mutants however appears to be independent of DAF-16 function and possibly distinct 
from insulin/IGF-1 signaling (Walker et al., 2005). To further illustrate the complexity of the 
control of the response to DR, it appears that strong-effect eat mutants are regulated by mTOR 
(Hansen et al., 2007), whilst weak-effect eat mutants may be regulated by the sirtuins (Rogina 
and Helfand, 2004).  
More generally in C. elegans, DR is often achieved by reducing food availability, with this 
achieved via a range of routes and severities: from mild DR, such as peptone withdrawal 
(Hosono et al., 1989; Stastna et al., 2015), to severe regimens such as total starvation (Lee et 
al., 2006; Greer et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2008;). Reducing or total withdrawal of peptone on 
the plates results in limited bacterial growth. This method is fairly mild form of DR (Chapter 
2/Stastna et al., 2015, Table 6.1). Reducing live bacteria on the plates can be also achieved by 
serial dilution and resuspension of bacteria in S-medium to inhibit bacterial growth, this 
method seems to operate via the AMPK pathway (Greer et al., 2007).  Feeding worms with UV-
killed bacteria is another widely used method with results suggesting that the lifespan 
extension is partially calorie-independent (Smith et al., 2008). Total food withdrawal, also 
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called bacterial deprivation, is another recently used method of DR (Kaeberlein et al., 2006; 
Lee et al., 2006). This method seems to increase average lifespan up to 50% (Kaeberlein et al., 
2006), which is a clear demonstration that long-term starvation can result in lifespan extension 
in C. elegans. Bacterial deprivation, although related to daf-2 and daf-16 signaling, extends 
lifespan independently of insulin signaling (Kaeberlein et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2006). 
Intermittent fasting is very effective method in many divergent species and has been, until 
recently, notably absent from C. elegans studies. This regimen of an alternate-day fasting or 
every Ϯ days fasting has been shown to increase lifespan significantly as well as increasing 
resistance to heat and oxidative stress (Honjoh et al., 2009; Table 6.1). Molecular mechanisms 
of this regimen are still largely unknown, however RHEB-1 seems to have a dual role in lifespan 
regulation (Honjoh et al., 2009). 
Another method of DR is reducing food availability in liquid-based conditions. There are several 
approaches such as using bacterial dilution in S-basal medium or axenic culture (Klass, 1977; 
Houthoofd et al., 2003; Bishop and Guarente, 2007). These methods are not commonly used 
for ageing studies, possibly due to the fact that a few early studies reported delayed 
development and slow growth in such conditions (Johnson et al., 1984; Vanfleteren and 
Braeckman, 1999) or because observing lifespan of worms in the liquid culture is more difficult 
than on the petri plate.    
All of the above methods, useful as they are, have used the canonical strain N2 and/or its 
derived ŵutaŶts. OŶe of the ŵaiŶ characteristics of NϮ is its ͚placid͛ Ŷature. By this, I ŵeaŶ that 
N2 does not aggregate on food (Weber et al., 2010; Sterken et al., 2015), making it easy to 
manipulate aŶd pick the iŶdividual ǁorŵs. IŶ additioŶ, this ͚ǁild type͛ does Ŷot try to escape 
from the petri plates unlike the freshly-collected w
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contrast, wild-derived isolates are difficult to culture in the laboratory (presenting a possible 
reason as to why they have been mostly ignored in DR studies) due to aggregation behavior, 
increased burrowing and increased escaping from the petri plates, all traits that are increased 
under conditions of DR.  
For these reasons, methods of exploring various types of DR in the 4-parent RILs derived from 
C. elegans wild isolates were rather limited. In this Chapter I explore various DR regimens 
available for C. elegans. I explore the use of total starvation in liquid culture initiated at day 1 
of adulthood. Additionally, I use total peptone withdrawal as described previously in Chapter 
2/Stastna et al. (2015) as a treatment, as well as way to administer more severe levels of 
bacterial dilutions. To uncover to what extend does DR treatment prolongs lifespan depending 
on initiation date, I will test these regimes at day 1 and day 4 of adulthood.  
 
6.2 Methods 
6.2.1 Worms 
To test the various DR regimens, I selected thirteen lines based on previous lifespan and DR 
results (as described in Chapter 4). These lines were the six lines showing the largest positive 
response to DR, ZY62 (+6.96 days), ZY33 (+6.93 days), YZ69 (+6.9 days), YZ39 (+6.68 days), Z1 
(+6.1 days) and ZY44 (+6.07 days) and the six lines showing the greatest reduction in lifespan 
in response to DR, Y21 (-6.3 days), YZ18 (-5.63 days), ZY76 (-5.4 days), Z11 (-5.0 days), ZY17 (-
4.07 days) and YZ67 (-4.0 days), and the very long-lived Y16 (average normal lifespan 26.27, 
lifespan under DR 27.29 days). N2 was also included as a control. I have used all above lines for 
experiment one, total starvation. For experiment two I selected five lines Y21, YZ67, Z1, Z11 
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and ZY76 and N2 to use in multi-method DR experiments. All lines were maintained at 20°C on 
standard nematode growth medium (NGM) with Escherichia coli OP50 as a food source 
(Stiernagle, 2006).  
6.2.2 Total Starvation Assay  
Synchronized populations of C. elegans were cultured at 20°C in nematode growth medium as 
described previously (Stiernagle, 2006). On the first day of adulthood, animals were washed 
three times with sterile water, then washed three times with M9 buffer, and then centrifuged 
at 2500mp for two minutes. After the last spin, the worm pellet was re-suspended in S-
Complete and with ampicillin at a concentration of 10 µl/ml final concentration. Worms were 
then transferred into 96 well plates and 10 µl of 0.6 mM FUdR was added in each individual 
well. An average of 20 animals were used per well with a final volume of 50ul.  Worms were 
scored daily for well activity read-out using WMicrotracker-OŶe™ ;Phyluŵ Tech, SuŶchales, 
Argentina) with 8 wells per line and at least three replicates. Motility assessments were 
conducted in an incubator at 20 °C. 
ϲ.Ϯ.ϯ D‘ assays oŶ plates  
Worŵs ǁere groǁŶ eŶ ŵasse to adulthood aŶd eggs ǁere collected froŵ sodiuŵ hypochlorite 
treated gravid adults ;StierŶagle, ϮϬϬϲͿ. These eggs ǁere theŶ ŵaiŶtaiŶed for Ϯϰ hours ǁithout 
food at ϮϬ°C. After this, the syŶchroŶized Lϭs ǁere fed the OPϱϬ E. Đoli aŶd left to develop to 
Lϰ/early-adulthood. At this poiŶt, ǁorŵs ǁhose treatŵeŶt ǁas iŶitiated at day oŶe of 
adulthood ǁere traŶsferred to fresh ϯϱŵŵ plates ;Ŷ = ϭϬϬ per treatŵeŶt per geŶotype, ǁith 
ϭϬ ǁorŵs per plate for all three D‘ treatŵeŶts ;dauer plates, ďacterial dilutioŶ aŶd starvatioŶͿ. 
CoŶtrol, ad liďituŵ food, ǁorŵs ǁere ŵaiŶtaiŶed oŶ staŶdard NGM plates. Worŵs for D‘ 
iŶitiatioŶ at day ϰ ǁere cultured oŶ NGM plates ǁith OPϱϬ E. Đoli uŶtil day ϰ of adulthood as 
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descriďed iŶ Greer et al. ;ϮϬϬϳͿ aŶd theŶ traŶsferred to fresh ϯϱŵŵ plates ;Ŷ = ϭϬϬ per 
treatŵeŶt per geŶotype, ǁith ϭϬ ǁorŵs per plate for all D‘ treatŵeŶtsͿ. All ǁorŵs ǁere ŵoved 
every other day to fresh plates for the rest of their lives to eliŵiŶate coŶfouŶdiŶg progeŶy aŶd, 
for the various D‘ treatŵeŶts, to ŵaiŶtaiŶ food availaďility. Worŵs ǁere scored daily as dead 
if they did Ŷot respoŶd to a geŶtle touch ǁith a platiŶuŵ pick, ǁorŵs that craǁled of the plates 
or died of ďaggiŶg pheŶotype ǁere ceŶsored out of the eǆperiŵeŶt. No FUd‘ ǁas used iŶ these 
eǆperiŵeŶts. All D‘ treatŵeŶts oŶ petri plates ǁere started froŵ the saŵe ďatch of ǁorŵs aŶd 
ǁere coŶducted at the saŵe tiŵe. 
Mild D‘ treatŵeŶt ;dauer platesͿ ǁas achieved ďy total peptoŶe ǁithdraǁal froŵ staŶdard 
NGM plates ;HosoŶo et al., ϭϵϴϵ; StastŶa et al., ϮϬϭϱͿ, a coŶditioŶ that stops ďacterial groǁth 
oŶ the plates, yet does Ŷot kill the ďacteria. Plates ǁere prepared as a staŶdard NGM oŶly 
ǁithout additioŶ of peptoŶe. Tǁo day old plates ǁere thaŶ seeded ǁith OPϱϬ E. Đoli aŶd left 
for a further tǁo days at rooŵ teŵperature. This step is Ŷecessary iŶ order to eǆclude aŶy plates 
ǁhere OPϱϬ E. Đoli ǁas actively groǁiŶg froŵ the eǆperiŵeŶt.  For ŵore severe D‘ treatŵeŶts, 
tǁo differeŶt ďacterial dilutioŶs, ϱǆϭϬϵ aŶd ϱǆϭϬϴ ďacteria/ŵl, ǁere prepared oŶ total peptoŶe 
ǁithdraǁal NGM plates as descriďed aďove, ǁith Ϯ-days old plates iŶoculated ǁith the ďacteria 
aŶd plates iŶcuďated for Ϯ days at rooŵ teŵperature. Bacterial dilutioŶs ǁere prepared froŵ 
cultures iŶcuďated at ϯϳ ϬC for ϭϰ hours at ϮϱϬrpŵ, ǁith ďacteria ceŶtrifuged to pellets, the 
superŶataŶt discarded aŶd the pellet re-suspeŶded iŶ S-ŵediuŵ. This ǁas repeated three 
tiŵes ďefore serial dilutioŶs ǁere perforŵed to achieve the reƋuisite cell deŶsity. 
  ϲ.Ϯ.ϰ Data aŶalysis.  
Statistical analysis was carried out by Kaplan-Meier survival plot with Log-Rank test. All of these 
analyses were done in Minitab® Statistical Software (Mintab Ltd., Coventry). LifespaŶ iŶ the 
‘ILs ǁas aŶalyzed usiŶg Survival curves iŶ ‘ Project for Statistical CoŵputiŶg ;versioŶ ϯ.ϭ.ϯ, ‘ 
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FouŶdatioŶ for Statistical CoŵputiŶg, VieŶŶa, Austria, ;U‘L http://ǁǁǁ.‘-project.org/Ϳ. 
Survival of the ǁorŵs iŶ the starvatioŶ assay iŶ liƋuid culture ǁas aŶalyzed usiŶg read-outs 
froŵ the WMicrotracker-OŶe™ ;PhyluŵTechͿ, ǁhich records ŵoveŵeŶt as photo-ďeaŵ 
iŶterruptioŶs ;ďiŶsͿ ǁithiŶ ǁells of ϵϲ-ǁell plates. These data ǁere thaŶ coŵpiled aŶd aŶalysed 
ǁith oŶe-ǁay ANOVA, the survival ǁas calculated as ϱϬ% survival rate.  
 
6.3 Results 
  6.3.1 Total starvation in liquid culture 
DR in C. elegans can be applied by many different methods. Here, in the first experiment, I 
tested response of selected 4-parent RILs to total starvation in liquid culture. Response was 
assessed as the time to a 50% reduction in motility as assessed by the WMicrotracker-OŶe™. 
This indicated that, on average, a higher activity of worms in the wells was associated with a 
longer lifespan in previous assays (Table 6.2, Figure 6.1).  
When activity rate under total starvation was compared to average lifespan (extracted from 
Chapter 4), all of the lines except YZ18 appeared to have higher survival under total starvation. 
To allow for this comparison, I tested whether the mean lifespan correlates with 50% survival 
(see Appendix F, Figure F1 and Table F2). I measured the lifespan to first 50% death in N2, the 
resulting number was then compared with the measurements for mean lifespan. The results 
suggest that this comparison is indeed possible with ±1-day error.  
It appears that the lines in which previous DR treatment extended lifespan had significantly 
higher activity under the total starvation regime (22.45% - 121.6%) when compared to lines in 
which DR treatment shorten lifespan (-2.23% - 38.03%; Table 6.2). N2 displayed 35% increase  
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Line  Activity 50%  activity   Lifespan  % difference LS under DR 
YZ39 34.82 16.8 13.72 22.45 extended 
YZ18 34.56 18.4 18.63 -2.23 shortened 
YZ69 34.38 19.8 12.72 55.66 extended 
YZ67 42.68 24.5 21 16.37 shortened 
ZY44 37.92 25.3 14.57 73.64 extended 
N2 48.95 27 20 35 Control 
ZY76 46.87 27.6 20 38 shortened 
ZY17 35.75 27.8 22.36 24.33 shortened 
Z11 46.55 28 20.625 35.76 shortened 
Z1 47.23 28.1 14.5 93.79 extended 
Y16 41.04 28.5 26.27 8.49 extended 
Y21 39.3 29.4 21.3 38.03 shortened 
ZY33 48.97 30 13.538 121.6 extended 
ZY62 50.21 30.3 15.12 100.4 extended 
 
Table 6.2 Results of total starvation. Recorded was mean average activity in the well; time, in 
days, to 50% activity; Lifespan is the mean lifespan in days for ad libitum fed worms from 
Chapter 4; LS under DR represents the effect of DR on the line, again taken from Chapter 4 and 
indicates whether DR extended or shortened lifespan. 
survival rate, however, the extremely long-lived line Y16 displayed only 8.49% increase. This 
outcome is suggestive of an earlier idea that if an individual is extremely long-lived, DR alone 
cannot further prolong the mean lifespan. The reason for thinking like this is, there is a 
possibility that the lifespan extending biochemical pathways modulated by DR are already 
maximally modulated in strains that are naturally long-lived (Liao et al., 2010).  
Based on results from total starvation experiment, lines Y21, YZ67, Z11 and ZY76 that were 
originally shorter lived under mild DR treatment of peptone withdrawal on NGM plates were 
selected for second set of experiments on severity of DR treatments. Also included was line Z1 
as an example of lifespan extension under DR treatment and to allow for comparison between 
treatments and N2 for control.  
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Figure 6.1 Average activity of worms in the 96 well plate.  
Each line represents average activity for individual RIL plus N2.  1 represents average activity on day 2 of the experiment under 
conditions of total starvation. 
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  6.3.2. Various DR treatments 
Analysis of the response of selected 4-parent RILs to various severities of DR applied at day 1 
or day four of adulthood revealed that, overall, all treatments extended mean lifespan (3.5 - 
82.3% Table 6.3). In general, the increase of lifespan was greater when initiated at day one of 
adulthood (37.5 – 82.3 %) when compared to day four initiation (3.47 – 50.3 %).  
 Lifespan (days) day 1 initiation   Lifespan (days) day 4 initiation 
Line NGM 
Peptone 
withdr. Bac. Dil. Starv. 
Peptone 
withdr. Bac. Dil. Starv. 
Y21 18.0±4.6 28.9±4.2 29.3±6.5 29.3±5.7 24.1±6.4 22.9±5.5 27.0±10.7 
% LS  
increase CONTROL 61.02* 64.25* 64.25* 33.24* 27.62* 50.33* 
YZ67 18.9±3.5 27.5±4.9 28.9±5.9 33.5±5.5 25.1±6.1 23.1±4.1 23.3±5.6 
% LS  
increase CONTROL 49.32* 57.26* 82.33* 36.54* 25.39* 26.59* 
Z1 19.9±6.0 28.1±4.8 29.4±5.8 27.3±6.5 24.4±6.3 23.4±6.8 27.1±7.6 
% LS  
increase CONTROL 41.25* 47.79* 37.53* 22.94* 17.61* 36.32* 
Z11 18.5±3.0 27.0±7.1 31.9±8.9 30.3±10.2 19.1±6.4 26.5±6.4 20.2±7.4 
% LS  
increase CONTROL 46.34* 72.68* 64.07* 3.47 43.47* 9.49 
ZY76 19.9±4.4 27.6±5.7 31.9±4.4 29.7±7.5 23.5±4.2 24.5±4.3 23.8±5.6 
% LS  
increase CONTROL 38.15* 59.85* 49.02* 17.84* 23.01* 19.45* 
N2 16.8±3.8 24.1±2.8 27.2±3.1 24.5±4.3 21.0±3.8 22.2±3.7 20.4±3.5 
% LS  
increase CONTROL 43.25* 61.93* 45.57* 24.93* 32.3* 21.18* 
 
 
Table 6.3 Lifespan and the effect of various severity of bacterial dilution. Displayed is mean 
lifespan ± St Dev and percentage of lifespan increase under various DR treatments. * denotes 
cases where the treatment compared to control (feeding ad libitum) was significantly different.  
I have previously reported life-shortening effect of DR treatment in about third of 4-parent RIL 
panel. Several of these lines were selected and re-tested for varied severity of DR. Line Y21 was 
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originally shorter-lived under mild DR (-29.6%; peptone withdrawal; Chapter 4). I have not 
observed shortening of lifespan in this line under any of the DR conditions (Table 6.3, Figure 
6.2). Here, significant life extension was recorded for, peptone withdrawal (61% increase, Log-
Rank p-value <0.001), bacterial dilution (64% increase, p-value <0.001) and starvation (64% 
increase, p-value <0.001) treatments initiated at day one of the adulthood. Initiation of DR at 
day 4 of adulthood also resulted in extending of lifespan for peptone withdrawal (33% increase, 
p-value <0.001), bacterial dilution (28% increase, p-value <0.001) and starvation treatment 
(50% increase, p-value 0.006). 50% survival was calculated from survival plot to allow 
comparison with total starvation assay.  
 
Figure 6.2 Various DR treatments for Line Y21. Normal lifespan (NGM), peptone withdrawal 
(dauer), bacterial dilution 5x109 (bac) and bacterial dilution 5x108 (starv) on day 1 and day 4 of 
adulthood.  
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Line YZ67 was originally shorter-lived under mild DR (-19.1%; peptone withdrawal; Chapter 4). 
Again, I have not observed shortening of lifespan in line 91 under any of the DR conditions 
(Table 6.3, Figure 6.3). Here, significant life extension was recorded for peptone withdrawal 
(49%, Log-Rank p-value <0.001), bacterial dilution (57%, p-value <0.001) and starvation (82%, 
p-value <0.005, SD 6.05) treatments initiated at day one of the adulthood. Initiation of DR at 
day 4 of adulthood also resulted in extending of lifespan for dauer (37%, p-value <0.001), 
bacterial dilution (25%, p-value <0.001) and starvation (27%, p-value <0.001) treatments.  
 
Figure 6.3 Various DR treatments for Line YZ67. Normal lifespan (NGM), peptone withdrawal 
(dauer), bacterial dilution 5x109 (bac) and bacterial dilution 5x108 (starv) on day 1 and day 4 of 
adulthood.  
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Line Z1 was one of the lines where DR significantly increased lifespan in the initial experiment 
(by 6.1 days; +42.1%; peptone withdrawal; Chapter 4). A similar outcome was observed in this 
study (Table 6.3, Figure 6.4) for peptone withdrawal treatment (41% increase, Log-Rank p-
value <0.001), whilst bacterial dilution further increased lifespan (48%, p-value <0.001) 
followed by starvation treatment initiated at day one of the adulthood increased lifespan by 
(38%, p-value <0.001). Initiation of DR at day 4 of adulthood also resulted in extending of 
lifespan for dauer (23%, p-value <0.001), bacterial dilution (18%, p-value 0.018) and starvation 
(36%, p-value <0.001) treatments.  
 
Figure 6.4 Various DR treatments for Line Z1. Normal lifespan (NGM), peptone withdrawal 
(dauer), bacterial dilution 5x109 (bac) and bacterial dilution 5x108 (starv) on day 1 and day 4 of 
adulthood. 
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Line Z11 was originally shorter-lived under mild DR (-24.2%; peptone withdrawal; Chapter 4). 
This is another line where I have not observed shortening of lifespan under any of the DR 
conditions (Table 6.3, Figure 6.5). Here, significant life extension was recorded for peptone 
withdrawal (46%, Log-Rank p-value <0.001), bacterial dilution (73%, p-value <0.001) and 
starvation (64%, p-value <0.001) treatments initiated at day one of the adulthood. Initiation of 
DR at day 4 of adulthood also resulted in extending of lifespan for dauer (3%, p-value 0.130), 
bacterial dilution (43%, p-value <0.001) and starvation (9%, p-value 0.109) treatments. It is very 
interesting that treatments initiated at day four had, except for the bacterial dilution, the 
smallest lifespan increase of all treatments.  This indicates that this line responds positively to 
DR only under very specific conditions.  
 
Figure 6.5 Various DR treatments for Line Z11. Normal lifespan (NGM), peptone withdrawal 
(dauer), bacterial dilution 5x109 (bac) and bacterial dilution 5x108 (starv) on day 1 and day 4 of 
adulthood. 
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Line ZY76 was also one of the originally shorter-lived under mild DR (-27%; peptone 
withdrawal; Chapter 4). As with the other lines, I have not observed shortening of lifespan 
under any of the DR conditions (Table 6.3, Figure 6.6). Lifespan extension for peptone 
withdrawal yielded increase of lifespan by (38%, Log-Rank p-value 0.001), bacterial dilution 
(60%, p-value <0.001) and starvation (49%, p-value <0.001) treatments initiated at day one of 
the adulthood.  Initiation of DR at day 4 of adulthood also resulted in mild lifespan extension 
for dauer (18%, p-value 0.013), bacterial dilution (23%, p-value <0.001) and starvation (19%, 
p-value 0.003) treatments. The outcomes are similar to that of line Z11, where the bacterial 
dilution treatments initiated at both days had the largest life-extending effect.  
 
Figure 6.6 Various DR treatments for Line ZY76. Normal lifespan (NGM), peptone withdrawal 
(dauer), bacterial dilution 5x109 (bac) and bacterial dilution 5x108 (starv) on day 1 and day 4 of 
adulthood. 
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N2 was used as a control and to allow for comparison with other DR studies. Lifespan extension 
was recorded for peptone withdrawal (43%, Log-Rank p-value <0.001), bacterial dilution (62%, 
p-value <0.001) and starvation (46%, p-value <0.001) treatments initiated at day one of the 
adulthood (Table 6.3, Figure 6.7). Initiation of DR at day 4 of adulthood also resulted in more 
moderate lifespan extension for dauer (25%, p-value <0.001), bacterial dilution (32%, p-value 
<0.001) and starvation (21%, p-value <0.001) treatments. Various DR treatments have 
increased mean lifespan significantly in all different regimens. 
 
Figure 6.7 Various DR treatments for N2. Normal lifespan (NGM), peptone withdrawal (dauer), 
bacterial dilution 5x109 (bac) and bacterial dilution 5x108 (starv) on day 1 and day 4 of 
adulthood. 
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Overall, DR treated worms appeared morphologically normal under a microscope and have not 
showed any obvious signs of lethargy. The cases of worms escaping form the petri dish 
increased with the severity of the treatments. Also increased were the incidences of maternal 
hatching where, in general, increased maternal hatching was more likely to occur when DR 
treatment started on day 4 of adulthood.  
 
6.4. Discussion 
In C. elegans, the longevity response to DR is actively regulated through independent and 
overlapping pathways (Greer and Brunet, 2009). Previous studies have investigated the effect 
of multiple methods of DR from mild forms to total starvation (Hosono et al., 1989; Lee et al., 
2006; Greer et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2008; Stastna et al., 2015). These studies have reported 
moderate to extreme lifespan extension in C. elegans (13 – 128% increase, Table 6.1). Here, I 
have performed a side-by-side comparison of various levels and types of DR in C. elegans. My 
results uncover the importance of early implementation of DR regime in nematode worms. In 
this study, it is also apparent that the lifespan-shortening effects of DR as seen previously in 
Chapters 2 and 4 were not observed – overall, DR extended lifespan in all lines. This brings an 
important question, whether the DR shortening of lifespan observed in Chapter 4 on almost 
third of the RILs is an artefact of small number of worms used in the original experiment. 
Arguing against this is the fact that the shortening of lifespan by DR was observed in other 
experiments on various wild isolates and introgression lines of N2/CB4856, which have larger 
sample sizes. For this reason, it is likely that the effects observed in this study are genotype 
specific and will need to be explored in greater detail in the future.     
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The method of bacterial dilution was adapted from Greer et al. (2007) with exception of using 
peptone-free NGM plates as a way of stopping bacterial growth. The initiation of DR at day one 
and four of adulthood was chosen in order to compare this method to its original paper as well 
as other DR studies. In general, DR restricted N2 worms from day four of adulthood have similar 
lifespan extension (5 days) under 5x108 (starvation treatment) bacteria/m as in Greer et al. 
(2007). When DR in N2 was initiated form day one the lifespan extension almost doubled.  
In the rest of the lines where DR was initiated from day one of adulthood significant lifespan 
extension was recorded for peptone withdrawal and bacterial dilution treatments. However, 
the starvation treatment in most cases except for line YZ67 did not further extended lifespan 
in most RILs. The response of line YZ67 to starvation treatment was a further increase in 
lifespan of 82%. This could be an indication that the genetic makeup does play an important 
part in response to DR.   
When DR was initiated at day 4 of adulthood the increase in lifespan was, although still 
significant in most cases, much lower than the early adulthood initiation. One line showed no 
significant increase on peptone withdrawal and starvation regimes.  These outcomes are not 
in an agreement with recent Smith et al. (2008) study. Here they reported significant life-
extension when DR is initiated late in life, even when more than 50% of the population of 
worms died prior to the initiation of DR. It is clear that the RILs react differently to various 
environmental challenges.  
In the second experiment, total food deprivation regime was used on selected RILs. Here, and 
consistent with previous results from Lee et al. (2006) and Kaeberlein et al. (2006), long-term 
food deprivation leads to increased survival in C. elegans. This is in contrast with the more 
conventional view from other DR studies where too harsh DR treatment fails to prolong 
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lifespan and/or shorten the lifespan altogether in other organisms such as rats or mice 
(Barrows and Roeder, 1965). This is likely to be a consequence of the lack of somatic cell 
division in C. elegans, i.e. this feature of their development may greatly lower the energy 
requirement for somatic maintenance. In general, lines that exhibited extended lifespan under 
earlier DR treatments were more likely to live longer under total starvation.    
Further research into various dietary regimens can offer new insights into the ageing processes 
and the underlining biological mechanisms. With the hope that better understanding of these 
mechanisms can also provide the means to prevent or delay the age-related diseases in ever 
ageing and expanding population.  
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CHAPTER SEVEN: General discussion and future directions 
 
 7.1 General Discussion 
The increase of human longevity during the last one hundred years is one of the biggest 
achievements of modern medicine and technology. Postponed senescence now needs to be 
coupled with decrease in age-related diseases such cardiovascular diseases, dementia and 
other chronic diseases in order to avoid huge economic and social costs in near future. An 
improved understanding of biology of ageing can assist in this by introducing novel solutions 
for dealing with the growing older population. One of the approaches to the study of ageing, 
and a potential intervention that might allow lifespan extension in humans whilst also 
improving health, is the use of DR. For almost a century DR approach appears to be the most 
robust and reliable method of postponing senescence and delaying age-related diseases (Mair 
and Dillin, 2008; Gredilla and Barja, 2005). There are, however, many unanswered questions 
about the mechanisms and efficiency of DR. Research on the mechanisms of ageing in model 
organisms has made a crucial contribution to the study of ageing and to our developing 
understanding of DR – but again there remains more that can be done.  
In this thesis, I have used the model nematode C. elegans, with its short lifespan, high fecundity 
and wide array of genetic and genomic resources, to investigate variation in lifespan, in traits 
related to lifespan and in the response to DR. My specific aims were to further characterise a 
new panel of 4-parent RILs. C. elegans has been extensively used in unravelling the intricate 
details of the ageing phenotype. For example, it was experiments in this model system that 
uncovered the importance of nutrient signalling pathways in ageing (Kenyon et al., 1993). The 
current approach in most studies using C. elegans is however to use a single genetic 
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background, and although this is informative about the molecular bases of ageing, this 
approach does not tell us about natural populations or allow any understanding of the effects 
of variation between worm isolates on the complex traits we are interested in. My approach 
has therefore been to identify natural variation and, where possible, to avoid situations where 
the extensive lab adaptation seen in N2 may confound results.  
My analysis of lifespan QTLs detected in N2/CB4856 ILs (Doroszuk et al., 2009) replicated most 
of the previously identified QTLs, but suggests that three of these QTLs are potentially the 
result of incompatibilities between the N2 and CB4856 genomes. This is the case because these 
three QTLs are associated with greatly increased rates of maternal hatching – a synthetic egg-
laying defective phenotype that is not seen in CB4856 and N2 nor in other wild isolates (Snoek 
et al., 2014). QTL mapping of maternal hatching in N2/CB4856 recombinant inbred lines (RILs) 
recovers one of the most extreme of the maternal hatching QTLs, again supporting the idea 
that phenotypes associated with this region represent negative epistatic interactions between 
alleles froŵ the differeŶt pareŶts rather thaŶ alleles that affect the trait ǁithiŶ their ͚Ŷorŵal͛ 
genetic background.  
Maternal hatching in C. elegans is also associated with ageing, with the rate increasing with 
age over the reproductive period. This work also uncovers variation between ILs and also 
between wild isolates in the effect of DR on lifespan (Chapter 2/Stastna et al., 2015) and, in 
many strains, an increased rate of maternal hatching in response to DR. This alteration in the 
rate of maternal hatching in response to DR may represent the effects of stress or damage – 
which in some of the ILs may be aggravating the effects of the incompatibility – or may be an 
adaptive parental response to starvation (Chen and Caswell-Chen, 2004; Chen and Caswell-
Chen, 2003).  
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In combination, these analyses of N2/CB4856 ILs and RILs and the associated work on a small 
group of wild isolates are important because they highlight the importance of considering 
synthetic interactions between genetic backgrounds when undertaking QTL mapping. This 
research is also important as it is the first to show that DR in C. elegans does not always prolong 
lifespan i.e. that the effect on lifespan depends on the genetic background. 
The finding that DR in C. elegans affects lifespan in a genotype-specific manner, and that in 
some genotypes DR reduces lifespan, led me to consider the effects of DR more broadly. 
Consideration of the DR literature revealing that there are many studies from a wide range of 
taxonomic groups where various DR treatments had no effect or a lifespan shortening effect 
(as reviewed in Chapter 3). This questions the dogma of DR as a universal means of lifespan 
extension. Either DR is not in fact a universal way of doing this or there must be specific 
methodological reasons why these studies failed to show positive effects of DR. Review of 
these studies did identify cases where the, some of these outcomes are likely to be due to 
harsh DR regimens, small sample sizes or even unsuitable diets. However, this still does not 
explain the scale of research where various treatments failed to prolong lifespans in a wide 
range of taxa. This at least partially supports the idea that varied responses to DR treatments 
are due to biological differences and that DR can be deleterious for some genotypes. However, 
DR analyses carried out later in this study do argue against this. 
Given that nearly all research in C. elegans biology has been done on N2 or it derived mutants 
and work on the previously isolated QTLs highlights the issue of incompatibilities between 
CB4856 and N2 (Chapter 2), there is clearly a need for research that can explore the full 
potential of the natural genetic variation in wild-derived populations. To allow for this, a novel 
4-parent panel of 200 sequenced and genotyped RILs was analysed (Chapters 4-7). This panel 
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was derived from freshly isolated wild strains of C. elegans from two geologically separate 
locations in France. This means that the panel will not contain any of the alleles underlying the 
extensive lab adaptation seen in N2 (Sterken et al., 2015) and hence variation is likely to be 
ecologically relevant. Many previous studies have investigated C. elegans response to various 
environmental factors in a limited number of genetic backgrounds (Harvey and Viney, 2007; 
Vinuela et al. 2011; Sinha et al. 2012; Gidalevitz et al. 2013). In Chapter 4, I analysed the novel 
multi-parent RILs for response to lifespan under normal conditions and under mild DR 
conditions and for survival in response to heat shock, cold shock and oxidative stress. The 
response from the panel was highly variable in all treatments indicating that the four recent 
wild isolates used to construct the RILs contain multiple alleles affecting these traits. 
Interestingly, and contrary to expectations, only the two lifespan traits showed any correlation 
between the RILs. Given that stress and lifespan are closely related and a successful strategy 
for isolating mutations affecting lifespan in C. elegans has been to screen for increased stress 
resistance (see Johnson et al., 2002 for review), detecting no correlation between stress 
resistance traits and lifespan was an interesting outcome. This may imply that the types of 
mutations that can be produced in the lab, and that affect both lifespan and stress resistance, 
are qualitatively different from the sorts of mutations that are maintained in the wild.  
As in the analysis of the N2/CB4856 ILs and the wild isolates (Chapter 2), a mild DR treatment 
seemed to have life-shortening effect on some of the RILs. One possible explanation for this 
observation is that the wild populations within the natural environment are often exposed to 
longer periods of less extreme environmental changes and therefore possess the ability to 
withstand such conditions and the response to the various stressors differs among the 
phenotypes (Li et al., 2006). Also a possible reason why this has not been observed before may 
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be the fact that prolonged laboratory conditions can lead to trade-offs between lifespan and 
some stress resistance (Reznick and Ghalambor, 2005). 
To uncover the genetic factors lie behind the extensive variation observed in the RILs, a 
quantitative genetic approach was taken (Chapter 5). This resulted in 20 potential QTLs for the 
various traits. Some of the QTLs that appeared to co-locate, especially in a large region of 
chromosome lll. This may suggest that, despite the lack of correlations between traits, there 
may be some pleiotropic variants in this region.  Comparison of these results to previous 
studies indicates that although some of the QTL regions found in this study have been 
previously detected, others have not. For example, no QTL on chromosome V was detected, 
despite previous reports by other studies of variation in lifespan and stress resistance mapping 
to the region (Ebert et al., 1993; Ayyadevara et al., 2001; Ayyadevara et al., 2003; Doroszuk et 
al., 2009). This is an interesting outcome and highlights the value of using different genetic 
backgrounds and of using RILs not constructed using the canonical strain N2.  
Comparing the genes underlying the QTLs identified here to the known genes that to regulate 
lifespan in C. elegans, particularly those from the various nutrient-sensing pathways, indicates 
that many QTLs do contain such genes. This does not mean that these genes are responsible 
for the effects seen here, only that they could. Importantly though, this comparison identifies 
several of my QTLs that do not contain any of these key aging-related genes and therefore 
cannot be explained by explained by these known regulators. This indicates that the approach 
of consideration variation in genetic backgrounds other than N2 is sound in that it has allowed 
detection of effects that are a consequence of novel regulators of ageing. The identification of 
the underlying polymorphisms for these QTLs is therefore a priority for future work. Given that 
one of my QTLs also maps to a very small region, containing just 17 genes, identifying the causal 
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variant underlying this QTL is also an attractive proposition. In addition to these specific future 
goals, this work has also served an important function in validating the role of these 4-parent 
RILs in providing a novel and versatile resource for quantitative genetics that has been notably 
missing in C. elegans.  
Of the QTLs identified for survival in response to stress, the most striking was the cold stress 
resistance QTL on chromosome III (Chapter 5). However, no genes known to be involved in the 
C. elegans cold stress response were found within this QTL region. Interestingly, the various 
studies on cold shock survival in C. elegans have tested for different outcomes. For example, 
several studies assessed mortality after 60 min of recovery at the growth temperature, with 
worms scored as dead if they did not respond to touch or show pharyngeal pumping (Iser et 
al., 2005; Murray et al., 2007; Otha et al., 2014), whilst Savory et al. (2011) monitored survival 
after 20-30 minutes at the room temperature. As there is significant mortality in the 24 hours 
after return to growth temperature (Robinson and Powell, 2016), it is not clear what the effect 
on longer-term survival would have been in studies with a shorter recovery period. Robinson 
and Powel (2016) postulate that there are two distinct phases of death in worms in response 
to cold shock. The first of these occurs during, or straight after, the treatment as a result of 
cellular damage and the second occurring as the worms try to deal with aftermath of cold 
shock. This is partially supported by study of the onion maggot D. Antigua, where, after 
exposure to cold treatment the maggot displays two different type of deaths by morphology 
(Clark and Worland, 2008). My analyses, which are based on a 24-hour recovery period, 
identify a broad range of responses to cold stress in C. elegans wild isolates and indicate that 
translation regulation is critical to cold stress survival in C. elegans. Further analysis of the 
chromosome III region I identify suggests that the QTL may be a consequence of variation in 
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eftu-2 (a homologue of human eEF2) and part of the translation machinery. This is supported 
by eQTL results from the 4-parent RILs and also from studies on N2/CB4856 RILs. Functional 
testing of this is therefore a priority for future work. Finally, although, the mechanisms of cold 
tolerance are interesting for many reasons such as the potential for use in medicine, they are 
also interesting in their own right. Particularly as not much is understood about the ecology of 
cold stress resistance, there is definitely future value in combining such studies with those on 
genome plasticity and evolution. 
Given, the varied outcomes of dietary restriction (DR) in previous chapters, several different 
approaches were adopted in Chapter 7 to uncover to what extent DR treatment prolongs 
lifespan depending on initiation date and the severity of the treatment. My analyses uncovered 
that an earlier initiation day (starting from the adulthood) yields a larger lifespan-extension. 
When DR was initiated at a later date, the increase in lifespan was, although still significant in 
most cases, much lower than the early adulthood initiation. This is in contrary to the results of 
Smith et al. (2008) who reported a greater increase in lifespan in worms submitted to DR at 
older ages. Also the severity of the DR seems to bring up different responses among the 
selected RILs. This again indicates that there are genotype-specific responses to various 
environmental challenges. Total starvation of the worms resulted in lifespan extension in most 
of the lines as previously reported by Lee et al. (2006) and Kaeberlein et al. (2006). In general, 
lines that exhibited extended lifespan under earlier DR treatments were more likely to live 
longer under total starvation.   
Overall, this study shows that the novel multi-parent panel provides a versatile resource 
toward easier and efficient fine mapping and functional analyses of loci and genes underlying 
complex traits which can accelerate the discovery of natural polymorphisms underlying 
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complex traits and will lead to a better understanding of the mechanisms behind the observed 
phenotypic variation in C. elegans. 
 
7.2 Principal findings   
 
In summary, the key findings of this thesis have been: 
  That the effect of dietary restriction on lifespan in C. elegans varies between 
genotypes and that such differences are seen in introgression lines, recombinant 
inbred lines and in wild isolates.  
 That the literature on DR supports the view that genotype-specific effects on lifespan 
are widespread and that for some genotypes DR can be deleterious.  
 However, some of the later results in various DR regimes were conflicting with the 
previous results. 
 That a newly created 4-parental panel of RILs contains significant, ecologically 
relevant variation in lifespan and stress resistance and that lifespan and stress 
resistance are not correlated in these lines.  
 This can be used to identify quantitative trait loci (QTLs) controlling this variation.  
 That multiple candidate QTLs have been identified for lifespan and stress resistance 
and that some of these QTLs cannot be explained by known lifespan regulating genes. 
 That cold stress resistance in C. elegans is related to the control of translation, that 
the major QTLs detected in the RILs cannot be a consequence of genes known to be 
involved in cold stress resistance and that one may be a consequence of variation in 
eftu-2 a part of the translation machinery.  
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7.3 Future directions  
Given the key findings of the work reported in this thesis, the immediate priorities for future 
work are to: 
 Extend and replicate the studies on dietary restriction to uncover the reasons why the 
effects of DR vary across genotypes.  
 Identify the causal polymorphisms underlying the lifespan QTLs that cannot be 
explained by known lifespan-regulating genes and determine how the gene(s) 
identified integrate into the pathways that determine lifespan in C. elegans.  
 Identify the causal polymorphisms underlying the cold stress resistance QTLs in C. 
elegans and determine how this resistance is produced.  
Over the longer term, the work I have undertaken here should be extended by creating of 
introgression lines from the parental backgrounds. Furthermore, the hope is that the 4-
parental RILs will be shared and used on wide array of experiments to explore their full 
potential. In addition, I hope that future DR research will take into consideration the 
importance of genetic backgrounds.  
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APPENDIX A 
Line Lifespan DR Lifespan  
 
Line Lifespan DR Lifespan  
Y10 17.71 20.5 
 
YZ24 19.1 17.5 
Y11 17.5 17.5 
 
YZ25 16.6 17.333 
Y12 13.09 14.083 
 
YZ26 18.625 19.46 
Y13 17.938 18.18 
 
YZ27 15.92 20 
Y14 17.625 17.3 
 
YZ28 17.8 18.214 
Y15     
 
YZ29 17.8 17.625 
Y16 26.27 27.294 
 
YZ3 21.1 23.6 
Y17 17.83 21.6 
 
YZ30 17.4 14.6 
Y18 19.6 19.6 
 
YZ31 15.429 17.857 
Y19 15.5 15.625 
 
YZ32 13.6 19.57 
Y2 20.7 19.286 
 
YZ33 17.57 19.556 
Y20 18.75 21 
 
YZ34 17.0625 16.4 
Y21 21.3 15 
 
YZ35 18.94 23.45 
Y22 19.7 21.3 
 
YZ36 18.4 16.4 
Y23 20.2 18.4 
 
YZ37 17.23 16.143 
Y24     
 
YZ38 19.5 17.7 
Y25 16.81 21.6 
 
YZ39 13.72 20.4 
Y26 14.83 20.16 
 
YZ4 21.2 20 
Y27 20.57 23.18 
 
YZ40 18.916 18 
Y3 17.18 18.375 
 
YZ41 15.176 17.526 
Y5 19.54 18.3 
 
YZ42 19.16 20.2 
Y6 20.05 22.8 
 
YZ43 17.3 17.75 
Y7 20.875 21.875 
 
YZ44 18.06 17.909 
Y8 17 17.625 
 
YZ45 17.375 23.286 
Y9 17.14 19.25 
 
YZ46 15.3 17.625 
YZ1 15.6 18.125 
 
YZ47 16 18.25 
YZ10 18.16 19.462 
 
YZ48 17.875 15.3 
YZ11 16.857 16.286 
 
YZ49 14.75 18.3 
YZ12 20.71 23.29 
 
YZ5 22.4 21.09 
YZ13 22 21.824 
 
YZ50 13 16.6 
YZ14 13.16 16.375 
 
YZ51 20.428 18 
YZ15 18.083 16.571 
 
YZ52 15.75 19.375 
YZ16 19.1 20.929 
 
YZ53 15.75 17.143 
YZ18 18.63 13 
 
YZ54 15.16 18.4 
YZ19     
 
YZ55 17.125 16.765 
YZ2 13.625 17.14 
 
YZ56 15 17.25 
YZ20 17.143 16.416 
 
YZ57 17.4 15.8 
YZ21     
 
YZ58 18.13 18.83 
YZ22 21.2 21.4 
 
YZ59 17.625 21 
YZ23 19.4 19.63 
 
YZ6 16.1 19.75 
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Line Lifespan DR Lifespan  
 
Line Lifespan DR Lifespan  
YZ60 15.571 16.571 
 
Z8 23.4 19.7 
YZ61 16.6 21.25 
 
ZY1 20.8 19.4 
YZ62 23.3 23 
 
ZY10 14.1 18.25 
YZ63 15.57 16.8 
 
ZY11 16.6 18.5 
YZ64 16.4 16.63 
 
ZY12 18.625 20.615 
YZ65 16.2 14.846 
 
ZY13 17.6 20.923 
YZ66 18.5 18.7 
 
ZY15 21.22 24.25 
YZ67 21 17 
 
ZY16 20.474 24.714 
YZ68 14.9 16.3 
 
ZY17 22.36 18.286 
YZ69 12.72 19.615 
 
ZY18 19.2 21.5 
YZ7 19 24 
 
ZY19 17.25 18.2 
YZ70 20 18.83 
 
ZY2 20.786 17.364 
YZ71 14.5 15.5 
 
ZY20 18.125 23.25 
YZ72 18.63 22.75 
 
ZY21 20.476 20.5 
YZ73 19.25 21.375 
 
ZY22 15.2 19.54 
YZ74 15.94 19.083 
 
ZY23 15.45 18.25 
YZ75 17.75 19.357 
 
ZY24 19.6 20.5 
YZ8 17.7 20.8 
 
ZY25 21.091 21.375 
YZ9 19.647 19.364 
 
ZY26 15.3 17.416 
Z1 14.5 20.6 
 
ZY27 21.916 20.46 
Z10 15.75 17 
 
ZY28 19.27 22.375 
Z11 20.625 15.625 
 
ZY29 18.47 22.929 
Z12 20.571 20.429 
 
ZY3 18.286 23 
Z13 18.5 19 
 
ZY30 20.06 22.143 
Z14 20.4 17.75 
 
ZY31 21.186 21 
Z15 15.357 18.5 
 
ZY33 13.538 20.5 
Z16 15.09 16.5 
 
ZY34 20.125 21.3 
Z18 15.69 14.3 
 
ZY35 22.571 23.54 
Z2 15.09 18.1 
 
ZY36 16.71 20.8 
Z20 18.538 16.625 
 
ZY37 21.286 21.27 
Z21 18.875 19.882 
 
ZY38 17.09 19 
Z22 17.16 16 
 
ZY39 16.06 21 
Z23 20.25 20.8 
 
ZY4 19.857 21.14 
Z24 15.0625 18.3 
 
ZY40 22.93 20.429 
Z25 18.18 18.13 
 
ZY41 17.57 17.625 
Z26 19.667 15.875 
 
ZY42 20 24.3 
Z27 16.563 16.571 
 
ZY43 19 18.4 
Z3 16.6 19.214 
 
ZY44 14.57 20.636 
Z30 17.286 17.4 
 
ZY45 19.83 23 
Z4 17.72 22.5 
 
ZY46 19.53 23.8 
Z5 16.56 13.75 
 
ZY5 19.75 19.857 
Z6 15.4 20.75 
 
ZY51 22 21.09 
Z7 16.3 19.2 
 
ZY52 20.421 24.615 
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RILs Lifespan DR lifespan 
ZY53 17.1 20.571 
ZY54 17.72 16.462 
ZY55 16.57 17.6 
ZY56 21.214 19.5 
ZY58 19 20.444 
ZY59 19.57 20.333 
ZY6 15.571 14.571 
ZY60 16.1 20.625 
ZY61 22.85 20.2 
ZY62 15.12 22.083 
ZY63 17.6 19.5 
ZY64 18.429 18.909 
ZY65 19.3 20.875 
ZY66 21 20.643 
ZY67 22.54 22.1 
ZY68 18.416 18.6 
ZY69 17.26 18.93 
ZY7 19 16.3 
ZY70 21.45 25.75 
ZY71 16.5 18.588 
ZY72 19.7 16.6 
ZY75 18.6 21 
ZY76 20 14.6 
ZY77 19.75 25.16 
ZY78 18.5 21 
ZY79 17.385 21 
ZY8 16.4 20.286 
ZY80 19.136 23.235 
ZY81 21.3 25.375 
ZY82 22.27 22.81 
ZY83 18.125 17.727 
ZY91 20.36 24.8 
 
Table A1. All RILs lines used in this study.  
This table represents all RILs and their average lifespan for ad libitum and DR treatments 
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APPENDIX B 
#clear memory 
rm(list=ls())    
#switch working directory and confirm 
getwd() 
 
#load data 
lifespan.dat <- read.csv("lifespan1.csv") 
 
#define function to simulate sampling a number of times (x) from a normal distribution of 
defined mean (y) and standard deviation (z), repeating the sampling for a different set of 
conditions and then calculating the difference between them  
#means of the distributions set to the global mean of the RIL data, 18.138 NGM and 19.419 
DR, meaning the effect of DR is a 1.281 day extension of lifespan 
delta <- function(x,y,z) { 
  mean(rnorm(x, y+1.281, z)) - mean(rnorm(x, y, z)) 
} 
 
#simulate data assuming various levels of sample size per treatment 
data5 <- replicate(1000, delta(5,18.138,3)) 
ranked5 <- sort(data5) 
 
data10 <- replicate(1000, delta(10,18.138,3)) 
ranked10 <- sort(data10) 
 
data20 <- replicate(1000, delta(20,18.138,3)) 
ranked20 <- sort(data20) 
 
#rank data from the RILs 
diff1 <- lifespan.dat$diff 
diff <- sort(diff1, decreasing=F) 
 
#plot figure 
plot (ranked5, xlab='', ylab='Difference in lifespan', ylim=c(-8,8), col="red") 
par(new=T) 
plot (ranked10, xlab='', ylab='', ylim=c(-10,10), axes=F, col="sandybrown") 
par(new=T) 
plot (ranked20, xlab='', ylab='', ylim=c(-10,10), axes=F, col="peachpuff") 
par(new=T) 
plot (diff, xlab='', ylab='', ylim=c(-10,10), axes=F, col="black") 
abline(h=1,col=4,lty=2) 
abline(h=0) 
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APPENDIX C 
Gene Overview 
aap-1 aap-1 negatively regulates lifespan and dauer development, and likely 
functions as the sole adaptor subunit for the AGE-1/p110 PI3K catalytic subunit 
to which it binds in vitro; although AAP-1 potentiates insulin-like signaling, it is 
not absolutely required for insulin-like signaling under most conditions.  
akk-1 aak-1 activity is required, in parallel with aak-2 and downstream of daf-2, daf-
7, and par-4, for negative regulation of germline proliferation during dauer 
development. 
aak-2 aak-2 functions downstream of environmental stressors, energy level signals 
(AMP:ATP ratio), and daf-2-mediated insulin signaling to positively regulate 
adult lifespan; in regulating lifespan, aak-2 likely acts in parallel with daf-
16/FOXO;  in the germline,aak-2 functions downstream of daf-2 and daf-7, and 
in parallel to par-4 and aak-1, to negatively regulate germline proliferation 
during dauer development. 
akt-2 akt-2 encodes a homolog of the serine/threonine kinase Akt/PKB, AKT-2, that is 
required for progression through the dauer stage of development and for the 
negative regulation of adult lifespan; inactivation of akt-2 causes animals to 
arrest constitutively at the dauer stage, while having an increased life span; 
widely expressed, AKT-2 is activated by the phospholipid products of 
phosphoinositide 3-kinase AGE-1/PI3K and by PDK-1, a homolog of vertebrate 
3-phosphoinositide-dependent kinase-1 (PDK-1) Normal akt-2 (and akt-1) 
activity is required for excess pdk-1 activity to suppress the dauer-arrest 
phenotype of age-1, indicating that the 3-phosphoinositide-dependent kinase-
1 homolog PDK-1 transduces signals from AGE-1 to AKT-2 (and AKT-1); 
conversely, the akt-2 loss-of-function phenotype is suppressed by daf-16 null 
mutations, indicating that the Fork head transcription factor DAF-16 is 
downstream of AKT-2 (and AKT-1), and that AKT-1 and AKT-2 act primarily to 
antagonize DAF-16. 
ctl-1 ctl-1 encodes one of three C. elegans catalases; CTL-1 exhibits catalase activity 
in vitro, and thus likely functions in vivo as an antioxidant enzyme that protects 
cells from reactive oxygen species; ctl-1 activity contributes to the extended 
lifespan seen in daf-2 mutant animals; in addition, ctl-1 expression is negatively 
regulated by DAF-2-mediated insulin signalling. 
ctl-2 ctl-2 encodes one of three C. elegans catalases; CTL-2 exhibits catalase and 
peroxidase activity in vitro, and thus likely functions in vivo as an antioxidant 
enzyme that protects cells from reactive oxygen species; ctl-2 activity is 
required for normal lifespan as well as for the extended lifespan seen in daf-
2 mutant animals; ctl-2 expression is negatively regulated by DAF-2-mediated 
insulin signaling. 
ctl-3 ctl-3 encodes one of three C. elegans catalases; CTL-3 is predicted to function 
as an antioxidant enzyme that protects cells from reactive oxygen species; a 
ctl-3 promoter gfp fusion construct is expressed in pharyngeal muscles and 
neuronal cell bodies; loss of ctl-3 activity via RNAi results in no obvious 
abnormalities. 
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cst-1 cst-1 encodes one of two C. elegans protein kinases orthologous to the MST 
(mammalian Ste20-like) kinases and Drosophila Hippo; CST-1 appears to play a 
role in the responses to oxidative stress and determination of adult lifespan; in 
regulating stress response and lifespan, CST-1 functions upstream of the DAF-
16/FOXO transcription factor; CST-1 physically interacts with RSF-1, the C. 
elegans homolog of the Ras-association domain family protein 1. 
C10H11.
8 
C10H11.8 by homology, the product of C10H11.8 is predicted to function as a 
member of the TOR complexes to regulate growth, development, and actin 
cytoskeleton organization; loss of C10H11.8 activity via RNAi results in 
increased fat content, developmental delays, and small body size; RNAi 
targeting C10H11.8 as well as let-502 results in defects in P cell migration. 
ddl-3 ddl-3 is an ortholog of human TTC19 (tetratricopeptide repeat domain 19); ddl-
3 is involved in determination of adult lifespan. 
daf-2 daf-2 encodes a receptor tyrosine kinase that is the C. elegans insulin/IGF 
receptor ortholog; DAF-2 activity is required for a number of processes in C. 
elegans, including embryonic and larval development, formation of the 
developmentally arrested dauer larval stage (diapause), larval developmental 
timing, adult longevity, reproduction, fat storage, salt chemotaxis learning, and 
stress resistance, including response to high temperature, oxidative stress, and 
bacterial infection; DAF-2 signals through a conserved PI 3-kinase pathway to 
negatively regulate the activity of DAF-16, a Forkhead-related transcription 
factor, by inducing its phosphorylation and nuclear exclusion; in addition, DAF-
2 negatively regulates the nuclear localization, and hence transcriptional 
activity, of SKN-1 in intestinal nuclei; amongst the 38 predicted insulin-like 
molecules in C. elegans, genetic and microarray analyses suggest that at least 
DAF-28, INS-1, and INS-7 are likely DAF-2 ligands; genetic mosaic and tissue-
specific promoter studies indicate that daf-2 can function cell 
nonautonomously and within multiple cell types to influence dauer formation 
and adult lifespan, likely by regulating the production of secondary endocrine 
signals that coordinate growth and longevity throughout the animal; temporal 
analysis of daf-2 function indicates that daf-2 regulates lifespan, reproduction, 
and diapause independently, at distinct times during the animal's life cycle. 
daf-3 daf-3 functions as a transcriptional regulator that is required for formation of 
the alternative dauer larval stage as well as for regulation of pharyngeal gene 
expression during non-dauer development; DAF-3 activity is antagonized by 
signaling through the DAF-7/TGF-beta pathway which promotes reproductive 
growth; in yeast two-hybrid studies, DAF-3 interacts with SMA-3, another Smad 
protein that does not appear to have a role in dauer formation;. 
daf-4 daf-4 activity is required for several biological processes, including entry into 
and exit from the dauer larval stage, body size determination, male tail 
patterning, egg laying, chemosensory neuron specification, and increased 
thermotolerance; in regulating dauer larval development, DAF-4 acts in parallel 
with the insulin signaling pathway and likely partners with the DAF-1 type I 
TGF-b receptor to receive a signal from the DAF-7 TGF-b ligand; daf-4 also 
regulates reproductive aging, via the TGF-beta Sma/Mab pathway, mutants of 
which show a large reproductive span extension. 
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daf-7 daf-7 functions as part of a signalling pathway that interprets environmental 
conditions to regulate energy-balance pathways that affect dauer larval 
formation, fat metabolism, egg laying, pathogen avoidance behavior, and 
feeding behavior. 
daf-9 daf-9 likely functions cell nonautonomously in hypodermal and neuronal cells 
to produce, for the DAF-12 nuclear receptor, a lipophilic hormone whose 
presence is necessary for bypassing entry into the alternative L3/dauer larval 
stage and promoting reproductive development; in regulating dauer 
formation,daf-9 acts downstream of the DAF-2/insulin/IGF receptor and the 
DAF-7/TGFbeta ligand, suggesting that at least two of the signaling pathways 
that control dauer formation converge, in part, upon daf-9; in addition, daf-
9 activity is required for gonadal cell migration. 
daf-12 daf-12 affects dauer formation downstream of the TGF- and insulin signaling 
pathways, and affects gonad-dependent adult longevity together with DAF-16, 
chemosensory signal transduction cells; daf-12 expression in lateral seam cells 
is negatively regulated by the let-7 miRNA. 
daf-16 daf-16 encodes the sole C. elegans forkhead box O (FOXO) homologue; DAF-16 
functions as a transcription factor that acts in the insulin/IGF-1-mediated 
signaling (IIS) pathway that regulates dauer formation, longevity, fat 
metabolism, stress response, and innate immunity; DAF-16 can interact with 
the CBP-1 transcription cofactor in vitro, and interacts genetically with other 
genes in the insulin signaling and with daf-12, which encodes a nuclear 
hormone receptor. 
fkb-2 fkb-2  by homology, FKB-2 could function in a number of processes including 
protein folding, signal transduction, and regulation of muscle contraction; 
however, the precise role of FKB-2 in C. elegans development and/or behavior 
is not yet known,. 
ftt-2 ftt-2 encodes a 14-3-3 protein; FTT-2 is required for regulating the localization 
of the product of YAP-1, a Yes-associated protein (Yap) homolog, between the 
cytoplasm and the nucleus. 
gsk-3 gsk-3 encodes the C. elegans glycogen synthase kinase ortholog; GSK-3 plays a 
role in regulating of the oxidative stress response pathway by phosphorylating 
SKN-1, thereby excluding it from intestinal nuclei. 
hsf-1 hsf-1 encodes the C. elegans heat-shock transcription factor ortholog; HSF-1 
functions as a transcriptional regulator of stress-induced gene expression 
whose activity is required for heat-shock and proteotoxicity response, larval 
development, innate immunity, and regulation of adult lifespan. 
iftb-1 iftb-1 encodes the C. elegans ortholog of translation initiation factor 2 beta 
(eIF2beta); by homology, IFTB-1 is predicted to function in translation initiation 
and start codon recognition; loss of iftb-1 activity in adult animals extends 
lifespan. 
ist-1 ist-1 encodes a pleckstrin homology (PH) and phosphotyrosine binding (PTB) 
domain-containing insulin receptor substrate (IRS) homolog that negatively 
regulates lifespan and dauer development; IST-1 potentiates insulin-like 
signaling, although it is not absolutely required for such signaling under most 
conditions; in addition to acting through the AGE-1/PI3K branch of the insulin-
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like signaling pathway, IST-1 may also function in a parallel pathway to activate 
downstream protein-kinase Bs encoded by akt-1 and akt-2. 
jkk-1 jkk-1 encodes a member of the MAP kinase kinase superfamily that affects 
synaptic vesicle localization and is required in type-D motor neurons for normal 
locomotion; can function in the Hog1 MAP kinase pathway I in yeast as an 
activator of JNK and is expressed in most neurons 
let-363 let-363 is an ortholog of human MTOR (mechanistic target of rapamycin 
(serine/threonine kinase)); let-363 is involved in TOR signaling, determination 
of adult lifespan, growth, lipid metabolic process, positive regulation of 
translation, response to heat and translation; let-363 is predicted to have 1-
phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase activity, based on sequence information and is 
predicted to have drug binding activity, based on protein domain 
information; let-363 is expressed widely; let-363 is localized to the TORC1 
complex, the TORC2 complex and the cytoplasm. 
lin-2 lin-2 encodes a protein belonging to the membrane associated guanylate 
kinase (MAGUK) family, with several domains (L27, PDZ, SH3, and guanylate 
kinase) thought to assemble specific multiprotein complexes in particular 
regions of the cell; in vivo, LIN-2 is required for the correct localization of LET-
23 (and, presumably, other membrane proteins) to specific regions of the 
plasma membrane. 
lin-7 lin-7  istranslational reporter fusion indicates that LIN-7 is expressed at 
intestinal cell junctions; expression in vulval epithelial cells is detected only 
upon overexpression via heat shock, and reveals localization primarily at the 
lateral cell junctions of the vulval precursor cells P5.p and P6.p 
mdl-1 mdl-1  gfp promoter fusions are expressed in a number of different tissues, 
including the posterior intestine, anterior and ventral cord neurons, pharyngeal 
and body wall muscles, somatic gonad precursors, and hypodermal cells; yeast 
one-hybrid and ChIP experiments indicate that DAF-3/Smad can bind the mdl-
1 promoter; in addition, mdl-1 pharyngeal expression is specifically increased 
in daf-3(RNAi) animals, suggesting that DAF-3 directly negatively regulates mdl-
1 transcription in pharyngeal tissue during dauer formation. 
med-2 med-2 gene encodes a GATA-type transcription factor that is an immediate 
target of maternal SKN-1, and that participates in specifying the mesendoderm. 
med-1 med-1 encodes a GATA-type transcription factor; med-1 is an immediate target 
of maternal SKN-1 and, in the early embryo, participates in specifying the 
mesendoderm; MED-1 functions upstream of the END-1 and END-3 GATA-type 
transcription factors in endodermal cell fate specification. 
mek-1 mek-1 encodes a MAP kinase kinase (MAPKK) that is involved in the stress 
response to heavy metals and starvation, and that has the highest homology to 
mammalian MKK7. 
mpk-1 mpk-1 affect LET-60(Ras)-mediated induction of vulval cell fates, larval viability, 
morphology of the male spicules; mpk-1 acts in combination with mek-2 to 
permit germ cell exit from the pachytene stage of first meiotic prophase; MPK-
1 activation is temporally/spatially dynamic compared to relatively constant 
levels of total MPK-1. 
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rps-6 rps-6 encodes a small (40S) ribosomal subunit S6 protein; loss of rps-6 activity 
in adult animals extends lifespan. 
sem-5 sem-5 acts downstream of the LET-23 epidermal growth factor receptor to 
negatively regulate RAS-, MAP-, and IP-3-, mediated signal transduction; a sem-
5 yfp promoter fusion is expressed in many cells throughout development, 
including the hypodermis, intestine, neurons, body wall muscles, and vulval 
precursor cells. 
sek-1 sek-1 encodes a MAPKK (Mitogen-Activated Protein Kinase Kinase); SEK-1 
functions in the p38 MAPK cascade that regulates innate immunity; SEK-1 has 
MAPKK activity; SEK-1 can activate both JNK-1 and PMK-1 in the yeast Hog 
pathway. 
sgk-1 sgk-1 activity is required for normal egg laying, generation time, stress 
response, and adult life span; SGK-1 forms a complex with the AKT kinases with 
which it functions in parallel to mediate certain aspects of DAF-2/insulin-
signaling; SGK-1 phosphorylates DAF-16 in vitro in a manner strictly dependent 
upon pdk-1 which encodes a 3-phosphoinositide-dependent kinase. 
smg-1 smg-1 functions as a key component of the nonsense-mediated mRNA decay 
(NMD) pathway that identifies and degrades mRNAs that contain premature 
stop codons; in addition, and partially in parallel to DAF-2-insulin signaling, 
SMG-1 regulates adult lifespan and the response to oxidative stress. 
sod-3 sod-3 encodes an iron/manganese superoxide dismutase, predicted to be 
mitochondrial, that might defend against oxidative stress and promote normal 
lifespan; sod-3 mRNA levels are diminished by mutation of daf-16 and 
chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) studies demonstrate that DAF-16 can 
directly bind the sod-3 promoter; heterologously expressed SOD-3 in E. coli 
protects against methyl viologen-induced oxidative stress. 
tir-1 tir-1 is required for innate immunity, as loss of tir-1 activity results in increased 
susceptibility to infection; tir-1 also functions in a lateral signaling pathway that 
specifies neuronal identity and is required for proper localization of NSY-
1/MAPKKK to post-synaptic regions. 
unc-14 unc-14 activity is required for axonogenesis (neurite outgrowth and axonal 
transport) and sex myoblast migration. 
vhl-1 vhl-1 promotes the ubiquitination and degradation of the hif-1 hypoxic 
response transcription factor; vhl-1 and hif-1 act to modulate life span and 
proteotoxicity, vhl-1 mutants live longer compared to wild-type, by a 
mechanism separate from dietary restriction and insulin signaling; vhl-1 may 
also have a hif-1 independent function related to the extracellular matrix. 
 
 
Table C1. This table represents all major genes that are known to have an effect on lifespan, nutrient 
signalling and a stress response. 
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Table D1 Polymorphic Variation.  
This table represents ten polymorphic variations between JU1511 and other parental strains in daf-2 gene. The result 
shows there were no non-synonimous changes in daf-2 gene and there is no expression difference in DAF-2 within the 
RILs.  
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AppeŶdiǆ E  
Strain Collected Region Sampled by 
DL238 USA   Eugene Ailion 
EG4347 USA   Manuka Knapp 
JU1400 Spain Sevilla Felix 
JU1401 Spain Carmona Felix 
JU1411 Spain Carmona Felix 
JU1416 Spain Carmona Felix 
JU1511 France  Orsai Felix 
JU1516 France  Orsai Felix 
JU1522 France  Orsai Felix 
JU1581 France  Orsai Felix 
JU1920 France  Santeuil Felix 
JU1923 France  Santeuil Felix 
JU1926 France  Santeuil Felix 
JU1927 France  Santeuil Felix 
JU1931 France  Santeuil Felix 
JU1933 France  Santeuil Felix 
JU1936 France  Santeuil Felix 
JU1937 France  Orsai Felix 
JU1938 France  Orsai Felix 
JU1941 France  Orsai Felix 
JU1943 France  Orsai Felix 
JU1946 France  Orsai Felix 
JU1947 France  Orsai Felix 
JU1948 France  Orsai Felix 
JU1949 France  Orsai Felix 
JU323 France Merlet Felix 
JU345 France Merlet Felix 
JU393 France Hermanville Barriere 
JU778 Portugal Lisbon Felix 
MY23 GER Roxel Shulenburg 
WN2002 Holand Wageningen Riksen 
WN2003 Holand Wageningen Riksen 
Table E1. Wild isolates. This table lists all the wild isolates used in this study, country of location 
and person who collected the samples. 
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APPENDIX F 
 
 
Figure F1. Mean lifespan correlates with 50% survival rate in N2 ±1 day. 
 
 
 
Treatments Mean lifespan Days 50% survial Days Difference Days 
Control 16.8±3.8 17 0.2 
Dauer 1 24.1±2.8 24 0.1 
Dauer 4 21.0±3.8 21 0 
Bac Dil 1  27.2±3.1 27 0.2 
Bac Dil 4 22.2±3.7 23 0.8 
Starv 1 24.5±4.3 24 0.5 
Starv 4 20.4±3.5 21 0.6 
 
Table F2. Mean lifespan correlates with 50% survival rate in N2 ±1 day. 
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